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S. Georgia Nugent, Kenyon's
eighteenth president, brings impressive
talents to the College
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President S.
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Georgia Nugent
photographed at

Distinguished man of letters
Anthony Hecht remembers teach
ing and learning at Kenyon.

Princeton
University by
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Mallory Samson *77

A MATTER OF FORMALITY
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by Amy Blumenthal
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THE RIGHT GIFTS
S. Georgia Nugent, Kenyon's
eighteenth president, brings
impressive talents to her new
position.
by Tom Stamp '73
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With inaugural cere
monies scheduled for
October 24 to 26, Kenyon
welcomes its eighteenth
president, S. Georgia
Nugent. Colleagues and
friends describe Nugent
as an enormously gifted
teacher and administra
tor who builds consensus
and leads with integrity.

40 WEATHERING THE STORM
While the economic slump has
battered some colleges, Kenyon
meets the challenge with modest
belt-tightening, fiscal constraint,
and keen awareness of its strengths
and weaknesses. With profiles of
Doug Heuck '84 and economics
professor Will Melick.
t

by Gordon Young, Dan Laskin, and
Shaum Presley

46

PATH FOR ALL SEASONS

Juilt by students, beloved (and
ometimes cursed) by all, Middle
'ath has weathered parades, rituils, and rumors of pavement.
by Christopher Barth '93
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
1973
by Amy Dlumenthal
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ALONG MIDDLE PATH
Gregory Spaid '69 named provost;
Howard Sacks will be special
assistant to the president
Jennifer Delahunty Britz
appointed dean of admissions
and financial aid
Applicant pool breaks College
records
Bulletin wins bronze medal
Kenyon students publish
children's book
Historical marker honors Kenyon
as Ohio's oldest private college
Kenyon alumni honored with
fellowships from Fulbright, Coro,
and Mellon

17

ALMANAC
Rita Kipp named associate provost
Board elects new trustee, two
emeritus members
Jeffrey Bowman named McCoy
Teaching Professor
Five faculty members win Whiting
Awards

Faculty news

Kenyon Football Alumni
Network created
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Two professors win Trustee
Teaching Excellence Awards
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Tomsich Science Awards recognize
outstanding research
Alumni news

IN MEMORIAM

14 BOOKS
64 THE LAST PAGE
Typically extraordinary
by Dan Laskin
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The art of numbers:
Judy Holdener wins Trustee
Teaching Excellence Award and
Robert J. Tomsich Science Award

CLASS NOTES
With profiles of Myron Schiffer
'51, Eileen Shaver Tuttle '86, and
Tanya Larson '94
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Six faculty members awarded
tenure

Kenyon in the news
Sports highlights
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Colleges nationwide
are grappling with
problems caused by
the slumping economy,
and Kenyon is not
immune. But despite
some troubling
"exposure points," the
College's retrenchment
has been modest,
thanks to a tradition
of fiscal prudence.

22

A winner of the
Trustee Teaching
Excellence Award and
the Robert J. Tomsich
Science Award,
mathematician Judy
Holdener conducts
research on perfect
numbers. Her interest
in this field was
sparked by a Kenyon
student.
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by Amy Blumenthal

In 1973 my mother bought a navy polyester
pantsuit trimmed with bright red piping. Down
the front of the tunic top marched gold mili
tary-style buttons in a double row. The Nehru
collar was already five years out of date. She was
wearing the pantsuit the
evening her longtime friend
Felice dropped by for a visit.
•
Felice's pantsuit was brown,
a jacket-and-trouser affair.
From the foyer I could
i
smell the coffee bubbling in
the Farherware percolator, and
\ Ii j
i _
1 pictured the brew growing
3 darker with each circuit up the
= basket stem, each leap against
- J the glass ceiling of the lid.
When the spoons clinked against the
saucers, signalling that the Sweet N Low had
been stirred, I made my way into the kitchen.
At the table sat Felice and my mother, talking
about women's liberation.
Forsaking the kinds of questions she usually
asked me—how was school, what did I like to
do these days—Felice fixed me with a smile and
asked if I'd read much Betty Friedan. A senior
in high school, I was pleased to have graduated
from childish conversation to adult discourse.
But somewhat sheepishly I admitted I had not,
although 1 was making my way through The
Female Eunuch, by Germaine Greer.
"Oh, so you are interested in feminism," she
said with satisfaction, as though she had halfsuspected only women of her generation could
appreciate its ideas.
From talk of female eunuchs and feminine
mystique, Felice and my mother turned to the
subject of the female pantsuit, singing its
praises: to them the pantsuit was freedom itself,
all wrapped up in a stylish package. "But of
course," Felice reminded my mother, "you've got
to wear a good girdle. It's even more important
with a pantsuit than it is with a dress."
In my recollection of that year, many con
versations juxtaposed heady new ideas with the
hopelessly mundane. Not only among incipient
college students in jeans, like my friends and
2 kINVON COLLEGE ALUMNI BULLETIN SUMMER loo)

me, hut also among their pantsuit-wearing
mothers, and their amazed grandmothers, talk
strayed naturally to things you never used to
hear about, to female eunuchs and feminine mys
tique, reflecting dramatic and rapid changes tak
ing place in the culture. So many received ideas
were questioned and discarded ... yet, alas, so
many girdles were not. Yes, opportunities
abounded for women's minds and lives, but
female flesh, in Felice's eyes, still had to be con
strained within narrow limits. It is by this para
dox that I remember those times.
And what times they were. I was not then
aware that the first co-ed class would he gradu
ated from Kenyon that spring, but I certainly
knew that women would don caps and gowns
for the first time at Princeton. In January, the
Supreme Court had decided Roe v. Wade, legal
izing abortion. The Senate had approved the
Equal Rights Amendment, but before the end
of the decade it would die, starved of ratifica
tion by a sufficient number of states, including
my own. In May a braggart named Bobby Riggs
defeated Margaret Smith Court in a tennis
match that came to be known as the "Mother's
Day Massacre," leaving Riggs to boast that no
woman could beat a man at his game. Four
months later, in an odd but symbolically
weighty footnote to an eventful year, champion
Billie Jean King defeated Riggs, in straight sets,
in a match billed as "The Battle of the Sexes."
It was viewed on primetime television by forty
million people, who understood that, as King
later said, it wasn't about tennis, it was about
social change. That year for the first time,
women and men earned equal prize money at
the U.S. Open.
All this and more ttx>k place against a can
vas of breathtakingly concentrated change, as
event succeeded event in the American politi
cal landscape. In the same month that Roe v.
Wade was decided, Richard Nixon had his sec
ond presidential inauguration; Judge John
Sirica tried the Watergate Seven ("the whole
things smells worse than a kettle of dead fish," I
heard a passenger intone to a bus driver, who
grimly nodded); the cease-fire agreement signed
in Paris signaled the ending of the war in
Vietnam, and coincided with the termination
of the military draft. Thirty-one days that

changed the country. New freedoms, yes, but
also age-old abuses of power, the toppling of
regimes, the closing of one era, and the opening
of another.
In a year of such great changes, novels such
as Marge Piercy's Small Changes and Erica Jong's
bestseller Fear of Flying suggested the availability
of alternative plots not only for female charac
ters but for women's lives. While other plots
than the one that led to marriage, housewifery,
and motherhood had always existed in marginal,
culturally ignored ways, now they entered the
mainstream debate in the popular media, at
gatherings of friends and families, in conscious
ness-raising groups, around kitchen tables,
among strangers on buses. Women might choose
to marry or not, bear children or not, leave
unhappy marriages, live if they wished with
other women, entertain fantasies about
strangers, pursue an intellectual passion, or
devote themselves in large numbers to careers
formerly closed or unwelcoming to them.
Although women were earning only fiftynine cents to the man's dollar that year, I was
heading off to Barnard, a women's college, filled
with a sense of unfettered opportunities in an
expanding future, but also with the knowledge
that if you read the fine print, some restrictions
applied. Whether you were in the first class of
women, or became a first-class woman, you
knew that the previous generation had
bequeathed you a vision. They had fought bat
tles from the tennis court to the Supreme Court,
girded—or girdled?—for combat. But freedom
would never be absolute. Beneath the pants,
which anyone might wear, would always lurk
some version of the girdle.
If by signs and portents we knew the culture
was shaking itself into a new shape, not least of
all for women, so too by symbols and overheard
remarks did the culture let us know that some of
the old shapes prevailed, not least of all for
women. It's a rich irony that the girdle, in classi
cal times a component of armor and sign of
power, had in modem times become an emblem
of limitation. It turns out that no evidence exists
that any bras were ever burned in the Sixties.
But then, as Betty Friedan observed in a recent
PBS interview, if any garment had been burned,
it should have been the girdle.
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The Amateur
A SELF-PORTRAIT BY P lira
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OF ART MARTIN JOHN

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
I faculty since 1979. Prior to his

egory P. Spaid '69, who served as
f*—w-TKenyon's
acting provost during
the

position as acting provost, he
served for three years as associ

2002-03 academic year, was

\

named provost effective July 1. The
announcement was made by President

4

S. Georgia Nugent and confirmed by the
College's Board of Trustees during the

V'

ate provost. He graduated from
Kenyon with high honors and

through 26. Spaid succeeds Ronald A.

with the renowned photogra
Gregory P. Spaid '69

In 2002, Spaid published his third Kxik,

took up the position of dean of the faculty at

the photographic essay On Nantucket, with an

Vassar College this summer.

introduction by New Yorker architecture critic
Spaid, who was Kirn in Mishawaka, Indiana,

tant to the president for the 2003-04 academic
year. Sacks, who has served as associate provost

to Susan R. Spaid, the College's Faculty

this past year, began his one-year appointment

Lectureships and Common Hour ccxirdinator.

According to Nugent, her decision to appoint

ft

Paul Goldherger.
and grew up in Louisville, Kentucky, is married

when Nugent tcxik office on July 1.

*

pher Henry Holmes Smith.

serving as acting president for 2002-03. Sharp

Nugent also announced the appointment of

IN IfMM « limn tbnm* •em mtf. IN <num r«ul » pn

fine arts degree from Indiana
University, where he worked

Howard L. Sacks to the position of special assis

VMM

went on to earn a master of

hoard's annual spring meeting, April 24
Sharp, who was Kenyon's provost before

mZ

m

Sacks, a professor of sociology and director
of the Rural Life Center, has taught at Kenyon

Spaid as provost was based on his extensive

since 1975. He and his wife, Judith Rose Sacks,

knowledge of the College and his strength as an

are the authors of Way Up North in Dixie: A

paintings and drawings by Garhart, was

administrator. "Greg has an artist's eye and

Block Family's Claim to the Confederate Anthem.

on display at Kenyon this spring. A mem

the talents of a gifted administrator, which is

Published in 1993, the kx>k was hailed in The

"Among You I Have Been," an exhibit of

ber of the College's faculty for the past
thirty-three years, Garhart retired at the

a rare combination," says Nugent. "I felt as

Natiim as "the fullest, most finely detailed

though it was important to Kenyon to appoint a

account of the musical life of a nineteenth-cen

provost right away, and it was striking to me how

tury African American family anywhere in the

well Greg and I hit' It off from the moment we

United States." It received a 1994 Ohioana

and he was honored by colleagues, former

Ekxik Award.

students, and friends at a reception hosted

first met."
As provost, Spaid will he the College's chief

Sacks has served on panels of the National

end of the 2002-03 academic year. He was
presented with an honorary degree at the
2003 Commencement ceremony in May.

by Peggy Oakes Shorr '79. The Office of
Alumni and Parent Programs also hosted

academic officer, overseeing matters involving

Endowment for the Arts and the National

the faculty, the curriculum, and instruction.

Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), as well

spring's Reunion Weekend. Former stu

a reception for Garhart during this

as on the Kiard of directors of the National

dents are purchasing The Amateur as a

tion as well as new community outreach pro

G>uncil for the Traditional Arts. A regular con

gift to Kenyon. The painting will hang in

grams that Nugent plans to develop. These will

sultant to organizations and communities on

the reading room of Olin Library along

include opportunities for Uical middle-schix>l and

arts activities and niral culture, Sacks has pre

high-schtxil teachers to come to the Gillege for

sented numerous programs on art and culture as

seminars and symposia that aid in their profes

director of the Gambier Folklore Stx:iety.

Sacks will handle the presidential inaugura

sional development. "I want to have a porous
kiundary between town and gown," says Nugent.
Spaid, a noted photographer and digital imagist, has been a member of the Gallege's art

Sacks received his bachelor's degree from

side Saint's Habitat, a work by Joseph
Slate, founder of the College's art depart
ment and a mentor to Garhart.
Contributions for the painting may be
mailed to Kimberlee Klesner, Kenyon

Case Western Reserve University and his Ph.D.

College, Office of Development, Gambier,

and M.A. from the University of North

Ohio 43022. Please send a notation desig

Gtrolina at Chapel Hill. ®

nating the purpose of the check.
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KENYON APPOINTS NEW
DEAN OF ADMISSIONS AND

%

FINANCIAL AID

:

J

cnnifer Delahunry Britz, a

tives as brand identity and strate

consultant, editorial director,

gies and tactics for enhancing

and writer for the higher-

recruitment efforts. Prior to her
Britz was director of admissions

; firm

and communications at the

The Lawlor Group, has been

named the dean of admissions

College of Saint Benedict and

and financial aid at Kenyon. In

Saint John's University, affiliated

July, she succeeded M. Beverly

institutions in Minnesota.

Morse, who had been the

*

*
r

Jennifer Delahunty Britz

According to Ronald A.

College's acting admissions dean

Sharp, the Colleges former acting

has taught writing and literature

since John W. Anderson

president, Britz was the search

courses at the University of

to make Kenyon more widely

departed Kenyon in July 2002 to

committee's top candidate

Arizona and Central Oregon

known on a national level. "The

become director of college coun

because of her wide range of

Community College. As the

College occupies a distinctive

seling at Phillips Academy in

experience and her "wealth of

editor of The Lawlor Review, a

place in the constellation of

Andover, Massachusetts.

imaginative new ideas."

higher-education marketing

American higher education, a

journal, Britz collaborated with a

place where intellectual rigor, cre
ativity, and community not only

:
:

SBfcf

work with The Lawlor Group,

education brand management

:

'

%

| and marketing communications

:

<

Britz had been with The
:

Britz attended Carleton

Britz says one of her goals is

Lawlor Group, a firm specializing

College and earned a bachelor's

team of writers and a pnxluction

in work with private liberal-arts

degree in history and a master of

staff. Together, they produced a

coexist but enjoy an unusual kind

colleges, since 1989. As a consul-

fine arts degree in creative nonfic-

publication that supported an

of symbiosis," says Britz.

;

tant, she worked with colleges

tion from the University of

ongoing dialogue with admis

:

across the country on such initia

Arizona (Phi Beta Kappa). She

sions deans, college presidents,

comes at an auspicious time in

and those interested in the issues

the history of admissions at

facing higher education.

Kenyon. The number of students

:

GAMBIER IS TALKING ABOUT...
The presidential
inauguration. The Office of
the President has announced
that S. Georgia Nugent will
officially be installed as
Kenyon's eighteenth
president during a three-day
celebration to be held Friday,
October 24, through Sunday,
October 26.

Dirt. The beginning of exca
vation for the new Center for
Fitness, Recreation, and
Athletics has resulted in an
enormous mound of dirt on the
south end of campus.

4

"When I met Jennifer Britz,
Trees. Twenty-five native
hardwood trees were
A planted on the south end
of campus in May.

T

The Web. Kenyon
> unveils its new World Wide
Web site in July. It features
more information—and more
accurate, up-to-date informa
tion—about the College.
Check it out at
www.kenyon.edu.
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it became clear to me why the

The appointment of Britz

applying to the College is at an
all-time high, while the selectiv

Kenyon community was excited

ity rate for the Class of 2007

about her," says President S.

makes it one of the most compet

Georgia Nugent. "Three charac

itive classes in Kenyon's history.

teristics about her particularly

Britz is the first woman to serve

stand out in my mind: her broad

in a pennanent capacity in the

knowledge of the field of admis

dean of admissions position, just

sions, her deep understanding of

as Nugent is the first woman to

liberal-arts education, and her

serve as the College's president.

creative imagination. Jennifer

Britz has two teenage daughters,

will be able to build on and

and her husband, Kevin Britz,

extend the great work that the

will serve as visiting assistant pro

admissions office has accom

fessor of American studies and

plished in recent years."

associate director of the Kenyon
Academic Partnership. «3
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APPLICANT POOL BREAKS
COLLEGE RECORDS

WINS

A

s reported recently in

is attracting a greater number of

cent of the Class of 2007, up

the New Yorker maga

students with demonstrated inter

from 26 percent last year.

zine, only 10 percent

est in math and rigorous academic

Applications from "legacies"—

work generally

those having relatives who

of the roughly two thousand fouryear colleges in America accept

"It looks like Kenyon is on a

attended or currently attend

roll," says M. Beverly Morse, the

Kenyon—grew by 13 percent,

who apply. This year, for the first

director of admissions, who served

from 199 to 225.

time in its history, Kenyon

as acting dean for the 2002-03

entered the ranks of those

academic year. "The admissions

playing for a varsity team at

extremely selective colleges hav

staff worked extraordinarily hard.

Kenyon applied in greater num

Our efforts were aided by a

bers, 616 this year as against 539

wonderful new admissions video

last year.

fewer than half of the students

ing an admittance rate below
50 percent.
In fact, the selectivity rate for

and the bcxist we got from being

Student-athletes interested in

BRONZE
MEDAL FROM

CASE

T

he Alumni Bulletin has
won a 2003 Circle of
Excellence Award from

the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education

In terms of the type of high

(CASE). The magazine, which

designated a 'hot college' by

school attended, the largest

was redesigned beginning with

percent, down from 52 percent

Kafilan/Newsweek and a 'cool

growth by far was seen in appli

the Summer 2002 issue, earned a

last year and 66 percent the year

college' by Seventeen magazine.

cations from public-school stu

bronze medal in the category of

before—a 22-percent drop over

Moving into the top thirty in the

dents, which increased by nearly

periodical publishing improve

U.S. News and World Report

25 percent. Applications from

ment. Of thirty-five entries in the

rankings was another plus."

independent-school students

category, one received a gold

grew by 10 percent, as did those

medal, two more received silver

from parochial-schixil students.

medals, and two earned bronze.

Kenyon's Class of 2007 fell to 44

the course of just two years.
The plummeting admit rate
was made possible by hefty
increases in applications this year
and last. A record 3,356 stu-

The growth in the applicant
pool extends to all applicant
groups.

Geographic diversity remains

Shawn Presley, director of

strong, as applications increased

public affairs and editor of the

2003, compared with 2,838 last

increased by one-third and

nationwide. Applicants from the

Bulletin, oversaw the redesign,

year and 2,002 the year before,

included one cultural group not

Middle Atlantic states grew by

which was undertaken with

representing 18 and 40 percent

represented in last year's pool:

25 percent, an increase equalled

Landesberg Design Ass«Kiates of

increases, respectively.

nine applications were received

by those from the Midwest

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and

from Native Americans, compared

excluding Ohio. New England

Aldrich Design of St. Paul,

with zero from that population in

saw a hike of 19 percent, with 13

Minnesota. Also participating

nied the increase in quantity. The

2002. Growing by more than one-

percent growth in the West and

were other members of the

average SAT verbal score went

third each were applications from

Southwest. Ohio residents and

public-affairs staff.

up ten points, from 671 to 681,

African-American and Latino

Southerners applied in just

with an even greater climb in

candidates. In a trend begun last

slightly higher numbers than last

average SAT math score, from

year, the number of Asian-

year. Applications from interna

and university projects in the

648 to 661. The reported high-

American students applying to

tional students swelled by a stun

areas of alumni relations, commu

school grade-point average rose

Kenyon continued to climb, from

ning 31 percent, reversing a dip

nications, and development.

116 to 133. The number of mul-

experienced last year in appli

Headquartered in Washington,

tiracial applicants grew by 71 per

cants from foreign shores. 3

dents applied to the College in

Improvement irilhe academic
quality of applicants accompa

from 3.73 to 3.81.
For the first time in memory,
more applicants fulfilled their
high-sch(x>l math requirement

Total minority applications

cent, from 14 to 24Early-decision applications rose

with calculus than with pre-cal-

slightly. Admitted early-decision

culus, suggesting that the College

applicants will make up 30 per-

The Circle of Excellence
Awards honor the best college

D.C., with an office in London,
CASE is the professional organi
zation for educational-advance
ment personnel "3
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SHAPING SHAPESVILLE:
THREE "KIDS PUBLISH
11

AN IMPORTANT NEW
CHILDREN S BOOK

The idea for Shapesville began
when Mills, as a junior, was con

adolescents. Mills felt that, for
younger children, something more

ducting research with Smolak and

basic was needed. He suggested a

her colleague Sarah Murnen about

children's book. To his surprise,

the media's influence on body

Smolak, Murnen, and Levine were

image among elementary-school

enthusiastic about the idea. And

children. While most curricula

Becky Osborn, who was involved

designed to prevent eating dis

in a different research project with

orders focus on middle- and

Smolak, was so encouraging that

high-school students, this

Mills asked her to collaborate.

research showed that younger

To call them neophytes

he latest literary success

unbothered by their size or shape,

children, too, were very much

would be to exaggerate their

at Kenyon involves three

will be available in bookstores

aware of body types glamorized

experience, Both of them had

this fall.

in popular culture. Girls as young

worked with kids and done

as six years old unhesitatingly said

research in schools, hut they knew

loved it," says Leigh Cohn, who

that one way they could try to look

virtually nothing about creating

months of work that was anything

with his wife, Lindsey Hall, runs

like Britney Spears was to throw

children's literature. "We just

hut simple, and a swimming pool

Giirze Books, a California-based

up or not eat at all.

knew that we wanted to write a

in California.

publishing house that specializes

JL. students, five professors,
a serious need, an idea that in ret
rospect seems delightfully simple,

The success in question is

"Every kid who has seen it has

in literature on eating disorders.

Shapesiille, a whimsical, affirming

Giirze had never published a chil

book about body image for young

dren's book before, but Shapesville,

children, written by three recent

with its simple rhymes and playful

graduates who never dreamed that

drawings, captured their imagina

what began as an unusual indepen

tion. And the publishers felt con

dent-study project would result not

fident that the material was

only in publication but in an ini

educationally appropriate because

tial press run of 10,000 copies and

they knew and trusted two of the

extensive promotion to schools,

authors' mentors, Kenyon psy

libraries, Kxikstores, families, and

chology professors (and eating-

eating-disorder specialists.

disorder experts) Linda Smolak

"It's kind of surreal," says Andy

Smolak and Levine had written
a prevention curriculum aimed at

book teaching kids to love their
bodies," they would note later, in a
paper about the project.

A

and Michael Levine.

Mills '02, who wrote the book with
fellow psychology major Becky
Osborn '02 in the spring of their
senior year. The two found the per
fect illustrator in Erica Neitz '01, a
studio-art graduate and builder of
"fun, funky" furniture who had
stayed in Gambier to work as a
technician in the art department.

0

Shapesville, about a happy, colorful
world where Daisy the orange dia
mond and Sam the blue square
revel in their individuality,

Illustiations copyright 2003. Qurxe Books

6
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and she loved it. And we were off

They began to read children's

and running."

books relentlessly, learning in the

In August, "the Kenyons" (as

process that there was nothing
published quite like what they

Cohn and Hall sometimes call

had in mind. They met to do

the trio) flew out to the San

research and brainstorm during

Diego area to sign a contract. It's

the summer after their junior year.

not typical for authors to meet in

Back at school, they visited book

person with the publishers simply

stores and libraries, drafted ideas,

to put their names on the dotted

and grew frustrated by the diffi

line, let alone spend a day at

culty of finding the right concept

their home, meet with their

along with the right language.

graphic designers, and jump in
their ptxil for a game of water

"It's not easy to write chil
dren's books," says Osborn. "It's a

volleyball. But Cohn and Hall

totally different feeling, a totally

clearly have been taken with this

different culture, a totally differ
ent flow. Every bxxik has its own
rhythm and mind-set."
They were not only frustrated;

MARKING
HISTORY
•

1803 9 2003

A

n Ohio Bicentennial
Commission historical
marker now honors

project, and with its remarkable

Kenyon as the state's oldest private

history. "We're thrilled at the

institution of higher learning. The

idea that these kids just gradu

marker, located on Route 308 across

ated from college and are getting

the street from the Kenyon Inn, was

a bcxik published," says Cohn.

dedicated on Saturday, May 24,

they were nervous, because

grabbed her, then did her final

Levine had agreed to make the

drawings in felt marker. She

book project a spring-semester

scanned the drawings and used

worked with the publishers and

independent-study course for

PhotoShop to fill in the colors,

graphic designers to fine-tune the

neer in education," tixiches on its

them, but no Ixxik was emerging.

relying on technical pointers from

book through the winter and

founding, and mentions famous

"Our whole grade was dependent

another member of the art depart

spring of 2003, are thrilled as

alumni, including Rutherford B.

on prixlucing a btxik," says Mills.

ment, Claudia Esslinger.

well. Mills is now a research ana-

Hayes and Robert Lowell.

It wasn't until February that

The book emerged in a series

And the Kenyons, who

during Reunion Weekend.
It proclaims the College a "pio

Two more College-related mark

lyst for a consulting firm in

the idea hit them: in order to talk

of revisions, some in response to

Dayton, Ohio, that studies deci

ers will be dedicated this fall. One

about how people come in differ

suggestions by the psychology pro

sion-making. Osborn recently left

will recognize the contributions of

ent shapes and sizes, they would

fessors, some in response to the

a position with the admissions

the Kenyan Reiiew to Ohio's literary

personify the shapes; the shapes

reactions of children after the

office of the Princeton Day

history and another will honor Lorin

Schtxil in Princeton, New Jersey.

Andrews, the College's sixth presi

local classrooms. Meanwhile, Mills

Neitz is about to move to

dent, who in 1861 became the first

after talking to Kay iind Barry

and Osborn wrote a series of dis

Georgia to concentrate on her

man from Ohio to heed President

Gunderson—Kay is a local

cussion questions for the book, to

creative furniture.

Abraham Lincoln's call for Union

would be their characters.
They found their illustrator

authors "tested" their work in

teacher and Barry a long-time

help teachers and parents use it as

Kenyon art professor. At Barry's

a springboard for talking with chil

recommendation, they met with

dren about body-image issues.

Erica Neitz. "She really connected

That spring, at the annual con

with our ideas," says Mills. "While

ference of the Academy of Eating

Typical young graduates.

Army volunteers.
Proposals for the three historical

Atypical authors.
"It seemed like an overwhelm
ing task at first," says Mills, look
ing back at the whole experience.
"But we got great encourage

markers, which included extensive
research, were prepared by Special
Assistant to the President Howard L.
Sacks and Associate Vice President

we were talking, she started

Disorders, in Boston, Levine

sketching. Her visual representa

showed a mockup of the book to

ment from our professors," adds

for Communications Thomas

tion matched exactly what we

Leigh Cohn of Giirze Books. "I

Osborn. "They said, 'Go for it.'

P. Stamp.

wanted to do."

looked at it and thixight, 'This

They had total confidence in us.

To read the complete text that

really has some potential,"' Cohn

That's why we had confidence in

will appear on all three markers, visit

recalls. "1 tcxik it back to Lindsey,

ourselves."

the historical marker Web page at

In developing her ideas, Neitz
doodled endlessly until something

http://lbis.kenyon.edu/sca/markers.

o
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deliberately left out or the way in

FOUR KENYON SENIORS
WIN FULBRIGHT
FELLOWSHIPS FOR STUDY

which events are remembered."
Like Lipovsky, McGavran

"yith the exhilaration

\ A / of Commencement
V

Y

behind them, four

mer program in Beijing, China,
for intensive language study.

will be assigned to a school

AND TEACHING ABROAD

"^r

year and attended the ACC sum

Studying at the Central

somewhere in Germany. An art-

Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing,

history major, she has been study

Rm>te plans to focus on the work

ing German since she was in high

of video artists Song Dong and

school. "Both my grandmother

Qui Zhijie, with whom she has

and mother are native speakers, so

communicated with the help of

•

I've had a lot of great help," she

Associate Professor of Chinese

majored in English and German,

notes. McGavran hopes to he

Jianhua Bai and teaching assistant

beginning her study of German as

assigned to a large city so that she

Haiyan Cui. Roote is interested in
establishing a forum to discuss

a first-year student. She spent her

can pursue her interest in contem

I

members of the Class of 2003,

junior year in Berlin, Germany. "I

porary German art and modem

Chinese video art in the United

;

Krishna Gushing, Sharon

did a two-month internship in a

German history. McGavran is

States when she returns.

:

Lipovsky, Sarah McGavran, and

sixth-grade class for disabled and

considering graduate programs to

The Fulhright Program was

;

Natalie Roote, will embark on a

emotionally disturbed hoys," she

train for museum education when

established in 1946 at the end of

new adventure as they take up

says. "I figure if I could handle

she returns from her experience

World War 11 to increase mutual

;

Fulhright Fellowships for the

that experience, this upcoming

abroad.

understanding between the peo

:

2003-04 academic year.

teaching experience should be a

Cushing, a native of

breeze."

Holliston, Massachusetts, will

;
;
:

Roote is Kenyon's only win

Lipovsky is interested in auto

countries through the exchange of

Fellowship this year. An art-his

people, knowledge, and skills.

be spending her Fulbright year

biography, especially how people

tory major with a concentration in

Grants are made for university

in Austria working as a lan

narratively constnict themselves

Asian studies, she developed an

teaching, advanced research,

guage assistant in a secondary

within that genre in contrast to

interest in digital imaging and

graduate study, and teaching in

school. A history and German

how they construct themselves

video art in a class taught by

elementary and secondary

double major, she has been study

socially. "It is about self versus

Professor of Art Claudia Esslinger.

schools. O

ing German language and culture

identity," she says. "We expect a

Roote began studying Chinese

since her first year at Kenyon. For

kind of truth when we read auto

language and culture that same

her senior exercise in history,

biography, hut that truth is altered

Cushing researched the role of

by what is included or what is

cultural imperialism in fostering
: democracy in Austria, securing its
place on the safe side of the Iron
:

Curtain from 1945-55. While in
Austria, she would like to exam-

;

ine the Soviet counterparts to the

\x

Western documents she examined
:

ple of the United States and other

ner of a Fulbright Research

while writing her thesis.
Lipovsky, whose family
currently lives in Metairie,
Louisiana, will be teaching
in a German school during
her Fulbright year. Lipovsky

V

i

/

Kris Cushing

1
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» • Sarah McGavran
Sharon Lipovsky
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%
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Natalie Roote
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ENGAGED IN PRESTIGIOUS

ANDREW GERKEY WINS
A MELLON FELLOWSHIP

CORO FELLOWS PROGRAM

TO EXPLORE THE

s

BORDERS BETWEEN

Two KENYON GRADUATES

arah R. Fox '02 and Michael

general. "It was very interesting

F. Sriprasert '02 are partici

to see how things look when you

pating this year in the pres

are on the losing side," notes

tigious Coro Fellowship Program.
Fox is living and working in San

Sriprasert.
A consortium of thirty-two

CULTURE AND BIOLOGY

A

ndrew P. Gerkey '02

ideas and attitudes those words

has been awarded an

represent.

Francisco, California, while

construction unions called

Sriprasert is located in Pittsburgh,

Builders Guild was the site of

Pennsylvania.

Sriprasert s labor rotation.

Fellowship in Humanistic Studies

Pittsburgh is a city with tradition

for the 2003-04 academic year.

biology—the part that behavior,

Public Affairs, founded in 1942,

ally very strong unions, and his

The fellowship covers full gradu

evolution, and culture play in

is a nine-month postgraduate

assignment involved comparing

ate tuition and required fees for

the formation of human individ

leadership training program that

the number of projects awarded to

the first year of graduate study

uals and societies," he says.

introduces students interested

union as opposed to nonunion

in public service to all aspects of

contractors.

The Coro Fellows Program in

Andrew W. Mellon

and includes a stipend of

"I am interested in exploring
that Kirder between culture and

Since graduation, Gerkey has
been working as a teaching assis

$17,500.

One of the highlights of

The Mellon Fellowships are

Sriprasert s experiences with

designed to help exceptionally

Stillwater, Minnesota, that he

how government, politics, business,

Coro was a week-long trip to

promising students prepare for

attended as a child.

media, and labor overlap. Follow

Washington, D.C., to meet with

careers of teaching and schol

ing a "focus week" devoted to

legislators, Supreme Court Justice

arship in humanistic disci

Rutgers, with its concentration

news, she was sent to Sacramento

Sandra Day O'Connor, members

plines. Gerkey will study cultural

in evolution, behavior, and cul

to work on the re-election cam

of the Rand Corporation think

paign of Governor Gray Davis.

tank, and Senator Dianne

the public-affairs arena.
Fox is learning firsthand about

anthropology at Rutgers University.
Gerkey, an English and

tant in the elementary school in

The doctoral program at

ture, will involve aKiut three
years of course work and a year of

"To be working at that level and in

Feinstein of California. The week

anthropology major, came to

a large state like California was

included tours of the Pentagon and

Kenyon intending to pursue the

firm notions as yet of where he

incredibly interesting," she says.

the White House, its well as a

study of English literature.

will do his research but is inter

"California, after all, bias the fifth

CNN Crossfire screening.

During his first year, however, he

ested in Africa, particularly east

or sixth largest economy in the

A significant benefit of the

field research. Gerkey has no

ttxik a course in human evolu

Africa, and South America. "My

world! It was all very confidential,

Coro program in PittsKirgh is that

tion. "It really clicked with me,"

goal is to explore further the var

with tight security."

participants are automatically

he says. "I found there were a lot

ious traditions of teaching and

offered admission to the H. John

of connections between my inter

socialization present in a variety

business, labor, state government,

Heinz III School of Public Policy

ests in literature and my research

of cultures," he says. «3

philanthropy, and nonprofit

and Management at Carnegie

in anthropology and biology."

organizations.

Mellon University with a full-

Other program modules include

Gerkey spent his junior year

tuition waiver. Sriprasert plans to

studying English at Oxford

Pittsburgh Kith resemble and differ

rake advantage of this benefit,

University in Oxford, England,

from those of Fox. For his political-

either next year or after exploring

all the while seeking those points

campaign segment, Sriprasert

other fellowship opportunities. <3

of contact between the written

Sriprasert s experiences in

worked on the losing gubernatorial

word and the underlying cultural

campaign of Republican Mike
Fisher, Pennsylvania's attorney
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KENYON IN THE NEWS

Kenyon is mentioned in the

Kenyon is mentioned in a front

Kenyon is listed at number

Associate Director of Admissions

page story in the Monday, March

May 5 edition of U.S. News and

twelve in a Washington Post list

Liz Forman '73 is quoted in

10, New York Times. The story

World Report in a feature on

of "100 schools that deserve more

the April 27 Pittsburgh Post-

reports that colleges across the

how to pay for college. U.S.

attention than they are getting."

Gazette The story tells how top

country have seen an upswing in

News reports that many families

Washington Post staff writer Jay

colleges are working harder to

requests for financial aid as the

are requesting more financial aid

Matthews compiled the list,

coax accepted students to enroll.

country's economic slump con

now, due to money troubles

which ran on April 1. Matthews

Many admissions offices go the

tinues. Even many who receive

related to the economy. Midyear

says the list is based on an infor

extra mile in the month of April

appeals for aid doubled this year

mal and unscientific survey. "I

by calling students, inviting them

for more because their families'

at Pomona College, Kenyon, and

have ranked the 100 schools, but

to "yield parties" at the homes of

fortunes unexpectedly took a

North Carolina State University

1 would not put much stock in

alumni, and hosting overnight

in Raleigh, reports the magazine.

my order of merit. I did it mostly

campus stays. "It's our last chance

aid are coming back at midyear

turn for the worse. According to

|
!

.

.J

for fun," Matthews reports. The

to make sure that students can

list, which contains an eclectic

fully see themselves at the

ming teams are featured in the

mix of schools, was led by Elon

College," Forman is quoted as

Monday, March 24, USA Today

University, followed by

saying. "There is this perception

Earlham College.

of students waiting at the mail

the Times, such requests have
doubled at Kenyon.

The men's and women's swim

Wrestling With Gabriel, a novel
by Professor of English and

The paper reports that the men's

Editor of the Kenyon Review

team collected its twenty-fourth

David Lynn '76, is featured in

consecutive Division III title, the

Kenyon was mentioned on an

thick letter? Schools have that

the Tuesday, March 11. Des

longest title streak in any NCAA

April 3 News Channel Twelve

same experience. That's the side

Moines Register. The novel

sport or division. USA Today

broadcast out of Norwalk,

people don't always see."

is based on a notorious Des

reports that the women's win the

Connecticut. In a segment offer-

Moines, Iowa, crime in which a

previous week gives Kenyon a

ing advice on how to apply to

Kenyon's men's and women's

man convicted of first-degree

total of forty-three national titles

college, cohost Rebecca Suran

swimming teams are featured in

burglary and third-degree sex

in the past twenty-four years.

questioned college consultant

the Friday, March 21, Columbus

Claire Friedlander about the

Dispatch in a story on college

abuse claims he was framed by

box. Will it be a thin letter or a

the police because of his political

Professor of Biology Jcoan

number of students in the

sports dynasties. "Every year since

activities.

Slonczewski is featured in the

Northeast who apply to the same

1980, when Kenyon College's

science section of the Tuesday,

schools, most of them on the East

men's swimming team won its

The April 11 Chronicle of

May 6, Columbus Dispatch. The

Coast. "There are an awful lot of

first NCAA Division 111 national

Higher Education lists a course

story discusses her research

good schtxils out there. Certainly

championship, trophy engravers

on terrorism taught by Visiting

involving E. coli bacteria, which

Stanford is not in the Northeast,

haven't had to worry whether

Associate Professor of Political

attracted the interest of the

and that's a good school. Tulane

Denison is spelled with two Ns or

Science David Rowe. 'Terrorism:

National Science Foundation

is not in the Northeast,

three or any other matters of

Origin, Dangers, and Prospects"

after tainted hamburgers from a

Washington University, St.

orthography. They have needed

is one of ten courses listed as

restaurant chain killed four chil

Louis, is not in the Northeast.

only six letters: K-E-N-Y-O-N,"

examples of how institutions are

dren and sickened hundreds

And we see many students who

reads the lead of the story,

helping students make sense of

of people.

are moving out to Kenyon

which features a photograph of

College, a good college in

coach Jim Steen and two

Ohio," Friedlander is quoted

Kenyon swimmers.

terrorism.

as saying.
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SPORTS
HIGHLIGHTS

On an individual basis, Jesse

team score of 634 at the

a streak of five consecutive

-

Gregory and Matt Marcinczyk

Ohio Wesleyan University |

seasons in which the team

also etched their names in the

Strimer Invitational.

record book. Gregory, a senior

Although that score was

designated hitter, belted a single-

good for just a thirteenth-

season record twelve home runs

place finish in a strong field

BASEBALL

and established the Colleges

of teams, it was also the

The 2003 baseball season came to

career home-run mark at 26. He

Lords' best score of the season retired this

an end a little too early for the

also set Kenyon single-season

and the best score from any

m
/

posted ten or more wins.
The Lords have not had a
losing reconJ since 1993 and

Head men's

have racked up a combined

lacrosse coach
Bill Heiser

record of 100-38 (.725) over
the last ten seasons.

year after 34
During the 2003 seaseasons and an
overall coach- son, Kenyon ranked sec

Kenyon ball club. The Lords, who

records for runs batted in (46)

Kenyon team in a thirty-six

struggled in the early part of the

and total bases (92). At the end

hole tournament since 1991.

season, turned things around and

of the season, Gregory was

capped off their schedule by win

named a First Team All-NCAC

ning five of their last seven games,

selection and a Second Team

North Coast Athletic Conference

while allowing opponents to score

including wins over national pow

All-Mideast Region selection.

(NCAC) championship and

a total of just 109 goals. The

erhouses Allegheny College and

Marcinczyk, the Lords' first-year

claimed seventh place. It was a

team's offensive attack was pow

the College of Wixister.

second baseman, posted a team-

twenty-one stroke improvement

ered by seniors Justin Hamilton

best .412 batting average and

over the team's score of 665 from the

and Julian Quasha. junior Ross

22 overall record and a 4-12

broke the College records for

previous year's NCAC tournament.

Zachary. and first-year student

record in the North Coast

runs scored (35), hits (49), and

The Lords finished with a 13-

One week after that tour

lng record of

238-179.

nament, the Lords tired a 644 in the

First-year student Peter Wilson
led Kenyon throughout the season.

ond in the North Coast
Athletic Conference

(NCAC) with 187 goals scored,

Will Walker. Hamilton led the
Lords with 33 goals and 47 points,

Athletic Conference (NCAC).

doubles (14) in a single season.

Hidden behind those records were

For his efforts, Marcinczyk was

He turned in the team's lowest

while Qu;isha followed up with 23

some remarkable offensive statis

named to the All-NCAC

round of the season (156) at the

goals and 32 points. Zachary had

tics that have never been seen

Second Team.

NCAC tournament and capped off

43 points, including a team-best

the year with a team-best 79.9

25 assists, while Walker added 26

College single-season team records

lades, seniors Josh Pike and

scoring average. Greg Bristol

goals and eight assists. At the

for batting average (.308), runs

Josh Karren, as well as first-year

wasn't far behind as he finished up

conclusion of the season,

scored (217), hits (317), doubles

student Tyler Kavanaugh, all

his sophomore season with a 82.3

Hamilton, Quasha, and Zachary

(66), home runs (19), and runs

received honorable mentions

scoring average.

each earned spots on the All-

batted in (195).

from the conference.

before at Kenyon. The Lords set

In addition to the those acco

NCAC team.
MEN'S

Second baseman Matt
Marcinczyk led the Lords
with a .412 batting average.

I
£

:•
E
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ii
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GOLF
The Kenyon College golf team

After serving as head coach of
Kenyon's men's lacrosse team for

Sophomore goalkeeper Dave
Neiman was also selected to the
All-NCAC team after making 163
saves and allowing opponents an

seemed to grow fond of the num

the past thirty-four seasons. Bill

ber twelve during its 2003 sea

Heiser wrapped up his career by

son. The Lords had six

guiding the Lords to a 10-4 record

tournaments on their schedule

this past season. In his final game

and finished in twelfth place in

on the Lords' sideline, Heiser was

four of them.

presented with a 19-10 win over

The Kenyon women's lacrosse

Wittenberg University, bringing

team broke out of the gates with a

finishes occurred at the begin

his career coaching record to 238-

remarkable 6-1 record over its first

That string of twelfth-place

average of just 7.95 goals per game.

WOMEN'S
LACROSSE

ning of the year, when the Lords

179. He heads into retirement with

seven games. The Ladies dropped

were trying to jell as a team, as

the second-highest win total

their season opener to Eastern

well as fight off some poor play

among all Division III lacrosse

University by just two goals and

ing conditions. By the time the

coaches in the National Collegiate

then proceeded to rattle off six

team started its fifth tournament,

Athletic Association (NCAA).

straight wins. The team's start was

signs of improvement became
i

LACROSSE

apparent. The Lords posted a

The Lords' success throughout
the 2003 schedule helped continue

the second best in the thirty-year
history of the program.
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team picked up just one more win,
against Oberlin College, and was
eliminated ffom the first round of
the NCAC tournament with an
overall record of 7-5.
SOFTBALL

A

M

1
SSE

, '

m

Senior Melissa Blum
led the Ladies lacrosse
team this season with
40 goals, 13 assists,
and 53 points.

;
:
:
I
;
:
:
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Senior Melissa Blum and firstyear player Kaley Bell provided
the spark that kept the Kenyon
offense rolling. Blum led the team
with 40 goals, 13 assists, and 53
points—the best output from any
one Kenyon player since the 1998
season. Her goal and point totals
also ranked among the top three
in the entire North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC). Bell wasn't
far behind, as she poured in 32
goals and served up eight assists.
At the end of the season, Blum
was named to the All-NCAC First
Team, while Bell earned a spot on
the Second Team.
In the midfield, junior Annie
Huntoon was also named to the
All-NCAC First Team after recording 14 goals and six assists. Junior
defender Anna Wholey and firstyear attack Weronika Kowalczyk
rounded out the Lklies' AllNCAC selections by each receiving honorable mentions.
Although the team showed dra
matic signs of improvement, the
Lidies didn't quite finish up the sea
son the way they had hoped. The

12

Sophomore Dana Halicki had one
of the best offensive seasons in the
Kenyon softball program's history.
The Ladies' leadofif hitter broke
several records and helped push the
team to a 9-24 overall record and a
5-9 record in the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC).
Halicki led the Ladies, as well
as the entire NCAC, with a .415
batting average and a .470 on-base
percentage. She also ranked among
the conference's top ten in slugging
percentage (.509), runs scored
(24), hits (44), doubles (8), and
total bases (54). Both her batting
average and on-base percentage
were College single-season records.
First-year student Jenny
Glaeser and senior Samantha Foy
followed Halicki's lead and also
earned spots in the College record
book. Glaeser, the team's second
baseman, finished off her first sea
son of collegiate play with a .363
batting average and a team-best
.571 slugging percentage. She
stroked a Cxillege single-season
record eleven doubles. Foy, on the
other hand, did most of her work
from the pitcher's mound, where
she led the conference with 162
innings pitched. In that time, she
recorded a conference-best four
shutouts and posted a 2.25 earnedrun average. Foy completed her
career with an overall earned-run
average of 2.66, another Gillege
record.
At the conclusion of the sea
son, both Glaeser and Halicki were

KENYON COLLEGE ALUMNI BULLETIN SUMMER IOO{

: voted to the All-NCAC First
| Team, while Foy earned an hon: orable mention. Senior catcher
: Leslie Carroll was selected to
: the Second Team after batting
.296 with nine runs scored and
: eleven RBIs.
MEN S TENNIS
For the second straight season and
for the seventh time overall, the
Kenyon men's tennis team won
the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) champi
onship and claimed a spot in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division III
championship tournament.
After a 5-3 start, the Lords
began to build momentum by
winning the midseason Great
Likes Colleges Association
(GLCA) tournament, a tourna
ment that had been won by
Kalamazoo College for more than
thirty years. Following that
impressive victory, the Lords
swept their conference competi
tion and won the NCAC crown
without losing a single match in
tournament play. With the confer
ence championship came a berth
in the NCAA championship tour
nament, where the Lords faced
Kalamazoo once again. Despite
just squeaking by the Hornets 4-3
in the GLCA, the Lirds breezed
to a 5-0 win in their first-round
NCAA match-up.
That victory was the four
teenth straight for the Lirds and,
more importantly, vaulted them
into the second round of the
NCAA tournament, where they
faced Washington University.
Unfortunately for the Lords,
Washington halted their streak and
eliminated them from the national

competition with a 5-0 win.
The Lords finished the season
with a 19-4 record. Sophomores
Joe Freeman and Mike Herrick
were awarded spots on both the
All-NCAC First Teams for sin
gles and doubles play. Classmate
Borko Tesic, who had the best
individual record on the team
(18-2), was voted to the AllNCAC Second Team.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Senior Christina Reimers fumed
out to be a bright spot in a rela
tively mediocre season for the
Kenyon women's tennis team.
Reimers, the number-one-ranked
player on the team, posted a 12-5
individual record and earned an
invitation to play in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) singles tournament.
The invitation was bittersweet
for Reimers, as the Ladies did not
earn a team entry into the
national tournament for the first
time since 1986. Kenyon ended
the 2003 season with combined
10-9 record and lost a 5-2 match
to Denison University in the
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) finals.
Reimers, who wound up losing
her opening-round NCAA match
to Pomona-Pitzer's Kelli Howard,
was named the NCAC's Player of
the Year. She earned First Team
all-conference status as both a sin
gles and doubles player.
Senior Katy Tucker, who was
Reimers's doubles partner, fought
off a midseason ankle injury and
went 8-5 in doubles matches.
Tucker earned All-NCAC First
Team doubles honors and also
was voted to the Second Team
for her singles play. Junior

Claire Larson and first-year stu

WOMEN'S TRACK

dent Kara Basler were also recog

AND

FIELD

nized for their singles play, as they
both picked up honorable men
tions from the conference.

Kenyon first-year students Katie
Walker and Katy Cameron led
an outstanding group of first-year

MEN S TRACK
AND

FIELD

Walker won every regular-season long-jump competition she

team through a 2003 season that

entered, including the All-Ohio

included a fifth-place finish at the

Championship and the North

North Coast Athletic Conference

Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) championship. At the

the Lords scored 59 points at the

Baldwin-Wallace Twilight Meet

championship. Seniors Michael

on May 16, Walker leapt 18' 6.5",

Baird. Matt Cabrera, and Ben
Hildebrand were responsible for 56
of those points.
All three began the conference
meet by competing in the 10,000meter nin. Flildehrand took second
place, Baird was third, and Cabrera
finished fourth. During the second
day of competition, Hildebrand and

which was her personal best, as
well as a College record. More
importantly, it was good enough to
qualify for a spot in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) track and field championship. Walker fared very well at
the national meet and placed fifth
with another College-record leap

Baird finished first and second,

of 18' 10.75". Her fifth-place finish

respectively, in the 3,000-meter

also meant that she was awarded

steeplechase. Later that same day,

All-America status, an honor

Baird took second place in the

earned by only the top eight fin

5,000-meter run, Hildebrand placed
third, and Cabrera was fourth.
One week prior to the championship, both Baird and Hildebrand
became the first Kenyon athletes
invited to participate in the Penn
Relays, one of the most prestigious
track and field events in the nation.
The pair represented Kenyon well
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase.

ishers in each event.
Cameron also had a fantastic
first year at the collegiate level.
She was selected by her peers as
the team's Most Valuable Player for
her strong efforts in the pole vault
and sprint events. At the midseason All-Ohio Championship,
Cameron set a College record by
clearing 10' 0" in the pole vault.

Hildebrand placed thirteenth in a

At the NCAC championship, she

College record time of 9:13.84,

placed fourth in the vault and

while Baird finished in sixteenth
place in a time of 9:27.72.
Hildebrand rounded out the suc
cessful season by winning the All-

ALUMNI

BULLETIN

NEW ALUMNI NETWORK
IS HELPING FOOTBALL
PROGRAM REBUILD

track and field team through the

carried the Kenyon track and field

(NCAC) championship. As a team,

COLLEGE

athletes that powered the Ladies
2003 season.

Three senior distance specialists

KENYON

sixth in the 100-meter dash.
Walker and Cameron, as well
as a couple of their classmates,
accounted for 75 percent of the

Ohio Championship in the

Lidies' point total at the NCAC

10,000-meter nin with a time of

championship, a meet in which

31:56.91.

Kenyon finished in ninth place.

K

enyon's football program
is showing promising
signs of recovery. After

Leading the new network,
which consists primarily of foot
ball alumni, are Michael

recent problems with roster depth

Gibbons '74, Charles Contrada

and two straight years of 1 -9

*73, David Rose '81, and

records, the program is rebuilding,

Jonathan Nicholson '98. Their

with an entirely new coaching

efforts, combined with assistance

staff and an exciting 2003 recruit

from the coaching staff and the

ing class—a class, in fact, that will

Office of Alumni and Parent

nearly double the size of the team's

Programs, have already produced

entire 2002 roster.

impressive results. KFAN mem

A major factor in the healing

bership now includes more than

process has been the creation of

sixty alumni, who have con

the Kenyon Football Alumni

tributed to one of the College's

Network (KFAN). A brainchild

largest fixitball recniiting classes

of the Football Advisory

in recent years.

Committee, KFAN was estab

"The enthusiasm we've

lished as way for the football

received from this group has

program to collaborate with

been tremendous," says head

alumni in searching for poten

football coach Ted Stanley.

tial recruits. KFAN volunteers

"Broadening our recruiting area

are asked to identify, contact, cul

through the help of KFAN

tivate, and possibly bring to cam

members is a huge plus for this

pus the types of student-athletes

program. We've already fol

who can flourish both academi

lowed up on leads that members

cally and athletically at Kenyon.

have provided, and with their

"The College is committed to

continued suggestions and par

providing a football pri>gram that

ticipation, we are only going to

exemplifies the quest for excel

get stronger."

lence," said Peter Smith, director

If you wish to join KFAN or

of athletics, fitness, and recreation.

learn more about the group, con

"Through KFAN, we are able to

tact head coach Ted Stanley at

pursue that goal by extending our

740-427-5260 or Nikki Taylor in

resources through alumni, in an

the College Relations Center at

effort to reach a competitive level

740-427-5153. «3

within the North Coast Athletic
Conference."
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SALUTING ALUMNI AUTHORS
AT

REUNION

OF

BOOKS (AND

w

WEEKEND

2OO3,

MUSIC,

AND

POISONED
APIT.ES

A CELEBRATION
ART)

Wtll MCWUIV

hatever their success in the marketplace, writers earn "psychic income" simply in
the act of writing. That phrase, evoking the many rewards to be found in author
ship, floated happily over the alumni authors celebration during Reunion Weekend

"midwife." She recounted how a cancer scare

this spring and set the rone for several events highlighting the literary (and other) talents of

inspired the idea for her book Thank You

Kenyon graduates.

Everyone: A Lifetime of Gratitude in Letters,

The authors celebration, which started in 2001 and has now become an annual Reunion

which she went on to write and publish, even

event, honors alumni who have published hooks in the past five years. The Greenslade Special

though the scare turned out to be a false

Collections Room of Olin Library, with its historic exhibits and portraits, provides the perfect

alarm. If the challenge for a personal work like

setting for the reception, where the authors speak briefly about their btxflcs and often about the

this is to find one's own voice, the task in her

serendipitous encounters, life-changing events, professional accomplishments, and dogged persis

ghostwriting is to inhabit someone else's. A

tence that brought those htxiks to life.

recent example is The 5 Principles of Ageless

This year's edition—devoted (like the Reunion) mainly to alumni who graduated in years
ending in 3 or 8—took place on Saturday afternoon, May 24, and featured the usual astonishing

Living (Atria Books), which Janis midwifed for
Dayle Haddon.
Poet Allison Joseph *88, who serves on

range of subjects, genres, and personal stories.

the advisory board of the Kenyon Review, read
from her recent volume of poetry, Imitation of
:

Henry J. Abraham '48 H'72 P'79, '84. a

The pleasures of journalism—in which a

Life (Carnegie Mellon University Press). She

| renowned scholar of the U.S. Supreme Court

book-length project often becomes deeply

chose a poem set at Kenyon, "Cammie Cuts

:

(and a former Kenyon trustee), spoke about his

meaningful on a personal level to the writer—

My Hair," which originated in a very real

;

classic textbook The Judicial Process: An

suffused the remarks of Debra Berkowitz

problem that Joseph faced as one of the few

:

Introductory Analysis of the Courts of the United

Darvick '78, who recently wrote This Jeuish

African-American women on campus—how

;

States, England, and France (Oxford University

Life: Stories of Discovery, Connection, and Joy

to get her hair cut. In the poem, which can be

:

Press) as well as about his book on the history

(Eakin Press). These personal stories, presented

read as an extended metaphor on the affirma

of the Supreme Court appointment prtx;ess,

in the voices of the fifty-two people whom

tion of identity in an unlikely setting, she mar

: Justices, Presidents, and Senators: A History of

Darvick interviewed, traverse a year of Jewish

vels at how it was a white woman (Cammie

:

the U.S. Supreme Court Appointments from

holidays and life-cycle events, offering a wealth

McGovern '85, the R.A. in Joseph's dorm and

:

Washington to Clinton (Rowman and

of insights into the ways that contemporary

now a novelist) "who gives me back my hair,"

;

Littlefield). It was Abraham who first invoked

Jews fashion their identity.

hair that emerges "alive to itself, a deeper

:

the term "psychic income" at the gathering,

;

perhaps in reci>gnition of the fact that, while

historical novel, An Unclean Act (Permanent

Sheppard B. Kominars '53 dicussed the

"

he is a revered figure and genuine celebrity in

Press), based on a tme story about the divorce

btxflc that he wrote with his daughter, Kathryn

:

his field, neither Oprah nor Hollywood is likely

of a Puritan couple in seventeenth-century

D. Kominars, Accepting Ourselves and Others:

:

to come calling soon.

Massachusetts. The lxx>k has been praised for

A Journey into Recovery from Addictive and

the depth of its research and its impressive his

Compulsive Behaviors for Gays, Lesbians, and
BisexuaLs (Hazelden). The Ixxik, which was

Philosopher William Bechtel '73 spoke

Dean Burgess '58 introduced his intriguing

color, truer black."

i

about Connectionism and the Mind: Parallel

torical detail. Burgess, incidentally, is a direct

:

Processing, Dynamics, and Evolution in

descendent of Thomas Burge, one of the novel's

reviewed in the Bulletin several years ago,

Networks (Blackwell), written jointly with his

protagonists.

offers an authoritative perspective, since

:

wife, Adele Abrahamsen, and a major exami
nation of a key approach to cognitive science.

Pamela Janis '78 offered two perspectives,

Kominars is gay and his daughter is a lesbian.

one as a writer of her own work, the other as a

During Reunion Weekend, Kominars also

: Originally printed in 1991, the hook was

"writer-for-hire"—a ghostwriter in common par

offered a popular, and much appreciated,

•

lance, or, as Janis put it more evcx;atively, a

updated and reissued in 2002.
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L ooperstown
L hronicles:

Jlove & Cther
C amp C 'urns

workshop on journal-writing, called "Write

for Life."
F. Frank LeFever '53 P'86, a neuropsy

7

Pierce E. Scranton Jr. '68 P'97 spoke about
Playing Hurt: Treating and Evaluating the
Warriors of the NFL (Brassey's). The book,

chologist, spoke about his work as the coeditor

reviewed in an earlier Bulletin, is a fascinating

of three volumes of the Annals of the New York

insiders portrait of the world of professional

Academy of Sciences. These are Adult Attention

fixitball from Scranton s perspective as an

Deficit Disorder: Brain Mechanisms and Life

orthopedic surgeon who for seventeen years was

Outcomes; Neuroscience of the Mind on the

team physician of the Seattle Seahawks.

Centennial of Freud's Project for a Scientific

Julia Miller Vick '73 provided a good

Psychology; and Windows on the Brain:

example of how one's expertise, coupled with

Neuropsychology's Technological Frontiers—in

writing ability and a publisher who sees a need

which LeFever also has an article.

in the marketplace, can result in a successful

How many authors can say that their book
will be translated into Chinese.7 One is Robert

book. Vick and coauthor Mary Morris
Heiberger wrote The Academic Job Search

Lundin '78, coauthor of Don't Call Me Nuts!:

Handbcxtk (University of Pennsylvania Press)

Coping with the Stigma of Mental Illness.

based on their work in career services at the

f*T

<

Seasbiscuit: An
American
Legend, by Laura
Hillenbrand of the
Class of 1989, has become some
thing of a legend itself—a huge
bestseller and (as of this summer)
a feature film. Random House has
now published a beautiful collec
tor's edition of Seabiscuit, with
150 archival photographs chosen
by Hillenbrand. It would be
wrong to say that any of these
photos is worth a thousand of
Hillenbrand's words, which by
themselves paint such a vivid pic
ture of character, time, and place;
but the photos do complement the
text and add to the value of the
book as a meticulously researched
historical record as well as an
irresistible tale.

Vy

Lundin spoke not only about the book but also

University of Pennsylvania. The book, now in

about the literary journal he edits, The

its third edition, offers an enormous amount of

Awakenings Review, which features the work of

practical advice on all aspects of job-hunting in

events that made this Reunion Weekend

people who have had personal experience with

the tight academic market, from interviewing to

exceptionally rewarding. One was an exhibi

mental illness, as a consumer, survivor, ex-

constructing a personal Web site.

tion of the nature art of the late Ann E. Lacy

patient, family member, or friend.
Wade "Woody" Newman '78 came to the
reception immediately after a reading that he

Other authors featured at the reception,

It's worth mentioning two other cultural

'73, a painter and natural-history illustrator

although they either couldn't attend or didn't

best known for her work about the landscape

speak, were:

and wildlife of the Adirondack Mountains of

Maureen Foley '98. whose Epileptic won

New York. The Kenyon Bookstore was selling

new poetry collection, Poisoned Apples (Pivot

the 2001 chaptxxik contest sponsored by her

two of Lacy's creations, a beautifully illustrated

Press). At the reading, which filled the Norton

publisher. Dead Metaphor Press.

poster map of the Adirondack region and a

gave in Ransom Hall, featuring works from his

Room to overflowing, Newman also spoke

Jeffrey Henderson '68, who has published

about the evolution of his interest in more for-

translations of the plays of Aristophanes for the

mal verse, his diverse subject matter, and the

Loeb Classical Library'.

contrasts between his literary life and his

Adam Meyer '83, author of Black-Jewish

hook, Adirondack Wildguide: A Natural History
of the Adirondack Park, published by the
Adirondack Conservancy and the Adirondack
Council, with text by Michael G. DiNunzio.
The other event was the family sing-along

workaday identity as a corporate "headhunter."

Relations in African American and Jewish

That last theme recurred at the reception,

American Fiction: An Annotated Bibliography

led by Justin Roberts '92, a gifted, high-

where Newman read his poem "Business and

(Scarecrow Press).

energy singer-songwriter based in Chicago.
Roberts delighted an audience of children and

Poetry," which notes that "an all-night corpo

Christopher Schmidt-Nowara '88, who

rate annual review / Will not sing a body into

wrote Empire and Antislavery: Spoilt, Cuba, and

parents who packed the Storer Recital Hall.

something electric."

Puerto Rico, 1833-1874 (University of

His CDs include Great Big Sun, Yellow Bus, and

Pittsburgh Press).

Not Nafitime, winner of the 2003 Parents'
Choice Gold Award.
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SHADOW BALL: A NOVEL
OF BASEBALL AND CHICAGO

COOPERSTOWN CHRONICLES:

been printed (by Birch Brook Press) on an oldfashioned letterpress in a channing volume fea
turing hand-colored wood engravings.

LOVE AND OTHER CAMP GAMES

BLOOD FOR DIGNITY:
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SCHOOLS CAN TRANSFORM
AMERICAN EDUCATION

by Peter Rutkoff

These very different books, written by the
director of Kenyon's program in American stud
ies, have in common a gift for evoking time,
place, and social milieu. In Shadow Ball (published by McFarland and Company), Rutkoff
the historian and student of baseball immerses
us in the city of Chicago, in 1919, to imagine
how basehall might possibly have crime close to
being integrated decades before Jackie
Robinson. The city itself—its distinctive neigh
borhoods, squalor and wealth, ethnic density,
tense race and labor relations—becomes a vivid
character in the novel, which stages a drama
mingling fictional characters with such actual
historic figures as White Sox owner Charles
Comiskey and the legendary African-American
baseball impresario Rube Foster.
Cooperstown Chronicles, by contrast, is an
intimate book, a group of interwoven tales—
short stories that form an extended memoir—
set at a summer camp in upstate New York
during the 1950s and 1960s. If the themes are
personal and universal (love, sex, growing up),
the milieu is highly particular, for this is an
"ethical," "noncompetitive," interracial camp
for left-wing New Yorkers. The strong sense of a
small, specific world, with characters who reap
pear from story to story, accentuates the inti
macy, as dixs the persective of memory, the
knowledge that this is a world that has disap
peared. Fittingly, Cooperstown Chronicles has

HIGH SCHOOLS ON A
HUMAN SCALE: HOW SMALL

THE STORY OF THE FIRST INTEGRATED
COMBAT UNIT IN THE U.S. ARMY
By David P. Colley '64
St. Martin's Press

Black and white Americans served together in
combat units in the Continental Army under
George Washington. In every war after that,
segregation was the nile—until, that is, the
closing year of World War II in Europe, when a
desperate need for fresh soldiers led General
Dwight D. Eisenhower to form new all-black
platoons that would be led by white officers and
join established white infantry outfits. Colley
tells this story for the first time in Blood for
Dignity, which conveys the drama of the war,
and of the racial issues, by following the experi
ences of a single platoon. He covers not only
their triumphs but also their bitter disappoint
ment when the army reimposed segregation at
the end of the fighting. This is an important
kxik about a previously neglected chapter in
American history.

By Thomas Toch '77
Beacon Press

One of Americas leading education journalists,
Thomas Toch gave us a wide-ranging,
extremely valuable kxik about issues in educa
tion two years ago when he published In the
Name of Excellence: The Struggle to Reform the
Nation's Schools, Why It's Failing, and What
Should Be Done. This new book is equally valu
able. High Schools on a Human Scale describes
four very different schools that have rejected
the bureaucracy and anonymity of typical large
"comprehensive" public high schools.
Smallness, Toch shows, can help foster auton
omy, a sense of community, focus, and high
standards—in effect, a new kind of high school.
The book, sponsored in part by the smallschool initiative of the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, includes a useful appendix of
model high schools and a bibliography of
research on small high schools.

OF INTEREST

Ann Hostetler '76, Empty Room with Light, DrcamSeeker Books (Cascadia), poetry
Reed Camacho Kinney '86, The Seed of Love: Chronicles of a Hippie Commune in Mexico,
and the Lives of Its People during the Tumultuous Times 1968-1970, 1st Books Library
Mitchel B. Sosis '68, Anesthesia Equi[7ment Manual, Lippincott Williams and Wilkins

•
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1. Kipp succeeds Howard L.
Sacks, who will serve as special
assistant to the president during

i

the 2003-04 academic year.
According to Provost
Gregory P. Spaid, the decision
to appoint Kipp was based on her
broad range of experience and
strengths. "Rita Kipp will be a wonderful
associate provost," says Spaid. "She hits
already proven how capable she is with
administrative matters, Kith in her public
role as chair of the faculty and as the fac
ulty's representative on the College's
senior staff for the past two years. Rita is
also a legendary teacher and one of
Kenyon's most accomplished scholars.
She does it all."

'1

MEMBERS

A

o*

t the meeting on Saturday, April 26,
Kenyon's Board of Trustees hid farewell
to David D. Tatt '60 H'OO and Richard

L. Thomas '53, both of whom were elected to

ft

O J

1

5

emeritus status, and elected Charles P. Waite Jr.
'77 as a trustee-at-large.
Taft has served as a tnistee of the College

o:

since 1990. In 2000, the Wixxlland Cottages
were renamed the Taft Cottages in memory of

v

»

i

his parents, Louise Dakin Taft and Kingsley
Arter Taft. Thomas is the College's longest-serv
ing trustee and has twice served as the board's
chair. In 1998, he funded Kenyon's Richard L.
Thomas Chair in Creative Writing as part of his

doctorate from the University of Pittsburgh.

$5 million gift to "Claiming Our Place: The

Kipp has edited several volumes of essays

Campaign for Kenyon." In 1953, Thomas was

and is the author of The Early Years of a

awarded the E. Malcolm Anderson Cup,

Dutch Colonial Mission and Dissociated

Kenyon's highest form of recognition for

Identities: Ethnicity, Religion, and Class in

extracurricular leadership.

Indonesian Society, as well as numerous jour

nal articles.
Kipp has served as director of the

College's Asian Studies Program in addition

Waite is general partner of Olympic Venture
Partners (OVP), a leading early-stage capital
firm investing in new company markets for soft
ware, communications, the Internet, and

to teaching anthropology courses. She has

biotechnology. He has more than twenty-four

studied Southeast Asia extensively and has

years of experience in helping to build start-up

overseeing matters involving the faculty,

pursued research in Indonesia and Singapore

companies.

curriculum, and instruction.

with grants from the Fulbright Exchange

As associate provost, Kipp will assist in

Kipp joined the Kenyon faculty in

Program as well as from other organizations.

In 1987, Waite left his post as general partner
at Hambrecht and Quist Venture Partners to

1976. A native of Wilburton, Oklahoma,

Kipp has also regularly served as a faculty

join OVP. Prior to that, he was in marketing and

she is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the

member in the College's International

sales management in the cardiovascular medical

University of Oklahoma and earned her

Studies Program. >3

products division at Cube Laboratories, Inc.
Waite majored in history at Kenyon and was
an all-conference lacrosse player. He went on to
earn an M.B.A. from the Harvard Business
School. A resident of Woodinville, Washington,
he is married to Susan Butrerfield Waite '78. His
son, Charles P. Waite III, is a first-year student at
Kenyon. '3
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SHADOW BALL: A NOVEL

been printed (by Birch Brook Press) on an oldfashioned letterpress in a charming volume fea
turing hand-colored wood engravings.
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LOVE AND OTHER CAMP GAMES

A1

by Peter Rutkoff

BLOOD FOR DIGNITY:

By i nomas locn //
Beacon Press

OF BASEBALL AND CHICAGO

COOPERSTOWN CHRONICLES:

These very different btx)ks, written by the
director of Kenyon's program in American stud
ies, have in common a gift for evoking time,
place, and social milieu. In Shadow Ball (published by McFarland and Company), Rutkoff
the historian and student of baseball immerses
us in the city of Chicago, in 1919, to imagine
how baseball might possibly have come close to
being integrated decades before Jackie
Robinson. The city itself—its distinctive neigh
borhoods, squalor and wealth, ethnic density,
tense race and labor relations—becomes a vivid
character in the novel, which stages a drama
mingling fictional characters with such actual
historic figures as White Sox owner Charles
Comiskey and the legendary African-American
baseball impresario Rube Foster.
Cooperstown Chronicles, by contrast, is an
intimate Ixxik, a group of interwoven tales—
short stories that form an extended memoir—
set at a summer camp in upstate New York
during the 1950s and 1960s. If the themes are
personal and universal (love, sex, growing up),
the milieu is highly particular, for this is an
"ethical," "noncompetitive," interracial camp
for left-wing New Yorkers. The strong sense of a
small, specific world, with characters who reap
pear from story to story, accentuates the inti
macy, as does the persective of memory, the
knowledge that this is a world that has disap
peared. Fittingly, Cooperstoum Chronicles has
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THE STORY OF THE FIRST INTEGRATED
COMBAT UNIT IN THE U.S. ARMY
By David P. Colley '64
St. Martin's Press

Black and white Americans served together in
combat units in the Continental Army under
George Washington. In every war after that,
segregation was the rule—until, that is, the
closing year of World War 11 in Europe, when a
desperate need for fresh soldiers led General
Dwight D. Eisenhower to form new all-black
platoons that would be led by white officers and
join established white infantry outfits. Colley
tells this story for the first time in Blood for
Dignity, which conveys the drama of the war,
and of the racial issues, hy following the experi
ences of a single platoon. He covers not only
their triumphs but also their bitter disappoint
ment when the army reimposed segregation at
the end of the fighting. This is an important
book about a previously neglected chapter in
American history.

H
H

One of Americas leading education journalists,
Thomas Toch gave us a wide-ranging,
extremely valuable book about issues in educa
tion two years ago when he published In the
Name of Excellence: The Struggle to Reform the
Nation's Schools, Why It's Failing, and What
Should Be Done. This new book is equally valu
able. High Schools on a Human Scale describes
four very different schools that have rejected
the bureaucracy and anonymity of typical large
"comprehensive" public high schools.
Smallness, Toch shows, can help foster auton
omy, a sense of community, focus, and high
standards—in effect, a new kind of high school.
The book, sponsored in part by the smallschool initiative of the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, includes a useful appendix of
model high schools and a bibliography of
research on small high schools.

OF INTEREST

Ann Hostetler '76, Empty Room with Light, DreamSeeker Books (Cascadia), poetry
Reed Camacho Kinney '86, The Seed of Love: Chronicles of a Hippie Commune in Mexico
and the Lives of Its People during the Tumultuous Times 1968-1970, 1st Books Library
Mitchel B. Sosis '68, Anesthesia Equipment Manual, Lippincott Williams and Wilkins
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RITA KIPP
NAMED

BOARD ELECTS

I

1

NEW TRUSTEE,

r/

TWO EMERITUS

ASSOCIATE
PROVOST

R

1

MEMBERS

A

ita S. Kipp, the Robert
A. Oden Jr. Professor of
Anthropology and chair

t the meeting on Saturday, April 26,
Kenyon's Board of Trustees bid farewell
to David D. Taft '60 H'OO and Richard

L. Thomas '53, Kith of whom were elected to

of the faculty for the past two
years, has been named to the post

emeritus status, and elected Charles P. Waite Jr.

of associate provost, starting July

'77 as a trustee-at-large.
Taft has served as a tnistee of the College

1. Kipp succeeds Howard L.
Sacks, who will serve as special

since 1990. In 2000, the Wixxlland Cottages

assistant to the president during

were renamed the Taft Cottages in memory of

the 2003-04 academic year.
According to Provost

his parents, Louise Dakin Taft and Kingsley

im
tr-

Arter Taft. Thomas is the College's longest-serv

Gregory P. Spaid, the decision

ing trustee and has twice served as the board's

to appoint Kipp was based on her

chair. In 1998, he funded Kenyon's Richard L.
Thomas Chair in Creative Writing as part of his

broad range of experience and
strengths. "Rita Kipp will be a wonderful

doctorate from the University of Pittsburgh.

$5 million gift to "Claiming Our Place: The

associate provost," says Spaid. "She has

Kipp has edited several volumes of essays

Campaign for Kenyon." In 1953, Thomas was

already proven how capable she is with

and is the author of The Early Years of a

awarded the E. Malcolm Anderson Cup,

administrative matters, both in her public

Dutch Colonial Mission and Dissociated

Kenyon's highest form of recognition for

Identities: Ethnicity, Religion, and Class in

extracurricular leadership.

role as chair of the faculty and as the fac
ulty's representative on the Colleges

Indonesian Society, as well as numerous jour

senior staff for the past two years. Rita is

nal articles.

also a legendary teacher and one of

Kipp has served as director of the

Waite is general partner of Olympic Venture
Partners (OVP), a leading early-stage capital
firm investing in new company markets for stiffware, communications, the Internet, and

Kenyon's most accomplished scholars.

College's Asian Studies Program in addition

She does it all."

to teaching anthropology courses. She has

biotechnology. He has more than twenty-four

studied Southeast Asia extensively and has

years of experience in helping to build start-up

overseeing matters involving the faculty,

pursued research in Indonesia and Singapore

companies.

curriculum, and instruction.

with grants from the Fulhright Exchange

As associate provost, Kipp will assist in

Kipp joined the Kenyon faculty in

Program as well as from other organizations.

In 1987, Waite left his post as general partner
at Hambrecht and Quist Venture Partners to

Kipp has also regularly served as a faculty

join OVP. Prior to that, he was in marketing and

she is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the

member in the College's International

sales management in the cardiovascular medical

University of Oklahoma and earned her

Studies Program. '3

products division at Cobe Laboratories, Inc.

1976. A native of Wilburton, Oklahoma,

Waite majored in history at Kenyon and was
an all-conference lacrosse player. He went on to
earn an M.B.A. from the Harvard Business
School. A resident of Wtxxlinville, Washington,
he is married to Susan Butterfield Waite '78. His
son, Charles P. Waite III, is a first-year student at
Kenyon. O
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JEFFREY BOWMAN
NAMED MCCOY
TEACHING PROFESSOR

A

:
:
:
:
J
:
;
•
:
;
:
•
:
•
:

ssociate Professor of
History Jeffrey A.
Bowman became the
third John B. McCoy-Bank One
Distinguished Teaching Professor
on July 1. He succeeded
Associate Professor of English
Theodore O. Mason in the fouryear rotating position.
Bowman was selected based
on an application process that
included an examination of his
teaching as well as a written pro
posal outlining a plan to encourage the exchange of ideas about
good teaching practice at the
College through seminars, presentations, and discussion.
A member of the Kenyon history department faculty since
1997, Bowman has taught
courses on such topics as
medieval Spain, peace and violence in the Middle Ages, and
private life during the medieval
period. His first book, Law,
Conflict, and Community Around

the Year 1000: Property Disputes in
the Province of Narbonne, will be
released by Cornell University
Press in 2003. Bowman has
received a number of grants,
including a recent Whiting
Foundation Summer Research
Grant and another from the
Stanford Humanities Institute.
"Kenyon's faculty should culti
vate a deep understanding of how
students experience liberal arts
education," writes Bowman. "In
student backpacks and on student
schedules, chemistry and political
science, dance and Russian, art his
tory and mathematics live cheek
by jowl. We should be ready to
educate our students not only
about the discrete charms of our
own disciplines but also about con
nections that link one field of
knowledge, one way of understand
ing the universe, to others."
The McCoy-Bank One
Distinguished Teaching Chair was
established in 1998 with a $1.5million gift from former trustee
chair John B. McCoy and the Bank
One Corporation with the goals of
providing a mentor for new profes
sors and of fostering excellence in
teaching at Kenyon. <3
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FIVE FACULTY

ns

MEMBERS WIN

WHITING
AWARDS

I

n recognition of their excel
lence in teaching, five Kenyon
assistant professors have
received Whiting Awards for the
2003-04 academic year. Pamela
Camerra-Rowe of the political
science department has been
awarded a Whiting teaching fel
lowship. Whiting summer schol
arship stipends, meanwhile, have
been awarded to Jesse Matz of the
English department, Natalia
Olshanskaya, who teaches
Russian in the modern languages
and literatures department, and
Devin Stauffer of the political sci
ence department. A Whiting
research grant went to Assistant
Professor of Art History Kristen
Van Ausdall.
The awards are funded by a
grant from the Mrs. Giles
Whiting Foundation to recognize
outstanding teaching in the
humanities and to support the
scholarship of junior, tenure-track
faculty members.
Camerra-Rowe will take a fullyear junior leave to pursue a
scholarly project. Her award
includes a $10,000 travel and
research fund. Matz, Olshanskaya,
and Stauffer will each be provided
with stipends of $6,000 to support
research and writing. Van Ausdall
will receive $6,800 in support of
her research in Italy.

4

•

1

E

Pamela Camerra Rowe

Devin Stauffer

m

Natalia Olshanskaya

During Camerra-Rowe's fel
lowship year, she will pursue her
interest in changes in the lobby
ing strategies of European busi
ness over the past two decades in
response to European integration,
as well as the impact of European
integration and monetary union
on European political parties.
Matz w-ill research a b<x>k on the
cognitive effects of narrative tem-
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TRUSTEES AWARD TENURE TO SIX,
PROMOTIONS TO FOUR, SECOND
REAPPOINTMENTS TO TEN

1

fVi

5

-

Jesse Matz

I
i ,

H

-T\

*

in
Kristen Van Ausdall

\\

I1

A

t the spring meeting of

Judy Holdener, who joined the

Haruhiko Itagaki of biology.

the College's Board of

mathematics department in 1997.

Itagaki joined the faculty in 1990.

Trustees, the trustees

Her research interests are algebra

His current research focuses on

approved tenure, promotion, and

and number theory. She earned

the physiological and anatomical

reappointment recommendations

her B.S. at Kent State University

hasis of gustation (taste) in

for twenty faculty members.

and an M.S. and Ph.D. at the

insects.

Awarded tenure, or appoint
ment without limit and promo

Wendy Singer of history. A

University of Illinois.
Natalia Olshanskaya of mod

member of the faculty since 1988,

tion to the rank of associate

ern languages and literatures. A

Singer is an expert on South Asia

professor, effective July 1, were:

member of the faculty since 1997,

and is particularly interested in

she is a specialist in Russian lin

the politics of women in India.

Jeffrey Bowman, who joined
the history department in 1997.

guistics and literature. She earned

He teaches courses in medieval

her B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. at the

history and is particularly inter

University of Odessa in Ukraine.

ested in the legal history of the
period. He earned his bachelor's

Jonathan Tazewell of drama.
His special interest is in him and

Second reappointment to the
faculty went to:
Pamela Camerra-Rowe < if
political science.

degree at Carleton College and

theater. A 1984 graduate of

Balinda Craig Qui)ada of dance.

porality—the way narrative

holds M.A., M.Phil., and Ph.D.

Kenyon, Tazewell earned an

Keith Howard of mathematics.

teaches us about time.

degrees from Yale University.

M.F.A. at the California Institute

Maria Kohlman of sociology.

Olshanskaya will be working on a

Christopher Gillen of biology.

kxik entitled Russian Writers on

A member of the faculty since

Translation. Stauffer plans to con

1997, he explores the role of a

tinue work on his book about

group of ion transport proteins in

Plato's Owgias. Van Ausdall will

the salt and water balance of ani

Jesse Matz of English.

of the Arts.

Janet McAdams of English.
Promoted to full professor,

Wade Powell of biology.
Devin Stauffer of political

effective July 1, were:
Mary Jane Cowles of modern

science.

study the origins and purpose of

mals. He holds a bachelor's degree

languages and literatures. A mem

Jan Thomas of sociology.

the revival of classitism in the art

from Lafayette College and a doc

ber of the faculty since 1989,

Kristen Van Ausdall of

of early-Renaissance Italy.

torate from Yale University.

Cowles is a specialist in nine

Award recipients are chosen

Carolin Hahnemann, a mem

art history. 0

teenth-century French literature

by the College's Office of the

ber of the classics department

and literature of and about the

Provost and selected senior faculty

since 1998. She specializes in

French Revolution.

members in the humanities. 0

Greek tragedy, comparative epic,

Bradley Hartlaub of mathe

and textual criticism. She is a

matics. A faculty member since

graduate of Hochschule fiir

1990, he specializes in non-para

Philosophic (Miinchen) and holds

metric statistics, statistical educa

an M.A. and Ph.D. from Brown

tion, and data analysis.

University.
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AMERICAN STUDIES

Oberlin College in April. This summer Karen

opened at Chicago Dramatists theater.

Snouffer exhibits her installation Journey at

MacLeod spent the 2003 spring semester at

Peter Rutkoff presented a paper at the

the Weston Gallery of Art in Cincinnati. Her

Northwestern University in Evanston,

National Association of Concurrent

work will also appear in the group show "Tasty

Illinois.

Enrollment Programs titled "Minority Students

Buds" at The Work Space, located in New York

and Concurrent Enrollment at Kenyon's KAP

City's Soho district.
ENGLISH

Program." He also presented a paper to the
Organization of American Historians titled
"Using the Web for Undergraduate Teaching:
North By South." He and Will Scott finalized
funding for the third year of their "Cleveland
and the Great Migrations Project."

BIOLOGY

During the spring semester, Jennifer Clarvoe

Wade Powell presented a paper titled

Rome. This past week 1 met up with two

"Multiple Molecular Mechanisms Underlie

Kenyon students, Sarah Grimm '04 and

Dioxin Insensitivity in the Frog, Xenopus laevis"

Kirsten Engdahl '04 (visiting from Exeter)....

reported: "I've been having a great year in

at the 12th International Symposium on

Earlier in the year, I visited Deborah Laycock

Pollution Responses in Marine Organisms

and Jim Carson in England. Clarvoe gave a

Read Baldwin will present a solo exhibition of

(PRIMO 12)." Co-authors of the paper

poetry reading in February at the University of

his paintings at the Blue Mountain Gallery,

included Kenyon students Catherine Beck '02,

Exeter and returned to the United States

located in the Chelsea neighborhood of New

John DePowell '02, Tanya Klimova '03,

briefly to give a reading at Princeton

ART AND ART HISTORY

York City, from July 8 through July 26. Sarah

Ashley Rowatt '03, anil Tom Susman '04.

University in April. Perry Lentz delivered the

Blick's article "Reconstructing the Shrine of St.

Joan Slonczewski attended the American

College's 2003 Baccalaureate address in May

Thomas Becket, Canterbury Cathedral" will

Society for Microbiology meeting in

and was recently appointed to the Board of the

appear in the journal Konsthistorisk Tidskrift this

Washington, D.C., with research associate

Colleges and Universities of the Anglican

fall. She presented a paper titled "A Re-discov-

Elizabeth Yohannes and Michael Barnhart

Communion. Lentz wrote a chapter about the

ered Early Shrine at Canterbury Cathedral" at

'04, who presented their poster on acid and base

history of Kenyon College for Cradles of

the Medieval Academy of America in

stress genes in E. coli.

Ccmscience, to be published in September of

Minneapolis, Minnesota, in April and co-

2003 by Kent Publishing. Timothy Shutt

organized four sessions at the International
Congress on Medieval Studies in Kalamazoo,
Michigan, in May. She will finish editing a new
kxik, Art and Architecture of Late Medieval
Pilgrimage in Northern Europe and the British Isles,
this summer. Melissa Dabakis attended a
National Endowment for the Humanities
Summer Seminar at the American Academy in
Rome on "New Perspectives on Italy in the
Age of the Resorgimento" in July. While in
Rome, she continued work on her new kxik,
The American Corinnes: Women Sculptors and the
Eternal City, 1850-1876. Marcella Hackbardt
co-designed the sets for a production of Arthur
Miller's The Price at The Jewish Theater of
Pittsburgh in the spring. Her photography has
recently appeared in the Texas National
Photography Exhibition at Stephen F. Austin
State University in Nacogdix:hes, Texas, and at
the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, Illinois.
She lectured at both the University of Toledo
Center for Visual Arts in Toledo, Ohio, and at

20
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DANCE AND DRAMA
In March, Julie Brodie and Balinda CraigQuijada took eight students to the American
College Dance Festival conference in Buffalo,

reports that Barnes & Noble and Recorded
Books will release fourteen of his lectures
recorded on compact disk and an accompany
ing hook, Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans: The
Foundations of Western Civilization.

New York. While there, Brodie taught two
master classes and presented her choreography
for adjudication. She presented a paper at a
conference for dance kinesiology teachers at

MATHEMATICS
Bradley Hartlaub completed his first Boston

the University of Utah and will present

Marathon in April with a time of 3:42:05. He

another paper at an international conference

also accepted an invitation to participate in an

for dance scholars in Taipei, Taiwan, in August.

initiative by the American Statistical

Craig-Quijada, an elected member of the board

Association to produce "guidelines for assess

of the American College Dance Festival,

ment and instruction in statistics education."

attended the organization's annual meeting in

His joint research with Amy Wagaman *03

May in Long Beach, California. She will per

dealing with nonparametric tests for interac

form with Highjinx dance company at the

tion in the two-way layout was presented at

Minnesota Fringe Festival in Minneapolis in

the Council on Undergraduate Research

August. Wendy MacLeod had two plays pro

Posters on the Hill in Washington, D.C., in

duced in Chicago during the summer of 2003.

April. Hartlaub presented a mini-course on

Things Being What They Are appeared at the

nonparametric statistics to a group of

Steppenwolf Theater and Apocalyptic Butterflies

Advanced Placement statistics-course teachers at

the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

Dictionary of Literary Biography, presented a

Ginference in San Antonio in April.

paper on de Burgos at the Litin American
Studies Association conference in Dallas, Texas,
and presented another paper, "Web-based Class

MODERN LANGUAGES AND

Projects for Introductory Language Courses," at

LITERATURES

the Computer Assisted Language Instruction

Jianhua Bai's article "Multimedia and

Consortium at the University of Ottawa.

Pedagogical Implications" was accepted for
publication by the Journal of the Chinese

MUSIC

KENYON

COLLEGE

ALUMNI
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TWO PROFESSORS

WIN TRUSTEE
TEACHING
EXCELLENCE
AWARDS

Language Teachers Association. This spring, Bai
was the keynote speaker at the annual confer

Benjamin Locke traveled again to South

ence of the Chinese Language Teachers

Africa for a "review session" before giving a

1

Association of Greater New York, presented a

presentation on South African music and lan

paper at a Chinese language pedagogy confer

guages at the Ohio Choral Directors

ence at Princeton University, and participated

Association Summer Gmference in June. He

.in a research project on multimedia teaching

has begun composing a piece to be premiered

\.

V.

in 2004 as part of a benefit concert for

Center in Washington, D.C. Jane Cowles

Children's Hospital in Columbus. Henry

writes that the department is in the process of

Spiller accepted an invitation from the Korea

compiling a comprehensive list of its former

Foundation and the National Center for

apprentice teachers (ATs) who have served in

Korean Traditional Performing Arts to partici

the Kenyon Intensive Language Model (KILM)

pate in the Second Korean Music Workshop

program from its inception to the present. The

for Overseas Musicologists in Seoul, Korea,

department asks that anyone who served as an

from June 15 until July 12. Over the summer,

P

apprentice teacher contact Charles Piano via

he also attended several workshops in African

Awards at Kenyon s Honors Day-

e-mail at piano@kenyon.edu or regular mail at

music with the support of a Kenyon College

Ginvocation in April.

Kenyon College, Department of Modern

Teaching Initiative Grant.

43022. The department also hopes to establish
a prize in memory of Peter Seymour, KILM s
first director, who died in the spring of 2002.
Paul Gebhardt presented a paper titled
"Mathilde, the Spinster, as an Apocalyptic
Virgin Mary: Gender Dynamics in Friedrich
Diirrenmatt's The Physicists" at the 2003
Kentucky Foreign Language Conference in

PHILOSOPHY

Third Republic" in March. "Classroom

rofessor of Psychology Michael P.

Levine and Assistant Professor of
Mathematics Judy A. Holdener

received Trustee Teaching Excellence

Students and faculty praised Levine for
humor, and unbounded enthusiasm for
teaching." Holdener was recognized for her

Juan DePascuale s essay, "A Wonderful Life,"

"excellent teaching, characterized by a cre

in which he offers a critique of modernity and

ative and interactive teaching style," as well

argues for authenticity as a moral imperative,

as her scholarship on pedagogy and on theo

appeared in the spring issue of Notre Dame

retical and applied mathematics. (See the

Magazine.

profile of Holdener on the next page.)
Established in 1999 by the Board of
Trustees, the awards go each year to one

PHYSICS

at New York University to present a talk on
"Teaching the Cult of Literature in the French

Michael P. Levine

his "meticulously crafted lectures, legendary

Lexington, Kentucky, in April. Mort Guiney
was invited by the Institute of French Studies

d

\mSm.

materials at the National Foreign Language

Languages and Literatures, Gambier OH

J

Retirement from full-time teaching has not
slowed down Thomas Greenslade Over the

Assessment of Gimputer-Assisted Language

course of the year he visited half a dozen col

Learning: Developing a Strategy for College

lections of early physics teaching apparatus

Faculty," an essay written by Clara Roman-

and acquired approximately eighty items for

Odio with Bradley Hartlaub of the mathemat

his own collection. He published six articles,

ics department, will appear in the fall issue of

gave three talks on early photography and

Hispania. Roman-Odio also recently con

physics, evaluated two college physics depart

tributed an entry on poet Julia de Burgos to the

ments, and taught electronics this spring.

tenured faculty member who has been
teaching at the Gil lege for ten or more years
and one tenured or tenure-track faculty
member who has been teaching at Kenyon
for fewer than ten years. Both professors
were awarded $15,000 for their "exemplary
teaching informed by creative scholarship."
Levine joined Kenyons faculty in 1979
and teaches courses in abnormal psychology,
Cmtinued on page 22
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Continued from page 21
theories of personality, clinical
psychology, introductory psychology, and childhood psychopathology.
He has a special interest in
eating disorders, particularly
with regard to preventive educa
tion, developmental psychology,
and community psychology.
Levine has been instrumental in
raising awareness of these issues.
In the early 1980s, he initiated
the country's first Eating
Disorders Awareness Week with
Kenyons physician, Tracy
Schermer.
Levine has involved students
as collaborators in research pro
jects, offering them the chance
to get hands-on experience and
to develop working relationships
with faculty members.
"It gives the students a sense
of psychology as it exists outside
of btxiks and the classroom, as
well as a view of professors as
people who made choices in
their own lives," Levine said.
Holdener, an expert in alge
braic K-theory, earned a doctor
ate from the University of
Illinois. Her recent research
publications deal with perfect
numbers and number
theory. <3

THE ART OF NUMBERS

*

JUDY HOLDENER WINS TRUSTEE TEACHING
EXCELLENCE AWARD AND ROBERT J.
TOMSICH SCIENCE AWARD

M

athematician Judy
Holdener has a dis
tinct advantage over
most of her peers. She started out
as an art major.
"I'm a very visual person,"
explains Holdener, who was
awarded tenure and promotion to
the rank of associate professor of
mathematics this spring. Raised
by an artist, Holdener started
drawing when she was only two
years old, and she studied art for
two years at Kent State

University before switching to
mathematics. "A lot of people
can't understand mathematics,
because they see symbols but
can't visualize the concepts
behind the symbols. When I'm
designing a lesson for students,
I'm always thinking about how to
present the material so they can
picture what's happening."
This creative approach to
teaching and scholarship helped
Holdener earn both the Kenyon
College Trustee Teaching
Excellence Award and the
Robert J. Tomsich Science
Award this year.
Holdener's recent research
publications deal with number
theory and perfect numbers.
Some of the most interesting and
longstanding unsolved mathe
matical questions involve perfect
numbers—that is, numbers equal
to the sum of their divisors.
"Some of the problems are
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very easy to state but extremely
difficult to solve," Holdener says.
"Some of the questions have been
around for two millennia."
Mathematicians and computer
scientists are continually search
ing for new perfect numbers. And
since all the known perfect num
bers are even, some mathemati
cians like Holdener are intrigued
by the notion of an odd perfect
number out there waiting to
be discovered.
"The conjecture that's been
around for two thousand years is
that there is no odd perfect num
ber," she says. "After my research,
I'm actually thinking that there
could be one, but there's no way
to really know."
Holdener's interest in perfect
numbers was sparked by her work
with a Kenyon student. In the
spring of 1999, Jim Riggs *99
began working with Holdener on
an independent-study project.
Holdener encouraged Riggs, who
is now a systems analyst at
Kenyon s Olin Center, to try and
solve a problem related to num
ber theory presented in a mathe
matics journal. He t<x>k the
challenge and was recognized in a
later issue for coming up with the
correct solution.
"When 1 gave him the prob
lem, he just came alive,"
Holdener remembers. "He was
much more of a researcher who
wanted open-ended problems to

I,

n

1
3

I

Judy Holdener

tackle. When I saw him light up
on this problem, I just threw away
the textbook we were using."
A Kenyon faculty member
since 1998, Holdener is known for
her creative and interactive teach
ing style. She is a firm believer in
using technology in the classroom.
In "Modeling Biological Growth
and Form," a Web-based course
Holdener taught, she used com
puters and the Internet to simulate
and quantify forms found in
nature, a field known as theoreti
cal morphology. And technology is
an obvious way to help her stu
dents get the big picture in mathe
matics courses.
"Computer programs allow you
to visualize mathematics," she says.
"They help you produce the right
pictures, so students can see what's
going on behind the symbols." <3
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TOMSICH SCIENCE AWARDS
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RECOGNIZE OUTSTANDING RESEARCH
*4
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Awards were presented to

A

*
/

!• the College, and promise of

I

continuing creative leadership
in such endeavors.
Cummings, who joined

Chemistry Scott D.

Kenyons faculty in 1995, is a

Cummings and Assistant

*

Professor of Mathematics

L

\

strength of research etforts at

3

i

Associate Professor of

*
1

he Robert J.
Tomsich Science

Scott Cummings

Judy A. Holdener at

\
\

I

< «
*

i

istry with research focused on

Kenyons recent Honors Day

photochemistry. He is an ongoing

Convocation.

contributor to professional journals

Established in 1995 by Cleveland

m<

specialist in inorganic chem

and regularly presents his work at

businessman Robert Tomsich, a long

conferences. Cummings's willing

time Kenyon tnistee and currently an

ness to work with students—some

emeritus trustee, the cash award is

times co-authoring articles with

given in recognition of scientific

them—helped him to earn a 1999

I«

excellence in past and current

Trustee Teaching Excellence

|j

research, contributions to the

Award.
Cummings helps promote the
sciences beyond the Kenyon cam
pus. He was recently selected to be
a member of the Project
Kaleidoscope (PKal) Faculty for the
Twenty-First Century. PKal is a
leading U.S. advocate for building

I

and sustaining strong programs in
science, engineering, and mathe
matics. Cummings is also an active
participant in the Summer Science

w

Scholars Program.
A graduate of Binghamton
University, he earned his doctorate
at the University of Rochester.
Holdener s recent research has
centered on number theory and,

M

4

I
%

more specifically, perfect numbers.
She graduated from Kent State
University before earning her
doctorate from the
University of Illinois. She
joined the mathematics

XI

faculty in 1998. "3
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MATCHING GIFTS
ARE TWICE AS
NICE FOR KENYON

w

ill your employer match your gift
to Kenyon? Last year nearly twothirds of alumni employed by
matching gift companies made a gift to the
College. With their gift and its subsequent
match, this small group of alumni accounted
for nearly 20 percent of the Kenyon Fund
total, with close to $250,000 coming from
corporate matches. In some instances, gifts to
Kenyon are matched at a ratio of three to
one. Information about your company's
matching gift program is available online by
visiting http://giff.kenyon.edu. Click on
"matching gifts" and search for key words in
your company's name. You can also contact
your human resources office for information.
In addition to the obvious benefit to the
College, matching gifts are added to your
record to determine your giving-society listing
in the annual-report issue of the Bulletin. If
you have questions about having your gift to
Kenyon matched by your employer, please
contact Shawn Dailey in the Office of
Alumni and Parent Programs at 740-4275151 ordaileys@kenyon.edu. >3

OLDEST LIVING ALUMNUS
AWARD ESTABLISHED

w

fF
B

&

illiam Hopple '24 places great
store in common sense. When the
state of Ohio allowed him to
renew his driver's license at the age of ninetysix, he immediately sold his car. "1 have no
interest in driving a car in a state where guys
like me are allowed to drive," he told his sev
enty-three-year-old son, Ed Hopple. Thinking
like that has allowed Hopple at the age of one
hundred to become Kenyon's oldest living
alumnus.
Thanks to a generous donation from the
Hopple family, Kenyon's oldest living alumnus
will now be honored each year, receiving a
plaque to mark the achievement. In addition, a
permanent plaque will stay at the College with
the names of all those who earn the distinction
engraved on it.
The title was not officially acknowledged
until Ed came across an issue of the Bulletin
while visiting his father. It dawned on Ed that
his dad probably held the position, and Ed
called Russell Geiger, Kenyon's director of
major gifts, with the idea of endowing an award
to honor his father's achievement.
"We had never really thought too much
about it," says Geiger. "But we looked into it,

and sure enough, Bill Hopple is the oldest liv
ing alumnus and has heen for about three
years." Ed Hopple told Geiger he thought it
would be nice to officially acknowledge his
father and those to follow. Geiger agreed.
Born before the Wright brothers' first flight
at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, Hopple has
heen frugal and modest all of his life, but always
generous with charities, family, and friends. "It
takes character to buy a Chevy when you can
afford a Cadillac,"says Hopple.
He learned to value saving and investment
during the Great Depression. As he made his
way up through the ranks to become chairman
of the Stearns and Foster mattress company,
Hopple invested in the stock market steadily.
And as his hard work and investments paid off,
Hopple contributed regularly to Kenyon and
other nonprofit organizations. He believed giv
ing back to the community simply made good
sense and eschewed any fuss made about his
gixxl works.
Hopple currently resides in a two-bedroom
apartment in an assisted-living facility near
Cincinnati, Ohio. His first wife, Mary, died in
1954, and he recently lost his second wife,
Janet, after forty-six years of marriage. O

GAY AND LESBIAN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
PLANS OCTOBER GATHERING

K

enyon's Gay and Lesbian Alumni Association (GALA) invites
all gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered (GLBT) alumni to
gather on campus October 11-12 for a fall reunion. The sched
ule of activities includes the dedication of Unity House, a new resource
center for GLRT students, an oral-history and book project on alumni
"coming out" stories, and academic, artistic, and social events initiated
by students in honor of National Coming Out Day.
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GALA will also hold meetings to create the structure and
leadership of the organization and to plan for the 2004 reunion.
All GLBT alumni are welcome. If you wish to learn more about
GALA membership or the reunion, please contact Peter Gudaitis '88 or
Brad Koogler '88 at gala@kenyon.edu. All personal information is kept con
fidential. <3
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its debut just over a year ago, and

T

members engaged in discussions and commit

mendations have been instituted, including a

since that time more than four thou

tee work with great enthusiasm, reflecting the

new e-mail policy whereby monthly state

positive tone that exists at Kenyon today. 1

ments of regional events are distributed only

enyon's online alumni directory made

sand alumni have become subscribers. If you're
not one of them, what are you waiting for?

he Alumni Council meetings in

offerings and the volume, frequency, and

September and February were ener

nature of communications with alumni in

getic and productive. The Council

general. Several of the committee's recom

would like to thank the members for their

to the region involved. Streaming live video

dedicated work on behalf of the College. It

is now available online. Policy suggestions

forwarding, a free lifelong service that allows

has been a privilege to serve with them. I am

have also been offered with respect to Web-

you to have a permanent Kenyon account.

also pleased to report that 100 percent of the

based discussion groups.

Kenyon Alumni Online offers you e-mail

'This means you'll never have to notify your
correspondents of yet another e-mail address.
The College's alumni Web pages also offer

Council has either given or pledged to the
Kenyon Fund for the current year.
Next year, R. Hutchins "Hutch"

The student and young alumni relations
committee is beginning a mentoring program
entitled Beyond Senior Year. Intended to be a

online bulletin boards, and the Office of

Hodgson, Jr. '61 will serve as president of the

pilot project next year, the program will enlist

Alumni and Parent Programs welcomes new

Alumni Council, with Scott R. Baker '94 iis

ten volunteers who have been out of Kenyon

topics for discussion. The bulletin boards

vice president. Joining the Alumni Council

more than five years, recruited by members of

allow you to communicate with other Kenyon

next fall will be newly elected members

the Council. They will serve as mentors to

alumni on a wide range of topics. Users can

Jennifer A. Gundlach '93, Douglas G.

the seniors. The goal is to form a relationship

customize their account settings, including

Holbrook '72, John A. Horner '50, and

to assist with the transition and preparation

delivery and notification options. Registered

Douglas S. Johnston '69. Elected as alumni

for life after college and to network about

directory users can check out the bulletin

to the Board of Trustees are Allen B. Ballard

career and professional-school options. The

boards by logging in at http://alumni.

Jr. '52 and Betsy Upton Stover '73 H'95.

committee has also

kenyon.edu and clicking on "discussion

The admissions committee has devoted

been instrumental in

groups." If you would like to suggest a new

time this year to working with the admissions

working to increase the

topic, please contact Lisa Schott, executive

staff to build a strong pool of candidates for

number of current stu

director of alumni and parent programs,

the College and to enhance the involvement

dents involved with

at schottl@kenyon.edu or by calling

of the alumni in this process. Under the

Council activities

740-427-5148.

umbrella of the regional associations, the

through panel discus

committee is going to target a number of

sions and by inviting

schools in the Midwest and build a strong

student leadership rep

relationship with the administration, faculty,

resentatives to attend

and students to encourage prospective stu

Council sessions. O

„

If you need help registering for the directory,
please e-mail help@alumni.kenyon.edu. O

dents to apply to the College.

/

—Mary Kay Karzas '75

The communications committee spent
time this year discussing issues related to Web
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One must seek far to find more eminent men of letters than Anthony
Hecht, a towering figure in the world of American poetry. The author
of seventeen books of poetry and four volumes of literary criticism,
including the recently released Melodies Unheard: Essays on the Mysteries
of Poetry, a noted translator, editor, and collaborator, as well as co-
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A MATTER ofFORMALITY
DISTINGUISHED MAN OF LETTERS
1

ANTHONY HECHT REMEMBERS

3
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hen Pulitzer Prize-winning poet and critic Anthony
Hecht was enrolled at Kenyon as a special student of
John Crowe Ransom's in 1946-47, and was simultane
ously teaching freshman English for the first time, he remembers seek
ing out Ransom in his office for advice on how to teach Macbeth.
Sitting across the desk from his mentor, Hecht had a clear view of the
chalkboard on which the editor would scribble the list of contributors
to the next issue of the Kenyon Review. The twenty-four-year-old Hecht
saw with some shock that his own name appeared on the list, sand
wiched between the dazzling names of Lionel Trilling and Eric Bentley.
He tried to maintain his composure, to ignore this thrilling informa
tion, to focus his thoughts on Shakespeare's tragedy of ambition. But
after a couple of minutes, unable to contain his curiosity and excite
ment any longer, he asked Ransom if it was true that his work was
slated to be published in the prestigious journal.
Ransom turned around, looked at the list, and murmured, "I seem to
have made a slight mistake." He then walked over to the chalkboard,
rubbed out the H in Hecht s name, and wrote in Br instead. But the
"mistake" proved as prophetic as the incantations Macbeth heard on
the heath. For in the following issue, Ransom did publish one of
Hecht's poems—the first publication of the young poet's career.
Although Hecht modestly assumes that Ransom did so out of embar
rassment at this incident, the fact is that twelve more of his poems
appeared in the Renew over the next seven years. Embarrassment could
not account for that. Ransom had recognized his student's gifts.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING AT KENYON
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inventor of the comic verse form known as the double dactyl, Hecht is
esteemed as a poet's poet. Throughout his career he has remained, like
Ransom before him, a staunch practitioner and champion of formalism,
devoted to rhyme, meter, and stanza in an era often dominated by free
verse. Although Hecht fixes his gaze unflinchingly upon the fragmenta
tion, atrocities, and howling injustices perpetrated during the twentieth
century, he confines such subject matter within delicately wrought, intri
cate forms, beneath the polished surface of dazzling language. The form
lessness and scatology of the howl he has left to others.
Before ever arriving at Kenyon, Hecht had been stamped by personal
experience of certain twentieth-century atrocities. At the age of twenty, in
the midst of his undergraduate studies at Bard College (then an experi
mental arm of Columbia University), Hecht was drafted into the Army.
The year was 1943, and he saw service in both Europe and Japan. A shap
ing event in his life occurred when his division was sent to liberate the
Nazi camp in Flossenburg, Germany, near Buchenwald, where theologian
Dietrich Bonhoeffer had been executed as a traitor. To his horror, the
young Jewish soldier saw prisoners starving, dying of typhus, turning into
corpses by the hundreds every day. Because of his facility with languages,
he was assigned to translate the surviving prisoners' accounts of what they
had suffered and witnessed, as well as the versions given by their German
guards who were now prisoners themselves.
This traumatic consciousness inspired Hecht's nightmares for years to
come. Images of the Holocaust suffuse many of his most highly regarded
poems, including "More Light! More Light!," "Rites and Ceremonies," and
'"It Out-Herods Herod. Pray You, Avoid It.'"
Born in 1923 in New York into what he styles an unhappy family,
Hecht attended the Horace Mann School, where he was friends with class
mate Jack Kerouac. He describes himself as having been an indifferent stu
dent until 1940, when he matriculated at Bard. There he awoke to the life
of the mind, immersing himself in the poetry of T.S. Eliot, Wallace
Stevens, Dylan Thomas, W.H. Auden, and Gerard Manley Hopkins. Deep
in the study of literature he experienced happiness, he says, for the first
time in his life, and decided to become a poet. The war interrupted this
joyful period.
In the Army, Hecht met Robie Macauley '41, one of Ransom's former
students who had shared a house at Kenyon with Robert Lowell '40, Peter
Taylor '40, John Thompson '40, and Randall Jarrell. Macauley, who would
eventually succeed Ransom as editor of the Kenyon Review, suggested that
Hecht make his way to Gambier after the war to resume his literary devel
opment under Ransom's tutelage. In 1946, with the assistance of the G.I.
Bill of Rights, Hecht enrolled at the College as a special student.
Hecht remembers Ransom as a "courtly and gentle man." He relished
the delicious archaisms in Ransom's poetry (an element that has come in
for critical attention in Hecht's own work) and found Ransom's essays "dif
fident, cunning, wittily reserved, and ceremonious" (terms that might be
applied as well to Hecht's prose), quite distinct from the prevailing exposi
tory prose practiced by such critics of the day as T.S. Eliot, LA. Richards,
Richard Blackmur, and William Empson.
28
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In a tribute to Ransom originally published in The American Scholar and
later reprinted in a volume entitled Masters; Portraits of Great Teachers
(1981), Hecht wrote that "one learned from him, not facts or positions,
but a posture of the mind and spirit, a humanity and courtesy, a manly
considerateness that inhabited his work as it did his person. And one
learned to pay a keen attention to poetic detail."
This emphasis on "humanity" was one of two competing strains in the
literary atmosphere of postwar Gambier discerned by Hecht. He
poignantly evokes the peculiar sense of chosenness Ransom instilled,
indeed nourished, in his students:
To have become one of that little group of Kenyon students in the
mid-forties was not merely to have joined them under Mr.
Ransom's remarkable tuition; it was also to have been assimilated
into a hieratic tradition, a select branch in the great taxonomic
structure of the modern intellect, in which we were the direct and
undisputed heirs not only of Mr. Ransom himself but of all our
distinguished predecessors who were his former pupils. These
ranged from legendary young men of stunning mental powers
who had graduated just too soon for any of us to have met them
(about one of these it was affirmed that he wandered the campus
reading extremely difficult texts in philosophy from which he tore
out the pages and threw them away after a single, hasty, but suffi
cient perusal) to such as Peter Taylor and Robert Lowell, who
were just coming into their fame, and beyond to Allen Tate,
Cleanth Brooks, and Robert Penn Warren, who has discernibly
changed the course and character of American letters... . The
responsibility of following in so august a procession we regarded
as a difficult, historic, burden, just sufficiently mitigated by our
private sense of being among "the anointed."
"Hieratic," "anointed"—the religious overtones of these words recall
Ransom's naming the community of poets a "secular priesthood," even as
they convey a sense of election experienced by those witnessing firsthand
the birth of the New Criticism. The fabled Golden Age of literary studies
at Kenyon is characterized by the disciples' paradoxical consciousness of
being blessed nearly, but not quite, to the point of affliction.
Hecht's accomplishments as poet, critic, and teacher of literature sug
gest the degree to which he deserves his place among Ransom's heirs. At
Kenyon, Ransom afforded Hecht important opportunities that would shape
his career. Besides publishing Hecht's first poems, Ransom initiated his stu
dent into the teaching career that would become his bread and butter.
Hecht would hold professorial positions at Bard College, Smith College,
the University of Rochester, Washington University, Harvard, Yale, and
eventually Georgetown University, where he taught as University- Professor
from 1985 until his retirement in 1993.
The lectern beckoned to Hecht when a Kenyon faculty member, taken
ill, was unable to continue teaching freshman English. Ransom turned to
Hecht because, at age twenty-four, Hecht was slightly older than the other
students and was the only one who already possessed an undergraduate
degree (Bard having granted him a degree in absentia). Did he have any
teaching experience, Ransom inquired. All the young man could dredge up
along these lines was a stint at Bard in which he had taught mathematics

in a government-sponsored training program for the military. Much to
Hecht's surprise, Ransom liked this response because he believed that liter
ature should not be segregated from other spheres of knowledge. He
invited Hecht to take over the freshman English class.
Recounting this episode in Anthony Hecht in Continuation with Philip
Hoy (1999), Hecht recalls being "hastily inducted into the faculty by the
dean of the college, who informed me that there was no anti-Semitism to
be feared at Kenyon, witness the solitary presence on the faculty of one Dr.
Salomon, who taught in the divinity school. 1 would have enjoyed punch
ing him in the face; but I greatly liked and respected Ransom, and was
enthusiastic about tackling the teaching job."
Hecht enjoyed the work and f<xind it easy to establish a rapport with stu
dents not much younger than himselt. Was it difficult to sit, as it were, on
both sides of the desk, being a student and faculty member at the same time?
No different from the situation of any graduate teaching assistant, he believes.
In addition to Ransom, Hecht studied with English professor Charles
^Coffin, a specialist on Donne, and he recalls having wonderful conversa
tions with legendary philosophy professor Philip Blair Rice. Rice was to
write a book on George Santayana which would bear the Kenyonesque
title, The Philosopher as Poet and Critic. The influence of Rices discourse
may be seen in Hecht's poem, "Upon the Death of George Santayana."
Beyond that, Hecht alludes to Santayana at the beginning of one of his
prose volumes, On the Laws of the Poetic Art.
Following his year as a special student, Hecht returned twice to
Gambier for the summer program known as The Kenyon School of
English. Begun by Ransom, the program drew a glittering assembly of bril
liant literary figures to the Hill, among them William Empson, F.O.
Matthiessen, Austin Warren, Eric Bentley, L.C. Knights, Allen Tate, and
Cleanth Brooks. The Kenyon School of English served as an incubator and
nursery not only for poetry and fiction but also for the New Criticism,
which focused on formal literary elements, studied sources of tension gen
erated within literary works, and taught generations of students to "read
closely" in works deemed to be as self-contained and anonymously fashioned as Keats's well-wrought Grecian urn.
In 1950, Hecht received a master's degree from Columbia University,
where he studied with such notables as Mark van Doren and Lionel
Trilling. The following year, he was awarded the Prix de Rome fellowship,
an honor which had never before been given to a writer. At the time,
Hecht was already living in Italy, on the island of Ischia, where he met and
discussed poetry with W.H. Auden, another great ptiet-critic who would
influence Hecht's oeuvre.
In addition to the Prix de Rome and the Pulitzer Prize, Hecht has won
numerous major awards and honors, including the Bollingen Prize in
Poetry, the Lihrex-Guggenheim Eugenio Montale Award, the Ruth B. Lilly
Poetry Prize, The Dorothea Tanning Award, the Wallace Stevens Award,
the Corrington Award, and the Robert Frost Medal. He has also won pres
tigious fellowships from the Guggenheim, Hudson Review, Ford, and
Fulbright foundations, among others. Hecht was elected a member of the
National Institute of Arts and Letters, has been named Chancellor and

Chancellor Emeritus of the American Academy in Rome, and from 1982 to
1984 was Consultant in Poetry to the Library of Congress, a position which
afterward came to he known as Poet Laureate of the United States.
His latest book of critical essays on poets and poetry, Melodies Unheard:
Essays on the Mysteries of Poetry, was published this spring by Johns Hopkins
University press.
The eighty-year-old Hecht resides in Washington, D.C., with his wife,
Helen D'Alessandro, who had been a student in his freshman English class
years earlier at Smith College. D'Alessandro is an interior designer and the
author of several cookbtxiks; they have a son, Evan. Hecht has two sons as
well, Jason and Adam, from an earlier marriage.

Glyn Maxwell writes in The Oxford Companion to Twentieth-century
Poetry in English: "The work of Anthony Hecht shatters the cozy notion
that a fragmented, fractured age should be reflected in the forms of its
art, that ugliness and shapelessness demand payment in kind. Like
Auden, he has absorbed the evils and grotesqueries of his unhappy cen
tury into a verse both highly formal and all-encompassing, stitching
wounds with iambs, sculpting pentameters of sustained, Latinate beauty,
sounding a healing music."
If much of Hecht's poetry is elegiac in tone and content, shaped by
grief, another side of his literary personality embraces wit and humor. In a
parodic nod to Matthew Arnold's "Dover Beach," he has written "The
Dover Bitch." Evoking Wallace Stevens' "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle" is
Hecht's "Le Masseur de Ma Soeur."
He is, perhaps, a poet eternally caught between tears and laughter, a
complexity wonderfully captured in an anecdote about an early morning taxi
ride Hecht shared with another Kenyon-educated poet, James Wright '52,
following_a poetry reading. To entertain Wright as they rtxle long miles to
the airport, Hecht intoned from memory the sonorous and grief-stricken
lines of Milton's elegy "Lycidas," which laments the tragic death of a young
poet drowned at sea. But, with the paradoxical Hecht touch, he recited the
poem, nearly two hundred lines, in the voice of W.C. Fields!
"It was my habit," Hecht has recalled, "to allow Fields a few interpolative comments now and again. I remember that after the lines
He must not float upon his watery bier
Unwept, and welter to the parching wind,
Without the meed of some melodious tear
I would pause and let Fields observe: 'That's very sad—that part about
the watery beer.'"
That the poem being recited was the subject of one of Ransom's most
famous essays ("A Poem Nearly Anonymous") is the icing on a particularly
delectable cake. It takes an Anthony Hecht to hear the voice of ironic
comedy in the sounds of majestic solemnity, to render simultaneously the
gifts of both.
Wright, it is said, was so overcome he could only murmur, "Thank you."
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One of Princeton University's great teachers, Charles Beitz of
the politics department, is leading a lunchtime seminar in
Princeton's Harold W. McGraw Jr. Center for Teaching and
Learning. Because teaching outside the realm of the research
university is his topic—Beitz is a former faculty member at
Swarthmore and dean at Bowdoin—he asks how many of the
assembled graduate students are alumni of small liberal-arts
colleges. About a quarter of the hands go up, and then the host,
Georgia Nugent, volunteers that she's the president-elect of
Kenyon College.
Beitz puts on a doleful face and offers his sympathy. He then
notes that A. Bartlett Giamatti, president of Yale University
from 1978 to 1986 before going on to be commissioner of Major
League Baseball, once said that being a college president was
"not fit work for a grownup."
Georgia Nugent is about to find out if he was right.

BRIGHT GIFTS
' I hese
t days, the Princeton campus is a mass of construction and
renovation sites. On a rainy day in April, there is mud
everywhere. Witherspoon Hall, a grand Victorian pile of a
dormitory, is boarded up as it undergoes a thorough renovation,
just as several other historic residence halls have in recent
years, and venerable East Pyne Hall, home of the language departments, is
inaccessible to all but the armies of workers refitting it for a new century-. In
addition to more of the university's signature Robert Venturi buildings,
there's the new Carl Icahn Laboratory, designed by Rafael Vinoly, and on
the drawing boards there's that sine qua non of the well-outfitted twentyfirst-century campuef a building by Frank Gehry. New residence halls byleading architects are also being erected, to accommodate the university's
recently announced expansion of its student body by five hundred over the
next several years. Even for someone unfamiliar with Princeton's history,
the conclusion would be clear: this is a very rich institution.
Although it might not be revealed in a comparison of the institutions'
campuse: -Kenyon, after all, has its own impressive catalog of new and
renovated buildings by outstanding architects—the financial resources of
the university and the College contrast starkly, even given the differences
between the needs of a research university and those of a small liberal-arts
institution. Much of the current work on Princeton's campus is the result of
the university's Anniversary Campaign, which sought to raise $750 million
BY TOM STAMP '73

by 2000. In the end, the five-year campaign brought in $1.14 billion,
including $154 million in annual-giving funds. Princeton's endowment
stood at $8.3 billion as of June 30, 2002, making it the fourth largest in
American higher education, behind only Harvard, Yale, and the
University of Texas system.
At Kenyon, Nugent will have to think in terms of millions, not bil
lions. The College's most recent—and remarkably ambitious—campaign
had a goal of $100 million, which it exceeded by more than $16 million.
One of Nugent's challenges will be to help Kenyon continue to build an
endowment that, at about $120 million, remains disproportionately small
for one of the nation's leading liberal-arts colleges. But if the new presi
dent will have to adjust to a different scale with regard to resources, her
role at Princeton—leading a center that focuses on teaching and learn
ing—suggests that in terms of core educational values, the gap between
the university and the College is not so great after all.
Georgia Nugent's office is in Princeton's mammoth new Frist Campus
Center, the three-year-old Venturi-designed building where the McGraw
Center has its quarters on the third floor, just off a light-filled and gener
ously proportioned reading rcxim. Nugent's high-ceilinged office looks into
the airwell and across to the Collegiate Gothic windows and walls of the
old Palmer Physics Laboratory (which has been incorporated into the Frist
Center) on the other side. Her bookcases are filled with an eclectic mix-
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" rhis is a well-deserved appointment for Georgia,
based on her experience and her skills and talents, and
I think Kenyon will be a superb ft." -JOIIN ADAMS. Princeton cL^mmr and cW fr,fnd

ture of volumes, from the expected classical texts to John Henry Newman's
The Idea of a University to the collected poems of Wallace Stevens. A
large, eye-catching poster on one wall, advertising a theatrical production
and illustrated with an abstract drawing of a fencer in mid thrust, is a
memento of a happy time in Rome. "There were copies of it plastered
everywhere that summer," Nugent recalls. "1 loved the design of the poster,
so one of my friends took this one down and presented it to me."
The McGraw Center was established in 1998 with a $5-million gift
from Harold W. McGraw Jr., a 1940 alumnus of Princeton who is the
retired chairman and former president and chief executive officer of pub
lishing giant McGraw-Hill. Nugent says the center was the brainchild of a
now-retired associate dean at the university, Eva R. Gossman, the mother
of Kenyon alumna Janice N. Gossman '89.
"My objective in taking the deanship at the McGraw Center was to
make a go of it, and to position it within the community," Nugent says.
"The center had already had a couple of false starts; it needed to be success
fully integrated into the Princeton culture. We began by looking for ways
to make connections with faculty members, to show them we had valuable
services to offer."
Nugent, who says she loves brainstorming with her staff, recalls that
one of the best notions to arise from the search was a graduate mentoring
award. "The nominations for the award gave us a good idea of which fac
ulty members were the best teachers," she says, noting that the McGraw
staff could then recruit those faculty members to offer programs at the cen
ter. "We've given four of the awards so far, as part of a hcxxling ceremony
for new Ph.D. recipients that we created. One of the things I like most
about presenting the awards is that it enables the faculty members to cele
brate graduate mentoring, the opportunity for which is one of the reasons
many of them came to teach at the university.
"We're building a cadre of distinguished faculty members who know and
value the McGraw Center," says Nugent. "We want the McGraw name to
be affiliated with the idea of good teaching at Princeton."
To that end, and recognizing full well the value of a record of successful
teaching on a curriculum vitae, she has also worked to find more
opportunities for graduate students to gain classroom experience, both at
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the university and in local elementary and secondary schools through the
"Scholars in the Schools" program. "We've created a 'teaching transcript'
for graduate students, which lists their practical experience and atten
dance at seminars and includes written material on their approaches to
pedagogy," Nugent notes. "Documentation of interest in teaching can be
very attractive to prospective employers."

N

ugent was born in New Orleans, Louisiana—where, she
points out, drawing from her new store of Kenyon
trivia, Philander Chase was in residence from 1806 to
1811—but she has few memories of the city. "My dad
trained horses, and we followed the racing season, so we were only there
for part of the year," she recalls. "When 1 was five or six, we moved to
Miami and made that our base."
The Nugent family's peregrinations took them to a number of cities,
including Cincinnati and Cleveland, Ohio, where they lived in all sorts of
neighborhoods. In Detroit, the Nugents lived in a downtown hotel before
decamping for suburban Birmingham. In Louisville, Kentucky, home of
Churchill Downs and the Kentucky Derby, they lived in a neighborhood
with a majority-black elementary school where, Nugent remembers, a
teacher went out of her way to make her feel welcome and keep her on
track for her grade.
As a result of the family's travels, Nugent had the opportunity to expe
rience a diversity of schools during her childhood. "I would go to a school
in the North until Thanksgiving, and then we would head south," she
says. "It was a very interesting way to grow up."
Nugent recalls two teachers with special fondness, Mrs. Small and Mr.
Enriquez. "I had Mrs. Small in fifth grade, and from her I learned the les
son that I wouldn't get an A just for doing an assignment, that 1 had to go
above and beyond what was expected," she says. "Mr. Enriquez, my ninthgrade Spanish teacher, was a Cuban exile, very charismatic, and I can
trace the beginning of my love of languages to his class."
Nugent spent most of her high-school career in Florida, at what she
characterizes as a "large, terrible public high school." To illustrate her lack

!„

of knowledge of classics at that point in her life, she tells of twin class
mates, named Virgil and Horace. "1 remember thinking, 'What funny
names,'" she laughs.
Throughout her childhood, and up through her college and graduateschool years, Nugent was known hy her first name, Susan. She says she
never liked the sing-song quality of "Suzy Nugent," so she started using
her middle name when she began teaching. "It was also a way to honor
my father, whose name was George." While she's known to most of her
colleagues as Georgia these days, her husband, Thomas Scherer, and some
of her closer friends call her Nuge.
Nugent says she was a bookish child, and she remembers being urged
to put down her reading and go outside and play. "I read all the childhood
standards, like Little Women, and I went through a period when I
devoured mysteries, especially the Hardy Boys." The reading habit stuck,
^ and Nugent now reads a kx)k a night, mostly nonfiction. "Unfortunately,
1 almost never find time to read a novel."
Classics entered her life in her freshman year at Princeton, when she
enrolled in a Great Books-style course. "I went to the U-Store and bought
Wheelock's Latin," Nugent recalls. "It was a beautiful, sunny day, so I
sat down on the stone wall outside the store and started reading.
I was so excited."
Nugent admits she knew very little about Princeton before she
applied, at the suggestion of a friend, to he a member of the university's
first coeducational class. "I didn't even know where it was," she says. "I
thought it was in New England somewhere."
She says her mother had set her sights on the nearby University of
Miami for her daughter, so Nugent kept her Princeton application a
secret. When she was admitted, it wasn't at all clear that she would be
able to accept, but the university made a generous offer of aid. "1 was
on total scholarship at Princeton," she says. "1 never would have been
there otherwise."
Despite coming from a less privileged background than many of her
fellow students, Nugent says she rarely felt out of place. "There's an inter
esting class fluidity in the racing world, despite the vast wealth of many of
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the horse owners," she says. "Although you're clearly in a servant sort of
position, like the yacht captain, you're expected to behave like a social
equal in certain situations." As an only child, she often accompanied her
parents to racing-circuit events where she was expected to comport
herself like a grownup. "My mother used to say I was an 'only adult,'"
Nugent laughs.
Before joining one of Princeton's "earing clubs," which serve some of
the same purposes as fraternities and sororities on other campuses, Nugent
joined the Madison Society. Unlike the clubs, the Madison Society had no
facilities of its own, although its members enjoyed one outstanding perk:
they took their evening meals in New South, a university administration
building by day, where the top-floor dining nxim offered a spectacular view
of the surrounding countryside. As a junior, Nugent became a member of
Tower Club, one of the first of the eating clubs to admit women.
Through the Madison Society, Nugent met Soviet-studies major John
Adams, and the two tixik several courses together, on topics ranging from
Dante to medieval art. Now a lawyer at the firm of Schiff Hardin &. Waite
in Chicago, Illinois, he still thinks of Nugent as one of his closest friends,
and she returns the compliment.
"Georgia then was pretty much like Georgia now, except that her
hair was longer," says Adams, who graduated from Princeton in 1972 and
went on to further study at Oxford University before entering law school
at the University of Chicago. "She was cheerful and friendly, with a
winning smile and a ready enthusiasm for everything Princeton. She
had many friends.
"There was a sizable percentage of students at Princeton who took life
easy, a smaller percentage who were the 'wonks' who never went out, and
another sizable percentage who were serious students and who took the
necessary time to do well academically but who still had a social life," says
Adams. "Georgia was clearly in that last group. She went to parties and
had a good time, but she was focused on her work in classics.
"I remember most of our most interesting conversations were about
what courses to sign up for, not because we were coordinating our
schedules but because we never wanted to waste a course. We were always
comparing notes on what we'd heard and kx>king for the courses—in art,
culture, history, languages—in which we thought the guidance of a superb
teacher would make a difference for us."

"I always knew I wanted to be a teacher. In elementary schoolI wanted to be
an elementary-school teacher; in high school, I wanted to be a high-school
teacher; in college; I decided I wanted to be a university professor.''
— GEORGIA NUGENT
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"<Georgia has the capacity to take in a great amount of information on an issue.
She studies it from a variety of viewpoints to get to the heart of the matter. And
then she makes a decision she knows she'll he able to dfendI"

By the time Nugent married Tom Scherer in 1991, both her parents
were deceased. It was John Adams who walked her down the aisle at her
wedding, at which Mrs. Adams was matron-of-honor and the Adams chil
dren were flower- and ring-hearers. Adams laments that the two families'
busy schedules make visits a too-rare occasion these days, but he says they
do keep in touch by telephone.
"When Georgia was offered the Kenyon presidency," Adams recalls,
"Tom called and said, 'She got it!' There was no question as to what 'it'
was; we were all pulling for her, and we were all delighted. This is a welldeserved appointment for Georgia, hased on her experience and her skills
and talents, and I think Kenyon will be a superb fit."

N

ugent's heroes at Princeton were her teachers, among
them the distinguished scholar and translator Robert
Hollander, a professor of French and Italian. Another
"strong influence" toward her future career was the man
who was then president of the university, Robert F. Goheen, himself a clas
sicist. "I had enormous respect for Bob Goheen," says Nugent of the man
who would become U.S. ambassador to India, where he was born as the
son of missionaries, after his sixteen years as Princeton's chief executive.
In her senior year at Princeton, when she decided she wanted to go to
graduate school, Nugent realized there was an awkward lacuna in her tran
script: she had no Greek. "I knew I wouldn't get into graduate school, but I
applied anyway," she says. To her surprise, Bryn Mawr College was willing
to accept her, provided she spent a year studying Greek, and so was
Cornell University. She chose Cornell.
"Fred Ahl, who was head of the graduate program and ended up being
my dissertation adviser, was willing to take chances, and he put together a
real oddball class that year," says Nugent, who remembers simultaneously
taking beginning Greek with undergraduates and a seminar in Greek lyric
poetry in the graduate school. "Of the six of us who entered, I believe 1
was the only one to finish."
Today, Nugent speaks several languages, although she says she's not as
fluent as she would like in any of them. Admitting that learning languages
comes naturally to her, she mentions that she picked up German while
Scherer was stationed in Germany and Cantonese when he was working in
Hong Kong. "I think I have a pretty gtxxl feel for accents, and I'm a pretty
good mimic," she says. "I really believe that if you're going to learn to use a
language like a native, you can't be afraid to make a fool of yourself."
After serving as a teaching associate during her final three years at
Cornell, Nugent began her professional career in academe in 1978 at
Swarthmore College, where she was an instructor for a year before return-

— JOANN MITCHELL, Princeton colleague and close friend

ing to her alma mater as an assistant professor. At Princeton, she was
greeted with suitable fanfare as the university's first alumna to join the fac
ulty. Six years later, Nugent moved on to Brown University, where she
won tenure, the rank of associate professor, and the university's Wriston
Award for Excellence in Teaching.

I

always knew 1 wanted to be a teacher," says Nugent. "In elemen
tary school, I wanted to be an elementary-school teacher; in high
school, I wanted to be a high-school teacher, in college, 1
decided I wanted to be a university professor."
She says she finds real satisfaction in conveying to others her
excitement about the classics. "There's a great debate in pedagogy now
about teacher-centered versus student-centered learning," Nugent
observes, noting that the former relies on lectures while the latter empha
sizes experience. "I know that some people think you can learn only by
doing, but I also know that I learned a lot from some great lecturers during
my own college years. My own courses are definitely lecture-based; I love
the performative aspects of teaching, and I love seeing the light go on
when a student 'gets it.'
"I think it's important to be on the lookout for new ways to introduce
the classics, always and everywhere. Consequently, I'm always going to
new productions of classical comedies and dramas and getting new ideas. I
don't own a television, so I haven't seen the new Helen of Troy, but I guess
I'll have to sometime soon," she laughs.
Although it's clear that teaching is a defining—and indispensabli
part of her life, Nugent notes without apology that she has long under
stood the appeal of the administrative side of higher education. "One of
the things I like about administration is that there's no typical day," she
says. "As much as I love teaching, I must admit it can take on a sameness
after a while. In administration, there's always variety, always something
new crossing your desk."
So how did someone who was so focused tin a career in teaching first
become interested in administration.7 As Nugent tells it, the attraction
grew naturally out of the service expectations placed on junior faculty
members, although the results weren't all happy ones.
When she returned to Princeton as an assistant professor, Nugent was
asked to serve on numerous committees, in part because she was the first
alumna of the university to join the faculty. "I liked committee work,"
she says, "but the amount of time I spent on it was bad for someone who
didn't have tenure. I found working with the administration fascinating
and rewarding. We were defining the university."
The downside became all too apparent when Nugent failed to receive
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°Faculty members need to have a role in governance without being burdened by it"
— GEORGIA NUGENT

idential areas bordered by the Springdale Golf Course and the Princeton
Battlefield State Park, to the grounds of the Institute for Advanced Study.
"I know some people say they do, but I don't have any great thoughts
while I'm running," Nugent says. "Instead, it's a mind-freeing time for me,
a time to be totally aware of my surroundings. It's something I like to do
when I travel, too, so I wish someone would invent a running shoe that
would fold down for packing!"
Popular culture, at least of the cinematic variety, holds little allure for
Nugent. "I don't want to be assaulted by movies, and that seems to be
what so many are about," she says, admitting that her husband prescreens
films for her and takes her most often to children's movies. Although she
says she doesn't remember it quite this way, she says Scherer insists that
while watching Toy Story at a movie theater, she—and she alone—
screamed out, "Oh, no!" when the toy hero was in danger of being
crushed. She says she does enjoy older movies, though, and she singles
out Casablanca as a favorite, "for its stylization."

'—|—T

he word you hear about Georgia Nugent, over and over, from the
people who know her best is "gifted."
As vice president for public affairs at Princeton, Robert K.
M .. Durkee has worked with Nugent in her roles as assistant to the
president, associate provost, and dean of the McGraw Center. An
unabashed fan, he says Nugent will be "absolutely terrific" as the College's
president. And he lets it be known that when Kenyon came calling, it
was not the first time a college had looked seriously at Nugent as a poten
tial chief executive.
"In Georgia, the College will be getting someone with the right range
of experience, and the right personality, to be a great president," he says.
"The work that she's done in the last couple of years at the McGraw
Center will definitely redound to Kenyon's benefit."
Durkee, a Princeton alumnus who has been an administrator at the
university for more than thirty years, has been able to observe Nugent in
a variety of roles. "I've been struck, more than once, by how many things
she does well," he says. "She's a gifted teacher, a skilled lecturer and men
tor, a remarkable citizen of the university. As an example of her adminis
trative abilities, when Georgia was given the task of coordinating a review
of all our alumni programs, she brought together people with very differ
ent experiences and points of view and managed to come to something
better than consensus. The ideas the group was ahle to present were bet
ter than those with which anyone came into the review process. Georgia
listens, and she gets people to listen to each other."
Noting that of the Ivy League institutions Princeton comes closest to
resembling a small liberal-arts college, Durkee says he believes a place like
Kenyon is just right for Nugent. "That's where her heart is," he says, "in
the liberal arts. Learning and teaching are what animate her."
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Asked to name Nugent's greatest asset in a single word, he offers three:
creativity, resourcefulness, and spontaneity. "Georgia thinks freshly about new
and old issues alike—an interesting characteristic for a classicist," he laughs.
Linda Hodges, the associate director of the McGraw Center, was a
chemistry professor for twenty years, first at Kennesaw College (now
Kennesaw State University) and then at Agnes Scott College. She says
she discovered an interest in faculty development during her time as a
Carnegie Scholar in 1999, after which she came to Princeton to take her
position at the McGraw Center.
"Georgia is a great decision-maker, but that's too little to say," offers
Hodges, who has worked with Nugent since October 2001. "She has a gift
for collaboration, for encouraging input from others and letting them
know the value of that input. Then, she's able to synthesize all that input,
which is a rare talent. With Georgia, there's a balance between seeing the
benefits of a process orientation and knowing the necessity of making a
decision and standing by it.
"We're all sorry to lose her, but we're celebrating with her anyway."
Nugent calls Joann Mitchell, Princeton's vice provost for administra
tion, one of her closest friends. The two met shortly after Mitchell arrived
at the university in 1993, when they served on a committee that created
Princeton's Fairness Review Process.
Mitchell, who jokingly refers to herself as a "recovering lawyer," is an
undergraduate alumna of a small liberal-arts institution, Davidson
College. After leaving the practice of law, she worked as an administrator
at the University of Pennsylvania and Vanderbilt University before com
ing to Princeton.
"I was absolutely delighted for Georgia when I got the news," says
Mitchell, who found out that Nugent had accepted the presidency by
checking the Weh site after she and Nugent missed making connections
by telephone. "Kenyon is the perfect institution for her, and it's the per
fect time in her career. Her skills, her interests, and her aspirations have
all led her to this.
"I think Georgia will spread her wings at Kenyon, with the opportunity to
lead more fully," Mitchell adds. "She's had great preparation through her work
with Harold Shapiro and [current Princeton president] Shirley Tilghman."
Mitchell says she values Nugent as a friend for her sense of humor—
"she's always the first to laugh at herself'—and for her unfailing honesty
and integrity. "Georgia is the one person I know who will always tell me
the truth, whether it's good or bad. And if it's bad, there's no sugar-coat
ing, but there's never any hurtfulness, either."
When asked if there's one thing she'd like the Kenyon community to
know about her friend, Mitchell responds without hesitation. "She's a
great listener. Georgia has the capacity to take in a great amount of infor
mation on an issue. She studies it from a variety of viewpoints to get to
the heart of the matter. And then she makes a decision she knows she'll
be able to defend."
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says, "and I've been thinking about gathering groups for breakfast at
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Cromwell Cottage. 1 might also offer a minicourse or two."
She has ideas for the rest of the community, too. "1 want to empower
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teachers," Nugent notes. "I'd like to create a sort of registry of talents
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people have that they'd be willing to share, whether it's speaking Czech
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people who aren't necessarily faculty members to see that they can be
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or cooking Thai or whatever."
And then there are the alumni and parents who constitute one of the
9

College's most important reservoirs of support.
"Something I'd like to do at Kenyon would be annual lectures for
alumni and parents, a talk that could be sent out to them on a CD," she
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says. "It's getting so much easier to do things like digitizing lectures that

| we could also make them available online."
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That-sphere her heart is—
in the liberal arts. Learning
and teaching are what
-\
animate her
— ROBERT K. DURKEE.
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Princeton colleague

often been an "institutional rep
resentative" for Princeton at
alumni and parent gatherings.
"I've moved away from being a
human newsletter," she says.
"Now 1 offer more academic
content-

an etymology, for

example. 'Learning in the
Company of Friends' is a good fit
with my ideas of what a college

should be offering alumni and parents. I'd also like to bring them to cam
pus for similar sorts of programs."
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/ hen I look back on my first year at Kenyon, I hope I'll see
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As Nugent talks about Kenyon, her desire to get down to work at the
College Ls almost palpable. "I think it's absolutely essential that we con
tinue to focus on admissions," she says. "I have confidence that Kenyons

that everyone feels engaged in a common effort that we

gains in the level of student interest will continue and that we will be

albieel good about," Nugent says. "I also hope I'll be able

able to increase selectivity. We need to sustain the quality of the student

to say that the College and I are still on our honeymoon!"
Changes in policies don't head the "to-do" list for her first year.

body and the faculty."
And how does she feel about moving from a resource-rich institution

"Making sure that my goals are community goals is a prerequisite for effec

like Princeton to one with less than a tenth of its endowment.7 "The

tive leadership," she notes. To that end, Nugent already has plans for

College has always had resource issues, relative to its peers; the remark

working with some of her key constituencies at Kenyon. With the faculty,

able thing is that it has always overcome them," Nugent says. The con

she will address issues of governance: "Faculty members need to have a

straint can seem great, but Kenyon can feel gtxxl about what it offers to

role in governance without being burdened by it." With all the College's

its students, its faculty members, its community. The wonderful thing for

employees, she will consider some of the timeless topics that demand

a new president is that nothing really needs to be fixed; everything works

every chief executive's attention. "Salaries will be a concern across the

so well. That means we can afford to attend to making the Gillege even

board," she notes, "along with affordable health-care coverage."

better, and better known." 0

With the student body, she will make every effort to be accessible and
to be open to new ideas, whether they're brought up by Gimpus Senate or

—Tom Stamp is Kenyan's associate vice president for communications.

an individual. "I'll probably have regular office hours for students," Nugent
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WEATHERING
THE STORM
Bishop Philander Chase was no stranger to tough eco^nomic challenges. Kenyon's founder and first president famously crossed
the Atlantic to raise money for his dream of a college in the Ohio
wilderness, and when those funds ran dry, he toured the East Coast in
search of more.
Chase also penned the Colleges first fundraising literature, an 1828
pamphlet called "The Star of the West" in which he plaintively
acknowledged "the anguish of disappointed hope" and which he mailed
to everyone he'd ever known, including his enemies. "Give something,
even a trifle," he begged. "Whoever reads this is .. . most respectfully
and earnestly entreated immediately to enclose ONE DOLLAR, in aid
of the present struggles of Kenyon College."
It wasn't subtle, hut it worked. President John Quincy Adams sent
$100. "Kenyon Circles" were formed in many towns. "The dollars, it is
said, came to Gambier as the leaves fall in autumn," according to an
account in The Kenyon Book. In all, Chase raised $25,000.
Perhaps the tenacious spirit of Philander Chase is helping Kenyon
weather the nation's current economic storms, which have been as
painful for higher education as they have been for many other sectors of
society. The stock-market collapse ravaged endowments, forcing some
colleges and universities to slash budgets, freeze hiring, and delay con
struction projects. Families confronting depleted college funds or even
unemployment find a college education harder than ever to afford—all
of which puts greater pressure on financial-aid offices. Meanwhile, sky
rocketing health-insurance costs have squeezed educational institutions
as well as their employees.
Kenyon has certainly not been immune to the economic ills, but its
fiscal discipline and aversion to debt have enabled the College thus far
to impose belt-tightening measures that are modest compared to those of

many other schtxils. Still, the current slump has highlighted some of
Kenyon's persistent problems, most notably its small endowment and its
relatively heavy reliance on tuition and student fees to make ends meet.

T

his is probably the most difficult period universities have
ever had," a Wake Forest University official recently told
the Chronicle of Higher Education. Between 2000 and 2002,
the value of Wake Forest's endowment plunged by more than 24 per
cent. Other institutions were luckier, but not much, and some fared
worse. A Standard & Ptxir's report last year went so far as to predict that
colleges and universities might "consolidate in large numbers or close as
they struggle against stagnant levels of financial rest HIrees and substan
tially higher levels of debt."
"There's no question that we're going to enter a period of financial
constraint," says Kenyon's new president, S. Georgia Nugent. The bud
get adopted by the Board of Trustees for the 2003-04 fiscal year does
entail some retrenchment. Every department will reduce spending by 5
percent. The College will eliminate nine staff and administrative posi
tions (actually, 9.5, in terms of full-time equivalents). With just a few
exceptions, raises for members of the staff and administration will be
limited to the amount needed to cover increased health-insurance pre
miums. The academic program next year will include six fewer courses
than in 2002-03.
The gtxxl news is that, notwithstanding these budget reductions, the
College has been able to maintain its commitment to priorities central
to its academic mission. No faculty positions have been eliminated. The
2003-04 budget includes a 3.24 percent raise for faculty members and
provides for the normal schedule of merit raises—measures that should
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Embracing the essentials
Georgia Nugent reflects on the
challenges of fiscal constraint

AS

S. Georgia Nugent begins her presidency, she's well
aware that the nation's current economic slump poses
serious challenges for universities and colleges, including Kenyon.
"The economic situation affects our entire society," she says, "so
all of higher education will be facing some belt-tightening. My feel
ing is that Kenyon has done that in the past with good will and grace
under pressure, and done it by deliberately choosing priorities. That
kind of belt-tightening is not necessarily negative. There can be an
advantage in having to work with a limited budget and having to
focus on the essentials."
"The essentials," she notes, may have different meanings at dif
ferent kinds of institutions. Some universities, fearful of driving
away students through the "sticker shock" of tuition hikes, are
devising stripped-down, job-oriented programs.
"The University of Phoenix is offering people the kind of creden
tials they need to get jobs at a very reasonable price," Nugent says.
"They've got people teaching at shopping centers. And now they do
Internet courses. That's opening up education for more of the
American public. But they're not going to touch the sector that goes
to Princeton or to Kenyon."
That sector, presumably, sees the essentials in higher education as
transcending job placement. Even so, the Princetons and the
Kenyons face economic pressure, too. Nugent wants to identify fac
tors driving up costs and see what a college such as Kenyon can and
should deliver at a reasonable price. This kind of exercise requires
soul-searching and fiscal discipline.
"It's a fair generalization to say that American higher education is
very, very bad at saying no," Nugent says. "All institutions continu
ally add academic programs, recreational programs, you name it.
Consequently, they end up in a vicious price spiral. There are almost
no institutions that ratchet down."
The choices aren't easy, in part because the very "customers" who
wince at tuition increases would be loathe to give up the programs
and resources that those increases pay for. "Parents and students
are expecting and demanding an array of services that are raising
costs," Nugent explains. "If you want the cost to be less, you have
to ask for less."
Costs also rise, of course, because the curriculum expands to keep
pace with advances in knowledge and trends in teaching. "Growing
more and more course offerings has been the trend for the last
decade," Nugent says.
Is that growth essential or not? It's certainly possible to offer stu
dents a first-rate education "without necessarily branching out into
an extreme boutique curriculum," Nugent says. "There's an advan
tage for an undergraduate education to be bounded by a selective
curriculum."
At the same time, she notes, "the universe of knowledge has
expanded and there are simply mote fields of study today that stu
dents have to be aware of. There are areas like molecular biology
that didn't exist when I went to school. You can't close your eyes and
say that's newfangled stuff we don't need."
In a time of fiscal constraint, colleges and universities nationwide
will be contemplating their future in terms of vital tradition and nec
essary change, seeking to distinguish the essential from the newfan
gled. At Kenyon, so steeped in the critical conversations that define
the liberal arts, as well as in a history of financial challenges, that
sort of contemplation happens all the time—and, Kenyon being
Kenyon, it happens with soul-searching and fiscal discipline.

keep professors' salaries in the top 20 percent of salaries at similar institu
tions nationally.
Two new administrative positions have been added to address serious
needs: one in the Ofhce of International Education, to help handle the
large numbers of students who study abroad as well as the logistical and
other problems faced by international students; the other in library and
information services, to focus on the growing problem of computer-net
work security. Fortunately, moreover, of the nine positions to be elimi
nated, all bur one were cut through attrition or by transfer to an opening
in another area.
Kenyon's ability to avoid significant disruptions owes a good deal to
its unswerving commitment to conservative fiscal policies. "The need for
fiscal discipline has been in place so long that it's part of our institutional
culture," says Vice President for Finance Joseph G. Nelson. "I've never
heard a colleague argue that we should relax our discipline or incur
a deficit."
In fact, the College has an unblemished record of balancing its bud
get every year since 1969. Kenyon also maintains a three-tiered structure
of "contingency reserves" to offset unexpected setbacks ranging from
storm damage to sudden drops in enrollment. Because of these reserve
funds, the College won't have to act rashly if a crisis strikes; instead, the
administration and trustees will be able to maintain normal operations
while analyzing the problems and the options for addressing them.
"1 don't think you can find an institution where the money goes fur
ther than at Kenyon," says trustee Barrett A. Toan '69, the chairman of
the Board's development committee and chairman of ExpressScripts, a
Fortune 500 health-care company. "The financial stewardship at Kenyon
is enviable."

remain rhe small size of the endowment and the resulting
dependence on tuition and fees.
•••• •••§ The College's endowment climbed to a peak market
value of $144 million during the boom, up from just $9 million in 1980.
It's now valued at about $120 million. Some of the colleges considered
Kenyon's peers have suffered equal or greater losses, hut their numbers
were often much higher to begin with. Many of the College's peers still
have endowments more than five times larger than Kenyon s, and in a
few cases the figure is ten times higher.
Kenyon uses a complex formula to determine how much endowment
income to spend. In any given year, a sum equal to approximately 4 per
cent of the endowment's market value goes into the operating budget.
Titus, sustained market losses translate into diminished revenue to cover
operating expenses.

Institutions that have larger endowments—and that derive greater
proportions of their budgets ffom endowment income—have suffered the
greatest pain. Some, moreover, financed major expansions on the
strength of a ninaway stock market and now can't pay for them. For
example, when Notre Dame saw a half-billion dollars of its portfolio
vaporize, it stopped work on one big construction project and put six
planned developments on hold, including a law schtxil addition and new
complexes for engineering and science.
Kenyon officials are glad to have avoided this kind of problem. But
that doesn't mean they see a large endowment as a liability. Far from it.
"Our number one objective is still to increase the size of the endowment
as quickly as we can," says Nelson.
And significant growth, he points out, is not going to come from a
turnaround in the stock market or from shrewd investing. Nelson uses
the example of a school with a $100-million endowment versus one with
a $500-million endowment. If both schools earn an 8 percent return on
"the money (not unreasonable in "normal" times), the larger endowment
will earn $40 million, while the small one will bring in just $8 million.
For the small endowment to match the gains of the larger one through
investment success alone, it would need to achieve a 40-percent return.
"That's not going to happen," Nelson says.
The lesson is that growth "has got to come ffom new gifts. We need
new money."
Kenyon's relatively small endowment results in a disturbingly high
"fee dependency"—the proportion of the annual operating budget that
comes from tuition, room, board, and other student fees. The College's
fee dependency has hovered around 80 percent in recent years. It cur
rently stands at a slightly lower 78 percent, thanks to successful fundraising efforts, especially during the recent "Claiming Our Place" campaign.
But this figure is still much higher than desirable. A relatively heavy
reliance on fees is inherently risky because it makes the College finan
cially vulnerable if enrollment dips. "Fee dependency remains our
Achilles heel," Nelson says.
He adds that "if'f a tough number to improve." To reduce this year's
fee-reliance by just one point, from 78 to 77 percent, Kenyon would need
$500,000 in additional revenue from other sources. Or it would need
more than $12 million in new endowment funds.
The Board is well aware that Kenyon cannot meet financial needs
merely by raising tuition every year. For 2003-04, the Board raised tuition
and fees by 5.9 percent, bringing total charges to $35,370 per year.
Tuition increases result in greater demand for financial aid—and financial
aid already takes up more than 20 percent of the budget. The rise in
tuition also affects the College's competitiveness in the rough-and-tumble
recruiting game, in which elite colleges and universities jockey to win
over students whose parents, facing their own tight budgets, negotiate
aggressively, sometimes playing one school off against another.

The limitations faced by Kenyon along with other colleges make
fundraising all the more important. Part of the College's message every
year when it seeks donations to the Kenyon Fund and the Kenyon
Parents Fund is that tuition and endowment income don't cover the com
plete cost of a Kenyon education. Alumni and parents have responded
generously. The Kenyon Fund grew from less than $1.5 million in 199394 to almost $2.8 million in 2001-02. In the same period, the Kenyon
Parents Fund increased from more than $356,000 to almost $576,000.
As of late May, a month before the end of the 2002-03 fiscal year,
Kenyon Fund donations were keeping pace with last year, while the
Kenyon Parents Fund had already surpassed its 2001-02 total. The
College was gratified to see that the numbers of donors were up, by nearly
10 percent for alumni and almost 37 percent for parents.
Kenyon is striving to inspire greater participation in the Kenyon Fund
especially by younger alumni, who constitute an increasing proportion of
the total alumni population and who thus, in no small measure, hold the
Oillege's future in their hands. At the same time, like its peer institutions,
Kenyon is promoting "planped giving," a term covering various arrange
ments whereby donors transfer wealth to the institution, most commonly
by including it in their wills.
"If donors want to have a dramatic impact on our endowment," says
Vice President for Development Kimberlee A. Klesner, "one of the best
ways is to provide for Kenyon in their estates."
Fundraising—soliciting for the annual funds as well as seeking longertenn gifts—clearly will remain very much a part of the financial picture at
the College. That's one reason why Kenyon, like its founder Philander
Chase, still pens fundraising pamphlets that, if less plaintive, are just as
insistent.

resident S. Georgia Nugent offers a reminder that the
essence of a college like Kenyon has more to do with
intangible transactions than with money. A classics scholar,
she looks to the intellectual parentage of the liberal arts, in ancient
Greece. "They didn't have libraries; they didn't have fancy laboratories,"
she says. "What they did have were great conversations. It was in the giveand-take of tine mind with another that they came up with tremendtius
advances. That process doesn't always take a lot of money. The liberal-arts
education that Kenyon offers so well is really rooted in that ideal."
At the same time, Nugent points out that in the liberal arts and sci-
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ences college of the twenty-first century, the intangible and the tangible

must be mowed, the trees trimmed, and the snow plowed. Where the

are inextricably entwined. The conversations that define intellectual

students, having shopped around for the "right college," chose Kenyon in

growth take place between students who pay tuition and professors who

part because of the efforts of an admissions staff that showered them with

earn salaries and benefits. Their give-and-take often transpires on net

glossy mailings and logged thousands of miles to visit their high schools.

worked computers that become obsolete every few years, on a campus

And where those students expect to find not only attentive professors but

where the buildings must be heated and maintained, where the lawns

also sports and clubs, career counseling and personal counseling, nice
housing, gtxxl food, and, yes, well equipped (if not fancy) laboratories.
Kenyon knows that money is necessary but not sufficient; and, to
reverse the emphasis, that while money isn't sufficient, it is certainly nec
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essary. And so, while the College continually strives for the ideal of intel

I

lectual discourse unfettered by material concerns, it cleaves to the
tenacious habits of its visionary founder, who gave sermons but also
delivered dollars. 0
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1990, Iraqi troops swept into
Kuwait and seized its oil reserves.
There was concern that the fallout from the
Kuwait invasion might affect production in
neighboring Saudi Arabia, the world's
largest oil producer.
Some American officials worried that the
possible loss of production would trigger a
catastrophic rise in oil prices. The U.S.
Energy Department predicted prices might
hit $100 a barrel, a level that would send the
world economy into a tailspin. Then Will
Melick, a young Federal Reserve Board
economist, took a second look at oil prices
using a new economic forecasting tool he
was helping to create.
Melick, now an associate professor of eco
nomics at Kenyon, focused on the arcane

From the Fed to the Hill, and back to Washington
With an eye on the big picture, economics professor Will
Melick delves into the arcane world of options trading

world of options trading. He thought options,
used by savvy commodities traders to hedge
against sharp swings in prices, might offer an
accurate gauge of where oil prices
were headed.
An option allows traders to lock in the price
of a commodity for some future date. By looking
at mounds of seemingly obscure options data,
Melick determined that commodities traders
didn't think the Middle East turmoil would
drive oil prices all that high. The traders were
right. Prices peaked at around $40 a barrel.
Melick joined Kenyon's faculty in 1998, after
eleven years in the Federal Reserve system. At
the College, he has continued his work with
options pricing, traveling to the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland periodically to do
research. He is a visiting scholar at the
Cleveland Federal Reserve.
The theory behind his research is simple:
options traders know what they're doing. If
they didn't, they would lose their shirts. Thus, if
they bid commodities prices up, it's a sign of
some problem down the line, such as a
war-induced tightening of oil supplies. If
options prices fall, it's a sign that oil supplies
will likely be adequate.
Melick believes options pricing could emerge
as a very important economic tool. "It's found a
lot of use in the last ten years, especially in
forecasting the direction of oil prices," he said.
"It's key to setting economic policy to have an

idea where oil prices are going, because energy
is one of the fundamental components of the
economy."
Melick also served as a senior economist on
the President's Council of Economic Advisors
during a one-year leave from Kenyon. Although
the council tells the President what makes eco
nomic sense, the chief executive often takes
another course. The council, for example,
opposed the $180-billion farm bill, but the presi
dent signed it. Farmers, quite simply, constitute
an important political force.
"These guys want to get reelected, so they
often cater to special interests," said Melick,
who grew up in the Columbus suburb of
Worthington and originally planned to be a highschool social-studies teacher. "That's true in any
administration, whether it's Democratic or
Republican."
Melick never actually met President George
W. Bush while serving as one of the President's
economic advisors. Only the council chairman
meets regularly with the President. The senior
economists, as a rule, meet the President only
once, to have their pictures taken with him.
Unfortunately, Melick was at a conference in
Japan when the photos were scheduled.
But he improvised. Visit his Web site and
you'll see a picture of Melick "enjoying a
moment with President Bush on Pennsylvania
Avenue." He's standing with a cardboard cutout.
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Doug Heuck '84 knows firsthand how suddenly the national
mood can shift from boundless confidence to deep pessimism.
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He became the business editor at the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette in

l

1999, just in time to witness the boom turn to bust.
"I came in at the peak of this fabulous time of excess
where no dream was too big or outlandish to succeed or make
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Doug Heuck '84

someone disgustingly wealthy," says Heuck. "It's remarkable to
me how quickly the euphoric mood of our country has changed to a tone
"of fear and hunkering down."

wanted to know how they could help the homeless of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.

But Heuck's long journalism career has taught him that few things stay

Heuck's first job after graduating from Kenyon with a degree in politi

the same for very long. "How long this bad period will last is a good ques

cal science didn't foreshadow the successful career that was ahead of him.

tion," he says. "It's just as rational to be optimistic as it is to be pes

He worked at a weekly newspaper in Brooklyn, New York, for two weeks

simistic. I think things will get better."

before his editor fired him. "My editor was only a year older than I was.

For a guy from Cincinnati, Ohio, who literally grew up in a house
with a white picket fence, journalism offered Heuck a chance to figure
out how and why things change. "I had a relatively sheltered life," he says

He had gone to Harvard and seemed to think that he knew almost every
thing," says Heuck.
As Heuck was descending the stairs of the newspaper building after

of his upbringing. "But my work as a reporter wasn't about rebellion. It

getting canned, the editor said, "You better find a new line of work.You'll

was about exploration. Some people become reporters because they want

never make it in this business. You have no curiosity."

to change the world, but 1 just wanted to see and understand it."
And he wasn't afraid to get his hands dirty in his search for under

That was too much for Heuck. "I marched back up the stairs and per
suaded him to let me freelance. 1 don't know if he was intimidated by my

standing. Not long after arriving at the Post'Gazette in 1985, Heuck spent

size or what," says the former College fix>tball player who is six feet and

two weeks living on the streets of Pittsburgh as one of the city's homeless.

two inches tall. "Despite what he said to me, 1 think I've always been

The result? A first-person series entitled "I Am Homeless." In 1990 he

very curious. I find it interesting to explore subcultures and places that

spent four months exploring "the projects" of Pittsburgh. The resulting

are different to me. Communities that are off limits are where you often

series revealed a community filled with crime and drugs that the city's

find the best stories."

housing authority director had puhlicly called a "utopia."
Of the stories Heuck has written, he says the homeless series was his

In 1983 Heuck was awarded the College's Anderson Cup for founding
the Gambier Journal, a monthly publication that covered national issues

favorite. During his fourteen days living on the streets, Heuck donated

as well as campus news. His current role as business editor, as well as his

blood plasma to earn money and slept on sidewalks and under bridges—

investigative reporting on welfare reform and children in city schixds, has

any place that seemed remotely safe. He experienced hunger, cold, friend

taken him a long way from his days of interviewing former College presi

ship, and the threat of violence. Coworkers from the newspaper, who

dent Philip Jordan.

didn't even recognize him, avoided eye contact and walked around him
when Heuck, as a joke, asked them for money.
"I don't know how many risks people take in life, but the homeless
piece was certainly a risk for me," says Heuck. "Newspapers play many

"1 do miss writing," says Heuck, who lives with his wife, Marylynn
Uricchio, the society editor at the Post-Gazette, and their three children.
"But one of the reasons 1 was no longer interested in writing in-depth
stories for the Pittsburgh newspaper was that despite your best intentions,

roles, but I believe that newspapers should play the role of a watchdog at

if you're going to tell the truth about a complex and intense situation

times."

that involves someone's life, it can be a very difficult thing for them.

After the homeless series ran, the tables were turned on Heuck as a

When everyone they know reads about them and sees them on the front

reporter when he became the subject of radio talk shows and television

page of their local paper. It's very traumatic for some people. I always pay

newscasts. The Post-Gazette was flooded with calls from people who

a great deal of attention to that." >3
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A PATH FOR ALL SEASONS
{Even February?}
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By Christopher Barth 93

Built by students, beloved (and sometimes cursed) by all, Middle
Path has weathered parades, rituals, and rumors of pavement

<r\

URSED IN WINTER, when its surface turns to an icy sludge, praised

avenue" idea for the village, Douglass created a pedestrian park, with

in spring, when its gravel dries and its flowers bloom, beautiful

roadways on the periphery providing carriage access to the College

in all

>ns. Middle Path always has a hold on Kenyon's emo-

tions. ItYcentral, both literally and figuratively. Its defining—physically,
socially, me
of the cam

\

iorically. It feels essential, as if it were as permanent a feature

minating at a row of lots along the south side of Wiggin Street, south of

s the Hill itself. As if it were here forever.

the village.

But, of 0Durse, it wasn't. Like everything at the College except for the
Hill, Middle Path h^ a human history, and an often fascinating one.

Student labor built the path. Excavation took place first, with the
creation of a two-foot-deep trench, into which a layer of larger broken

Imagine a time when Gambier was young, unkempt, and very much part

stones was placed as a foundation. Finer stone and then gravel finished

ec Old Kenyon dominated the hilltop and provided the comer-

off the path back to ground level. No mean feat of labor: the path was

of

stone for Bishop Chase's grand Gambier plan—a large open boulevard

ten feet wide. Under the direction of a professor, the students planted

traversing campus and village, with expansive squares, three hundred feet in

hard maples alongside the path to provide an attractive shady frame.

widl

of
j

grounds. Central to this plan was a path, laid down from the center
door of Old Kenyon, running north for fifteen hundred yards, and ter

round which the Oillege would be built. Chase began construction
Hall, hi^«econd building in Gambier, to be the focal point of

For twenty years, the "Path," as it was then called, was entirely a
College feature. Then, in 1860, Bishop Gregory Bedell sought and

Beiley Square. He departed Kenyon in 1831, however, just as the founda

received permission from the Village of Gambier to extend the pathway

tions for Rosse were being completed and prior to the implementation of

north past the gates to the door of the seminary, Bexley Hall. Bedell

any serious campus pi.111.

paid for the expansion. The College agreed to maintain the path

In the early 1840s, our president-civil engineer David Bates Douglass
sought to rid Gam bier of its rough edges (and marauding livestock). With
this flfrn, he chose to define the College park and grounds in a more controlled way than Chase had envisioned. Leaving in place the "grand

within the center of village, while the village agreed to maintain the
surrounding roads.
This extension was named the "Bishops Walk" at the desire of
Bishop Bedell, although that distinction soon faded as people began to

\
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call the entire pathway by the name that they had used for the original
southern stretch—simply, "The Path."
Changes to the path since the 1860s have been few. Gas lighting was
added in the 1890s, followed by electrical lights in the 1920s. Periodically,
the College groundskeepers have made efforts to keep the width to the
original ten feet, although in many places this has been a losing battle.
The path is resurfaced and regraded periodically, although perhaps not as
often as some would like in the winter months, when puddles make it
messy and icy gravel makes it slippery. (In nicer weather, the main prob
lem seems to he pebbles getting into peoples shoes.)
Sometime in the mid twentieth century, the qualifer "Middle" was
added to "Path," resulting in its current name, Middle Path.
Middle Path has figured in a number of Kenyon traditions. From the
days when freshmen were required to crawl north from Old Kenyon to the
chapel, to the days of fraternity marching and singing up and down the
path, it has served as Kenyon's unofficial parade route. Military formations
drilled up and down the path during both World War I and World War II.
More recently, it has been the scene of vigils and rallies protesting the war
in Iraq. Since 1978, seniors have marched south on Middle Path through
two columns of faculty members on their way to Commencement exer
cises. In 1981, first-year students began this same tradition as part of
Opening Convocation.
Rumors often fly in Gamhier about plans to pave Middle Path, and at
various times in Kenyon history the real possibility of pavement has been
discussed. In the fall of 1970, the College faced tough budgetary decisions

48
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The path has always served as a
focal point, for photographers no
less than students. One of the
rites of spring during the 1970s
was Middle Path Day (lower
right), when students would tidy
the path and help with beautification projects around campus.

regarding the upkeep of a gravel path. Not only was path maintenance an
expensive proposition, hut the damage to building interiors from tracked
mud and stones had created a large enough problem that the administra
tion began to talk about blacktopping the path.
The Collegian supported this measure, running an editorial that berated
the student body for not taking care of the path hut rather "cover[ing] the
path with Coke cans, cigarette packs, and broken wine bottles." Facing the
horrible prospect of asphalt in the College park, the campus Senate
responded by conceiving Middle Path Day, held for the first time in the
spring of 1971. Students provided volunteer labor to clean up the paths
around Gamhier to save the College the expense of having to pay staff to
do the work.
In 1979, the possibility of paving came around again. The College
actually laid a test strip of asphalt from the north side of Ascension Hall
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to Middle Path. Workers put a top layer of gravel into the asphalt in order
to give the appearance of the original path while avoiding the puddles and
maintenance difficulties of a real gravel surface. Another section was bor
dered with iron rails to prevent path expansion. Neither of these efforts
were successful in easing path maintenance, and the College decided
instead to devote more resources to maintaining the paths regularly.
During the 1979 debate over path maintenance, Professor iff
Anthropology Kenneth Smail put forth a plan to pave Middle Path with
bricks, to be donated by alumni or friends of the College, who would pay
$50 per brick and, in return, could have their names inscribed on the
pavers. The money thus raised would not only cover the cost of paving
the path but also provide additional support to Kenyon.
This idea was discussed by the Board of Trustees and others, but no
action was taken; the College could not devote the necessary resources to
raise money to brick the path, especially in light of the estimated 1 53,200
bricks needed to finish the project. The Buildings and Grounds
Committee of the Board of Trustees also decided that "the tradition of
the gravel on Middle Path is a strong one and such a drastic change
wouldn't fit the style of the campus and buildings."
In the fall of 1989, students made a startling discovery upon their
return to campus. With no warning, the College administration had gone
ahead and paved many tributary paths on the south end of campus. Paths
to Leonard Hall and Ascension Hall were paved with "exposed aggre
gate," a surface designed to mimic but not exactly
replicate the old stone paths. These new paths,
T M
donated by trustee Robert Tomsich, had been
rt
installed to test this new surface and protect the
newly renovated interiors of Leonard and
Ascension. Students had not been notified
because of the timing of the gift, which was made
'
at the very end of the spring semester. Rumors
L \
once again ran rampant that these paths were the
harbingers of a paved Middle Path. The adminis
tration denied these allegations and continued
through the early 1990s to pave additional tribu
tf
taries as funds became available.
After more than 160 years, Middle Path con
tinues to escape a future in concrete. And despite
the inconveniences of February, it's hard to imag
ine it being any other way. '9
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—Christopher Barth '93, Kenyan's director of infor
mation resources, teaches a course about the histirry
of the College. The author of Kenyon Reborn,
about the presidency of William Foster Pence, Barth
previously supervised the College archives.
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CLASS nOTES

i 93o5
'31 Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gamhier, Ohio 43022-9623
John A. Williams, Essex Junction,
Vermont, writes, "Dear classmates of
1931, the few of you still gracing life:
this is a note both to you my class
mates, in appreciation for all that
you mean to me in memory-, and
especially to Kenyon, my alma mater,
for all that it has helped me in civil
life and the military, at home and
overseas, in peace and in war.
Kenyon has been my 'rite of passage,'
as it were, for the many blessings I
have had. It has been helpful and
vital in my many promotions, and
Kenyon faculty and students are a
'joy forever' in this old heart of
ninety-four."
'33 James W. Newcomer
1100 Elizabeth Boulevard
Fort Worth, Texas 76110
'37 Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gamhier, Ohio 43022-9623
Lawrence A. Seymour reports that
he moved from the Seattle,
Washington, area in March of last
year to Evergreen, Colorado, in
order to be closer to his son and
grandchildren.
'38 Jay C. Ehle
8945 Random Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76179
jcehle@aol.com
'39 Mason Hooker Lytle Jr.
1212 Laurelwtxxl Road
Dayton, Ohio 45409
hookerlytle@juno.com
CO-AGENT: Eric A. Hawke

19405
'41 George T. Lytle
14 Lonsdale Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45419
gtlytle@juno.com
Co-AGENT: Richard H. Stevens

50

'42 John A. Goldsmith
7446 Spring Village Drive
Apartment 309
Springfield, Virginia 22150
jaggold@aol.com

'52 Robert L. Hesse
2439 Springview Trail
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
rlhesse 1 ©prodigy, net
Co-AGENT: Robert S. Stein

'43 Maier M. Driver
17896 Captains Cove
Like wood, Ohio 44107
jsdmmd@webtv.net

'53 James W. Hunt Jr.
27 Briar Road
Golf, Illinois 60029
jwhuntjr@msn.com

'44 Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gamhier, Ohio 43022-9623

Arthur W. Sprague Jr., La Grange,
Illinois, tells us that he has been a
member of the hoard of education of
Lyons Township High Schtxil for the
past eight years. It is the same high
school that he, his wife, his parents,
and two of his sons graduated from.
Bill also tells us that his wife, Nancy,
taught English at the school for
twenty-three years and that he was
the chairman of social studies for
twenty-five years. He reports that
they have recruited seven of their
students to attend and graduate from
Kenyon. J. Douglas Stewart. Santa
Fc, New Mexico, writes, "I have just
concluded twenty years as a sports
psychologist with professional base
ball, my last team connection being
the Boston Red Sox." He also tells us
that his play entitled Reunion at
Mount Sanguine premiered early this
year in Phoenix, Arizona.

Murray Smith. Vero Beach, Florida,
writes, "I play tennis two hours a day,
six days a week. 1 also travel exten
sively, and 1 have been to sixty coun
tries and all but three states in this
country." Murray plans to go to the
Amazon next.
'47 Samuel R Todd
670 Riesling Knoll
Cincinnati, Ohio 45226
'49 Theodore K. Thomas
5361 Pearl Drive
Chincoteague, Virginia 23336
kaht@intercom.net

19505
'50 Louis S. Whitaker
Principio Recess
124 Whitaker Line
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
stife41@aol.com
; Philip S. Tedesco, Palm Springs,
; California, reports that he plans to
' visit New Zealand for the second
; time. With regard to this trip, he
; writes, "I expect to visit Sydney,
• Australia, and areas of the South
: Island of New Zealand that I have
; not seen before. 1 also plan on visit
ing the North Island, as far north as
the Bay of Islands. I have visited
; most areas of the world, but the two
; most fascinating are rafting down the
• Colorado through the Grand
; Canyon, and magnificent New
• Zealand."
'51 Will Pilcher
1248 North Street
Santa Rosa, California 95404
75721.3417@compuserve.com
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'54 Richard R. Tryon
474 East Crystal Downs Drive
Frankfort, Michigan 49635
mobydicki@aol.com
Rev. Arthur W. Archer, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, represented Kenyon at
the inauguration of John Anderson
Fry as the fourteenth president of
Franklin and Marshall College in
April 2003.
'55 Lewis C. Leach
3908 Versailles Drive
Tampa, Florida 33634
lcleach@aol.com
'56 George B. Hallock
9 Arcadia Court
Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003
dtipapa224@cs.com
'57 Donald A. Fischman
450 East 63rd Street
Apartment 11L
New York, New York 10021
fisch@med.comell.edu
Co-AGENT: Henry J. Stcck

Richard A. Furlong, San Antonio,
Texas, writes, "I have chronic pro
gressive multiple sclerosis and have
moved into Kingsley Place assistedliving center. I am in better shape
than most of the residents, who are
merely suffering from old age." Paul
Todtfeld, Savannah, Georgia, tells
us that he and his wife, Judy, are
still enjoying Savannah. They
became grandparents once again in
May of 2002, and their youngest
son, David, was married in June of
the same year. Paul says, "Judy and 1
are very fortunate."
'58 Adolph Faller III
6889 Columbia Road
Olmsted Falls, Ohio 44138
afaller@core.com
'59 Donald Bomann Jr.
73 Weaver Street Unit *15
Greenwich, Connecticut 06831
realry3@aol.com
Fredrik Bergold. Fruit Heights,
Utah, writes, "My wife, Judy, and I
are enjoying our semi-retired
lifestyle. 1 continue with my financial
advisory business, but we travel sev
eral times a year. It is a simple fact
that as we age, green is a more pleas
ant color in winter than white.
Having been fortunate to be sta
tioned in Hawaii during my days in
the U.S. Air Force, we return each
year to walk the beach and play some
golf. With our children and grand
children close by, we are reassured
that energy is a renewable resource.
Just last weekend we walked the
canyons east of Salt Lake City looking for deer, elk, and moose. We saw
two golden eagles. It took a while for
my learning curve to move up, hut
Robert Frost had it right when he
said, 'Make your avocation and
vocation one.' Enjoy." Paul T.
Evans Jr., Aurora, Ohio, tells us
that in addition to completing
another busy year in residential real
estate sales with Smythe, Cramer
Company in Chagrin Falls, Ohio, he
has been active with the Cleveland
Board of Realtors and has served as
a trustee to the Ohio Association of
Realtors. James Mahood. Olympia,
Washington, tells us that he would
love to hear from any individuals
who were at Kenyon from 1955 to
1957. Jim also tells us that he has
"blasted through" rwo careers, one as
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a writer and editor in journalism and
book publishing, and the other as a
college professor of English, journal
ism, and world religions. He is the
author of the column "Spiritual
Searcher," which can be found on
the Web at spiritualsearcher.com.
Robert M. Seymour. Randolph,
Vermont, tells us that after twentyeight years of practicing diagnostic
radiology, he retired to Vermont in
1997. Mike and his wife, Elizabeth,
have been married for forty-two years
and are still going strong. They have
three children and three grandchil
dren. Mike says he considers himself
blessed with great children, a great
wife, and a great life. Daniel M.
Smith. McKinney, Texas, writes, "1
retired at the end of October after
twelve years with Fossil, the watch
and accessory company. My wife,
Mary Ann, and I plan to travel and
enjoy life in my retirement. Our three
daughters live in the Chicago area, so
we travel to see them fairly frequently.
Seven years ago we built a house in
Eldorado of McKinney, a golf and ten
nis community north of Dallas. When
we are not traveling, you can usually
find me on the course."

THE SOUND OF SILENTS
When you make your living playing the piano, you
take any gig you can get Myron "Mike" Schiffer '51
can even list "silent-film pianist" on his resume.
Schiffer, who plays nightclubs around the
Berkshires in Massachusetts and leads a jazz ensem
ble, first accompanied a silent film while a student
at Kenyon. When Paul Newman '49 started the
Kenyon Film Society in 1949, one of his early pro
jects was a screening of the classic
silent film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.
"I was known on campus as a
piano player, and I worked three
nights a week playing in clubs, so I
was recruited and was happy to give it
a try," Schiffer says. The score arrived
only two days before the screening,
but it didn't really matter because
Schiffer couldn't read music. So he
improvised. "I was arrogant and brash
and just did this very impressionistic
performance," he remembers.
Schiffer's interest in music began
JSr
at a young age in his hometown of
Cincinnati, Ohio. His early memories include playing
for the family during their after-dinner routine of
cigars and brandy. His parents were attentive to his
musical education in other ways, taking him to the
symphony and big band concerts. Encounters with
pianist Vladimir Horowitz and jazz legend Duke
Ellington at an early age made a profound impres
sion on Schiffer and set him on the path of musical
improvisation.
After a stint in the Army during the Korean War,
Schiffer worked for a toy manufacturing company in
Cincinnati before moving to New York City to seek
his fortune in music. It was tough going, but he man
aged to earn a living as a professional pianist.
In 1967, he moved to western Massachusetts,
where he has enjoyed a rewarding career as both a
solo and ensemble jazz pianist. In addition to per
forming in clubs, he plays for private parties and cor
porate functions, as well as in educational settings.
"I used to work as much as three hundred nights a
year," he says, "but there are fewer and fewer clubs
offering live entertainment nowadays."
Schiffer didn't accompany another silent film
until 1978, when the Pittsfield, Massachusetts,
library sponsored a screening of none other than The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. "I gave a very similar perfor
mance to the one I did at Kenyon, only this time
there was a little more continuity," Schiffer recalls.
"During the Kenyon performance, it took so long to
change the reels that people took their kids home
and then came back!"
Schiffer had other chances to accompany silent
films in the following years, including Buster

Keaton films like The General and The
Cameraman. "I have played them both three or
four times, and I really love them," Schiffer says.
"Keaton was not only a comic genius, but he was
a brilliant filmmaker as well."
Other well-known films that Schiffer has
accompanied include City Lights, The Hunchback of
Notre Dame, Metropolis, Nosferatu, and The
Phantom of the Opera.
Now semi-retired, Schiffer is
enjoying doing some of the things he
previously didn't make time for. He
indulged his love of jazz with a trip to
Havana, Cuba, in December 2002 for
the Havana International Jazz
Festival. But he expects to continue
his silent-film work. He recently
attended the New York State Writers
Institute Film Series in New York
City, where he performed for four
Charlie Chaplin short films.
**
"The Gold Rush is perhaps the
most widely known of all the silents,
and a couple of years ago, I saw the 'new' edition
for which Chaplin included scenes that had been
cut from the original and added some dialogue,
commentary, and sound effects, including a
score," says Schiffer. "The 'purists' were really
upset about this, but I thought it was a great way
to salvage a comedy masterpiece for contemporary
audiences."
—Linda Michaels
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'60 Robert G. Heasley
P.O. Box 2004
Gamhier, Ohio 43022
hpheas@ecr.net
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I - Peter W. Rector, Newport, Rhode
a
Island, reports that Herbert Van
Arsdale II. Elizabeth Murdock
Myers '76, and John K. Grosvenor
'74 met at Salve University in
Newport, Rhode Island, in connec
tion with the annual Governors Ball.
Peter tells us that it was an extremely
enjoyable night, during which they
talked about many cultural and spiri
tual memories of Kenyon. Brent E.
Scudder writes, "I married Regina
Monahan in May of 2002 and we are
enjoying retirement in lovely New
London, New Hampshire."

a
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'61 David C. Brown
539 Barberry Lane
Louisville, Kentucky 40206
dbrown@stites.com
CO-AGENT: R. Hutchins Hodgson Jr.
Rev. William R. Senter, Terry,
Mississippi, tells us that he is enjoy
ing retirement, "honey do's," and his
new grandson.
'62 Paul C. Heintz
269 Booth Lane
Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041
paul.heintz@obermayer.com
Co-AGENTS: Thomas J. Hoffmann,
Jonathan S. Katz, William P. Russell
Henry C. Kasson reports that he
has established a new law firm,
Kasson and Wagner, in Cincinnati,
Ohio, and has been appointed by
Governor Taft to an eight-year term
on the Ohio Higher Educational
Facility Commission. His firm's
largest client is headquartered in
Montgomery, Alabama, so Hank
keeps residences in Montgomery and
Cincinnati, dividing his time
between the two as work dictates.

James E. Annable, Chicago,
Illinois, has been appointed to cochair the council of economic advi
sors created by newly elected Illinois
Governor Rod R. Blagojevich. The
council has been put in place to help
the governor make changes in the
way the state charts its economic and
fiscal path. James E. Williams
writes, "I am enjoying my thirtieth
year as a pathologist, practicing in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. I still sing at
local churches and in some area
choirs, occasionally as a tenor soloist.
My four children are healthy. One is
out of college, two are in college, and
my youngest, Jon, is a high-school
junior who plays football and basket
ball and runs high hurdles in rrack.
At six feet five inches and 225
pounds, he is bigger, stronger, and
faster than 1 was when I went to
Kenyon. He is my last hope for a
three-time legacy. My father, Dwight
F. Williams, was class of 1945."

attendance included Howard B.
Edelstein. Bruce V. Mavec '72,
Kevin O'Donnell '47, and Kenyon
professor Joseph L. Klesner.
Raymond S. Pfeiffer, Bay City,
Michigan, reports he recently pub
lished a book entitled Ethical
Decision-making in Health Care,
through Thomson publishing com
pany. He and his wife, Yelisa Pfeiffer,
have spent recent vacations in
Croatia and the islands of the
Adriatic sea. Pierce E. Scranton Jr.
just finished his term as president of
the American Orthopaedic Ftxk and
Ankle Society. As part of his term,
he developed an overseas program
and is operating on disabled children
each year in Vietnam.

'66 Thomas A. Mason
P.O. Box 20331
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
tmason@indianahistory.org

19705

'63 Need M. Mayer
8305 Burdette Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
nmayer@mindspring.com

'67 Alan T. Radnor
400 South Columbia Avenue
Bexley, Ohio 43209
atradnor@vssp.com

Charles G.S. Williams, Columbus,
Ohio, tells us that he continues as a
professor of French at Ohio State
University. During the last year, he
has done articles on Moliere,
Theophile, Cyrano, and Voltaire, and
is lixtking forward to his sabbatical to
complete a book on the lyric poetry
of Theophile de Viau.

The San Diego, California, office of
Best Best and Krieger has named
Warren B. Diven, Olivenhain,
California, as one of its three new
partners. Warren has twenty-three
years of public-finance and publicagency law expertise, and is the only
attorney in San Diego devoting his
practice to the representation of pub
lic agencies as bond counsel or dis
closure counsel.

'64 David A. Schmid
237 Brigantine Circle
Norwell, Massachusetts 02061
jdschmid@webtv.net
David S. Guillon, Kentfield,
California, tells us that he continues
to enjoy practicing medical oncology
and hematology in a ten-doctor
group in the San Francisco Bay area.
He also teaches part-time at the
University of California at San
Francisco. David reports that he is
blessed with a loving family: his wife,
Linda Joy Hummel, his daughter,
Kaela Joy (eleven), and his son,
Sean (six).
'65 James L. Miller
12091 Eagleville Road
North Baltimore, Ohio 45872
millers45872@peoplepc.com
Co-AGENT: Frederick J. McGavran
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'68 Howard B. Edelstein
48 Lyman Circle
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122
edelsteinh@toddorg.com
On January 14, 2003, R. Richard
Newcomb, Alexandria, Virginia,
addressed the Cleveland Committee
on Foreign Relations on the work he
is doing as director of the U.S.
Treasury Department Office of
Foreign Assets Control. Rick is the
senior government official responsi
ble for tracking and seizing the assets
of the enemies of the state. In his
presentation to the Cleveland
Committee, he detailed the history
of his department and the inner
workings of this most important gov
ernment agency. Kenyon people in
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'69 Christopher H. Marty
38 Pinewood Drive
Medina, Ohio 44256
kitmarty@ziximinternet.net

'70 Stephen T. Scott
6310 Darby Way
Spring, Texas 77389
steve725@hotmail.com
James M. Lieberman. BeachwixxJ,
Ohio, writes, "1 am now a staff radi
ologist at the Cleveland Clinic
Foundation regional practice."
Charles H. Matthewson, Tucson,
Arizona, reports, "My daughter,
Andrea, was married in Tucson on
November 16, 2002. Andrea's god
parents, Timothy C. Hollinger and
his wife, Peggy, joined us for the fes
tivities, as did Mark G. Skoning '71
and Stephen T. Scott. Andrew D.
Stewart. Basking Ridge, New Jersey,
tells us he has recently retired from
the Erhicon Division of Johnson and
Johnson after twenty-eight years. He
is now chairman of the board of the
Somerset Medical Center. He and his
wife, Carolyn, celebrated their thirti
eth wedding anniversary this
February in Napa Valley with a wine
tasting celebration.
'71 W. Peter Holloway Jr.
55 Forest Hills
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
pholloway@hazlettburt.com
Peter I. Bersin, Los Angeles,
California, reports he was recently
admitted to the American Board of
Trial Advocates. He would love to
serve as a tour guide for any of his
fraternity brothers or classmates visit
ing the Los Angeles area.

'72 Douglas G. Holbrook
111 East 7th Street, *52
New York, New York 10009
dholbrook2@nyc.rr.com
CO-AGENT: James H. Dunning
'73 R. Benton Gray
1606 Com pton Road
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
bgray@stratos.net
Co-AGENT: James T. Elliott Jr.
Lucinda Haerr, Seattle,
Washington, married Gary Peterson
on August 3, 2002. The wedding
took place in Seattle. Daniel L.
Handel. Gaithersburg, Maryland,
says he has accepted a senior clinical
staff position at the National
Institutes of Health within the Pain
and Palliative Care Service and that
he is thrilled to be closer to Kenyon
for visits to see his daughter, Sarah
K. Handel '05. He enjoyed visiting
so many friends during Kenyon's cel
ebration of the 1972 football team's
undefeated season. Susan E.
Schroeter-Stokes, Seattle,
Washington, writes, "I returned to
graduate school at the age of fifty for
a master's in teaching. I am thor
oughly enjoying teaching fifth-grade
students." Anne Wiester Starr,
Gambier, Ohio, writes, "1 have a solo
show and a concomitant group show
I juried at the Woman Made Gallery
in Chicago, which ran from January
24 through February 20, 2003. My
daughter Maggie (eighteen) is glory
ing in her freshman year at Wesleyan,
and Lizzie (fifteen) is a happy sopho
more at the Cambridge School of
Weston in Massachusetts."
'74 Gregg J. DeSilvio
1639 White Pines Court
Naperville, Illinois 60563
gdesilvui@alumni.kenyon.edu
Edward A. Cohen, New York City,
reports that he continues to do light
ing for movies, the most recent being
A Beautiful Mind. He is also consult
ing and providing lighting design in
the architectural realm. Susan L.
Lando. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
married Christopher Farrell on
September 15, 2000. Susan is a vice
president with National City Bank of
Pennsylvania. Her daughter, Jane
(twenty-one), is in her second year at
Emory University. Stewart F. Peck,
New Orleans, Louisiana, writes,
"College and .astronomically daunt
ing tuition bills are upon us. My wife,
J. Renee Brandt Peck '75, and I
tried unsuccessfully to convince our
daughters, Megan (nineteen), who is

a freshman at Dartmouth, and
Christina (eighteen), who will
attend Vanderbilt in the fall of
2003, to follow in their parents'
footsteps and attend Kenyon. Our
youngest daughter, Katherine (thir
teen), swears she wants to go to
Kenyon, so there is still hope that
there will once again be a Peck at
Kenyon!" Diane Skowron
Spiegler '76, Cleveland, Ohio, tells
us that she and her husband, Jacob
S. Spiegler, are pleased that their
daughter, Sarah E. Spiegler '06, is
a first-year student at Kenyon this
year. Diane writes, "She lives in
McBride down the hall from my old
room! Sarah is enjoying college life
and even reports that the food is
good!"
'75 Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs
College Relations Center
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623
J'hilip S. Soltanoff, New York City,
tells us he has been directing a per
formance entitled "Plan B," which
premiered at Theatre Garonne in
Toulouse, France, in January 2003
and was scheduled to tour Europe.
Susan E. Schroeter-Stokes '73,
wife of Robert Stokes, writes, "I
recently returned to graduate school
at the age of fifty for a master's in
teaching. 1 am throughly enjoying
my fifth-grade students." Susan and
Bob live in Seattle, Washington.
'76 Leslie Hollenbaugh Ross
9724 Chatham Oaks Trail
Charlotte, North Carolina 28210
leslie54@bellsouth.net
Co-AGENT: Michael W. Young
Christopher G. Carey, Ithaca,
New York, tells us that after spend
ing twenty years in the publishing
world in New York Oty, he has
moved back to the country to run
the sales and marketing departments
of Cornell University. J. Edgie
Russell, Frederick, Maryland,
reports, "I married Judith Lovette on
May 5, 2002. Judy then passed away
on October 11, 2002, leaving me
two stepdaughters, Teeney and Jenn,
age twenty." Kenneth H.
Sonnenfeld. Westburg, New York,
writes, "I have recently started to
adjust to single life again as I'm
going through divorce. My three
children, Adam (seventeen),
Matthew (thirteen), and Jessica
(eleven), are great and we have
wonderful times together. I am still
enjoying practicing law as a

biotech/pharmaceutical patent
lawyer. I'd love to hear from Kenyon
alumni!'" Diane Skowron
Spiegler. Cleveland, Ohio, tells us
that she and her husband, Jacob S.
Spiegler '74, are pleased that their
daughter, Sarah E. Spiegler, is a
first-year student at Kenyon this
year. Diane says, "She lives in
McBride down the hall from my old
rtxim! Sarah is enjoying college life
and even reports that the food is
gcxxl!" Kim M. Straus. Santa Fe,
New Mexico, writes, "My partner,
Jack Lain, and 1 spent an exciting
six weeks in West Africa last sum
mer; we visited Ghana, Burkina
Faso, and Mali, including Timbuktu.
I am now development director at
Audubon New Mexico, based at the
135-acre Randall Davey Center in
Santa Fe."
'77 Laurence G. Bousquet
617 Scoville Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13203
lgbousquet@earthlink.net
Co-AGE NTS: Dcnese Fink
Giordano, Marna Herrity
Mark G. Martens, Jenks,
Oklahoma, reports he has recently
accepted a professorship in the obgyn department at the University of
Oklahoma School of Medicine in
Tulsa, where he will complete his
research in hormones and immunol
ogy and direct the Infections in
Women Division Michael A.
Swiger, Ashhurn, Virginia, reports,
"I am practicing energy and envi
ronmental law at a mid-sized law
firm in Washington, D.C., where 1
have been for seventeen years. My
wife, Suzzie, and 1 are enjoying the
teenage years with our three chil
dren, Adam (nineteen), AJ (six
teen), and Andrew (twelve). 1 have
kept in close touch with my former
roommate Peter R. Eisenbrown "
Thomas W. Toch, Chevy Chase,
Maryland, tells us he continues to
live in the Washington, D.C., area
and write about education. His most
recent book is High Schools on a
Human Scale, published by Beacon
Press in April of 2003. (See a review
in the hook section of this Bulletin.)
Kimberly R. Zimmerman and
William McCown '78 presented a
paper entitled "Dynamical Systems
Training for Propagation of Neural
Networks in Addiction Treatment"
at the Eleventh Annual Conference
of Chaos Theory and Complexity in
Behavioral and Life Sciences at
Portland University in August 2002.

'78 Elizabeth Goldsmith Hilton
3100 North Sheridan Road *4D
Chicago, Illinois 60657
hiltonsmail@mindspring.com
Mindy Roffman Eads, Los
Angeles, California, writes, "1 am
still living in Los Angeles with my
husband, Paul, and two sons, James
(thirteen) and Sean (nine). 1 am
currently art-directing a new televi
sion show for next fall called NYPD
2069. The name says it all!"
William McCown and Kimberly
R. Zimmerman *77 presented a
paper entitled "Dynamical Systems
Training for Propagation of Neural
Networks in Addiction Treatment"
at the Eleventh Annual Conference
of Chaos Theory and Complexity in
Behavioral and Life Sciences at
Portland University in August 2002.
Margies A. Singleton, Zion,
Illinois, reports, "I moved next door
to the cornfield to find it morphing
into subdivisions.... 1 have moved
into the world of computer security:
a blow to my literary tendencies and
a shock to myself as well." Cynthia
A. Smith. Lorton, Virginia, says
she's been living in northern
Virginia for the past ten years while
working as a consultant to the
chemical industry. She opened her
own firm in 1997 and tells us that
she has been busy "since day one."
'79 Mary Ann Duff Gulino
8 York Drive
Athens, Ohio 45701
mgulino@nbia.org
CO-AGENTS: Daniel A. Gulino,
David M. Trtnip
Peter A. Hoagland. Lake Bluff,
Illinois, tells us that his daughter,
Alexandra B. Hoagland. is a mem
ber of Kenyon's class of 2006.

19805
'80 Lisa Dowd Schott
10584 Jacobs Dive
Mount Vemon, Ohio 43050
schottl@kenyon.edu
Co-AGENT: Thomas R. Parker
Terrell B. Snyder, Batavia, Ohio,
married Steve Haynes in Gambier at
the Church of the Holy Spirit on
April 30, 1994- Their son, Campbell
Robert Haynes, was born April 18,
1997. Terrell and Steve have a "hec
tic" law practice in Batavia, and
Terrell writes that they are having "a
very busy time as parents of
Campbell, whose love of kxiks and

spirited debate makes him a natural
future Kenyon person. Robert A.
Weiss, Orinda, California, writes, "I
left a twenty-year career as an inde
pendent trader and then a specialist
on options exchanges in Chicago
and then San Francisco shortly after
9/11. After taking an extended
break with my family (they're grow
ing up way too fast), I started a port
folio management business for
investing in common stocks. The
nice thing about it is I really enjoy
going to the office in the morning
again. At the end of the day, my
kids get off the bus, and we go home
together. It's really nice."
*81 Cheryl A. Johnson
P.O. Box 719
Gambier, Ohio 43022
johnsonc@denison.edu
A press release reports that Robin
L. Bennett. Bellevue, Washington,
was elected president of The
National Society of Genetic
Counselors. Robin is senior genetic
counselor and clinic manager at the
University of Washington Medical
Genetics Clinic in Seattle. Jane R.
Patterson. Winnerka, Illinois,
reports that she has joined the Joyce
Foundation, which strives to
improve the quality of lite in the
Great Lakes area through the
strengthening of public policies, as
director of investments. She was for
merly the executive director of the
Illinois State Board of Investment.
Leslie Sharpies. Wayne,
Pennsylvania, writes that she is
starting her second year with an
immigration law firm. Her daughter,
Mary, is a high-school junior start
ing to look at colleges, and her son.
Jack, "is having an outstanding time
in eighth grade."
•82 Brian K. Wilbert
Christ Episcopal Church
162 South Main Street
Oherlin, Ohio 44074
hwilbert@oberlin.net
CO-AGENT: Stephen P. Baas
•83 Reid W. Click

4307 Underwtxxl Street
University Park, Maryland
rclick@gwu.edu
John N. Cannon. Shaker Heights,
Ohio, and his wife, Ellen Titus,
announce the birth of a daughter,
Caroline Miriam Cannon, on
October 16, 2002. Caroline was wel
comed by her two brothers, Andrew
(one) and Jay (six). John writes.
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"We are very busy, but happy. 1 got to
go to the Fiesta Bowl!" Pamela J.
Pleasants. Milton, Massachusetts,
and her husband, Youssef M. Alaoui,
announce the birth of a son, Zaki
Ellis M'hammedi Alaoui, on April
17, 2002. Pamela reports that she has
changed jobs so that she can spend
more time with Zaki and now works
at Milton Academy as assistant dean
of students. The Academy is only
two miles from home and offers oncampus day care.
'84 Paul W. McCartney
5110 Signal Hill Lane
Cincinnati, Ohio 45244
pwm@rendigs.com
CO-AGENT: Zali Win
Melissa S. Siders. Kanab, Utah,
writes that after many years with the
North Kaibab Ranger District, she
has changed jobs and now works as a
biologist at the Grand Staircase
Escalante National Monument in
southern Utah.
'85 Harvey M. Stephens
1711 Illini Road
Springfield, Illinois 62704
hmstephens@bhslaw.com
Karen L. Agee-Lipman reports that
she, her husband, Shawn Lipman,
and their three children, Scott
(seven), Jamie (five), and Lindsay
(two), are living in Calabasas,
California. Karen sees Beth Welty
Dreyfuss '87 often and writes that
"in fact, my two boys are planning on
marrying her two girls, Emma (five)
and Lona (four)!" She and Beth saw
Eric P. Bell '86 and Michael R.
Raney '86 and their families over
the holidays. Mary Marolf
Bosworth. Dublin, Ohio, and her
husband, Rob, announce the birth of
a daughter, Anna Bosworth, on
August 3, 2002. Anna joins a sister,
Rachel (seven), and a brother, Ryan
(three). Carol B. Fiedler, Quebec,
Canada, and her husband, Claude
Therien, announce the birth of a
daughter, Laura Therien, on October
14, 2002. Laura joins a brother,
Benjamin (six). Stephen T.
Webster, Grand Haven, Mississippi,
reports that life is busy with three
children, Stephen (four) and twins
Katie and William (just three), but
he says he spends as much time
windsurfing as possible. He saw R.
Lynn Rardin in Boston, where Lynn
lives, and writes that Lynn and his
wife, Lynne, "arc doing well and
enjoying city life."
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'86 Douglas R. Vahey
2921 North Pine Grove *1
Chicago, Illinois 60657
dvahey@chubb.com
Co-AGENT: Mary Beth Atkinson
Stephens
Ellen Leerburger and her husband,
Edward Durkee, announce the birth
of a son, E. Porter Durkee, on
October 17, 2002. Porter joins a sis
ter, Lanie (three). Ellen says, "We are
still in New York City, bursting out of
our apartment, and 1 am working part
rime as a museum education and
exhibit consultant." Claire Howard
Low, Fox Lake, Illinois, and her hus
band, Kevin, announce the birth of a
son, Matthew William Lew, on
September 17, 2001. He was wel
comed home by his brother, Andrew
(five). Christopher P. Thorman,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, and his
wife, Jackie, announce the adoption
of a daughter, Clio Rose Thorman,
on July 5, 2001. Clio was welcomed
by a sister, Eleanor (six). Chris writes,
"I continue to practice law and have
encountered an inordinate number of
Kenyon College alumni practicing in
the area. Life is sweet." Margaret
Silver van Baaren. Northfield,
Massachusetts, and her husband,
Harry, announce the birth of a
daughter, Lily Sophia Rennick van
Baaren, on October 28, 2002. The
van Baaren family also includes
Simon (five) and Max (three).
'87 Kristen Sharlow Meyer
407 Hendy Avenue
Elmira, New York 14905
CO-AGENT: Colleen Siders Eaton
A press release reports that R. Kirk
Anderson. Miami Beach, Florida,
was re-elected director of the
American Translators Association.
Kirk is a freelance translator of
Spanish, French, and Chinese, and
he specializes in legal, commercial,
and marketing translations. G. Todd
Soule Downs, Cleveland Heights,
Ohio, and her husband, Greg,
announce the birth of a son, William
Timothy Downs, on June 19, 2002.
She writes, "He was born three
months prematurely and weighed
only two pounds, nine ounces. He's
been doing wonderfully since coming
home, however, and at six months of
age now tips the scale at over twelve
pounds." Kristen Sharlow Meyer
anil Robert W. Meyer. Elmira, New
York, announce the birth of a son,
Walker Smith McMillan Meyer, on
December 2, 2002. Walker joins a
brother, Timothy (ten), and a sister,
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TECHNICALLY SPEAKING
Eileen Shaver Tuttle '86 had a lot to offer students when she came
to campus recently to participate in a Career Development Center
panel entitled "Women in Business." She has two jobs, two kids,
and a thousand ideas. To keep herself really busy, she's also the
president of the Convention and Visitors Bureau in her home of
Marysville, Ohio.
When Karen Sheffield, assistant director of the College's
Career Development Center, considered who should sit on the
panel, Tuttle was an easy choice. "She's got true entrepreneurial
spirit," says Sheffield. "Plus, she's a great communicator."
Tuttle works full-time as a marketing and communications
manager with the Union Rural Electric Cooperative. In addition,
she and her husband, Frank, started their own business called
Digital Xesto. Frank, a high-school teacher who graduated from
Kenyon in 1988, came up with the idea for the business when he
was coaching soccer and swimming. He started creating video
highlight reels of his athletes for fun. The videos proved so popu
lar with players and parents that he began thinking about mak
ing videos for other sports teams, corporations, and foundations.
Around the time the Tuttles conceived of the new business,
Eileen was laid off from her old job at a real estate development
firm. Today, she considers that a lucky break, because it led to
her current job at the electric cooperative and her work as
comptroller at Digital Xesto.
"Frank and I sort of have the best of both worlds right now,"
she says. "He's in education, I'm in utilities, and those are two
pretty safe areas. At the same time, we have the creative outlet of
our own business." Digital Xesto, based in the Tuttles' home, has
all of the latest digital video technology. Eileen writes the scripts.
She and Frank share the camera and editing work.
Tuttle's ability to combine expertise in technology with writing
began at Kenyon. When Eileen was a senior, her sister, Julia '89,
was a first-year student. Among the items Julia brought with her
to campus was a computer, still a somewhat exotic appliance in
those days. Tuttle's father had been working as a computer pro
grammer for the U.S. Army since the days of punch cards. But
unlike her father and sister, Tuttle had always resisted technology.
"Then I started using that computer to write papers and the
light went on," she says.
m
"The way you could just
move text around let me
learn how to write. I was
hooked." It didn't take her
long to realize she had a
knack for technology.
Tuttle grew up in the
Washington, D.C., area, but
has become an Ohioan. She
lives in Marysville and
loves the place so much
that she became president
of the local Convention and
Visitors Bureau. "I really
think Kenyon gave me a
predisposition for small
town living," she says.
—Phil Brooks
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Katherine (six) James K. Sokol.
San Francisco, California, writes that
he is working on his second master's
degree, this one in psychology, and is
considering pursuing his Ph.D. He is
teaching an opera class at a local col
lege and is involved with the San
Francisco Opera. Kelly E. Statham.
Cleveland, Ohio, writes, "Hey, Fred
Zeppelin fans, 1 have recently fin
ished remastering the Kenyon
recordings of 1988. Please contact
me if you are interested in a copy of
the CD. All is well."
'88 Patricia A. Rossman
2940 Pease Drive 206A
Rocky River, Ohio 44116
patricia.rossman@uhhs.com
Annette Laursen Brickley,
Hampden, Maine, and her husband,
Peter, announce the birth of a daugh
ter, Tova Kirstine Brickley, in
February 2002. Annette writes,
"Instead of teaching science, I'm now
teaching consonants and walking. In
addition, I'm back on the pool deck
helping coach the local U.S.S. team,
while Tova carefully studies the
sport." Timothy P. Holmes. San
Leandro, California, reports that he
has retired from his high-tech job
with Apple, ended his two-hour-aday commute, and bought a coffee
shop three blocks from his house. He
invites alumni to come visit Zocalo
Coffeehouse on Bancroft Avenue in
San Leandro for a latte. Eleanor S.
Lalley. Hendersonville, Tennessee,
and her husband, Hans Van Mourik
Broekman, announce the birth of a
son, Leo Hendrik Broekman, on
November 4, 2002. Leo joins a sister,
Annafleur (five), and a brother,
Pieter (two). David K. Scott,
Seattle, Washington, and his wife,
Janice, announce the birth of a
daughter, Natalie Scott, on August
27, 2002. He writes tb*t Natalie "is a
beautiful, happy little pudge-ball, and
we are living a charmed, simple life
in Seattle, only a mile from our best
friends, Robert M. Voce and Kathy
Voce." Kristi McCauley Sink.
Virginia Beach, Virginia, reports that
she was recently promoted to vice
president of ambulatory services with
the health care provider Bon Secours
Hampton Roads.

'89 Andrea L. Bucey
1480 Groton Drive
Hudson, Ohio 44236
andrea_buceytikkanen@bankonc.com
Co-AGENTS: Joan O'Hanlon Cuny,
Christopher K. Eaton, Susan Bloom
Hudgins
Jennifer L. Barton. RiKhester, New
York, writes that she is midway
through a residency in internal
medicine. She has visited with Anne
S. Jamison, her husband, Peter A.
Vanable '90, and their two sons,
Joseph (three) and Timothy (one),
and "they are doing great." Holly
Swank Kromer, Castalia, Ohio,
reports that she is enjoying parent
hood, and is keeping busy juggling
work, kids, and a small farm with
pigs, cows, and acres of hay. Jane
Reilly Mount. New York City, and
her husband, Jerry, announce the
birth of a son, Charles Reilly Mount,
on January 26, 2003 Amanda
Williams Norwood, New Bern,
North Carolina, and her husband,
Tony, announce the birth of a son,
Benjamin Norwood, on July 26,
2002. Benjamin joins a brother,
Alexander (five). Amanda reports
that she is also running her own
business as a consultant with
Southern Living at Home, and that the
family moved into a larger home last
October. Sarah Turgeon Perry.
Shutesbury, Massachusetts, and her
husband, Fred, announce the birth of
a son, Evan Snyder Perry, on October
28, 2002. Evan joins twin brothers,
Alexander and Thomas (four). Sarah
is on sabbatical this year from teach
ing psychology and neuroscience at
Amherst College. Darryl L.
Shankle, Dover, Ohio, reports that
he is teaching five classes of Global
Studies II and one of Language Arts
9 at Dover High Schtxil. He is hack
to coaching freshman boys' basket
ball and continues to coach freshman
boys' baseball. Mary Bennett Smith
writes that she and her husband,
Clayton, moved to Tokyo, Japan, in
February 2003. As a result of working
for the State Department, she has
visited with Taylor V. Ruggles.
who's serving with the State
Department in Oslo, Norway. Mary
says, "I thought perhaps our next
post would allow me to use my
Spanish, but life is about continued
learning, so I'll commence with the
Japanese lessons!" Michelle Geiger
Switka, Streetsboro, Ohio, writes
that she and her husband, Joe, made
a career switch from the research and
development industry to health care

consulting. Joe is now director of site
acquisition for CORF (Comprehensive
Outpatient Rehabilitation Facility)
Services in Scottsdale, Arizona, and
Chelly does regulatory consulting for
a few clients, which allows her to be
a full-time mother to their daughter,
Lily (three) Christopher R. Thorp
married Laura Cunningham on June
7, 2002, in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, the same day he com
pleted his residency in internal
medicine and pediatrics. Chris now
lives and works in Chicago, Illinois,
as a hospitalist while Laura studies
for her Ph.D. in anatomy.
Christopher M. Toomey and his
wife, Monica Baeckstrom, announce
the arrival of a son, Dylan, on June
5, 2002. Dylan was welcomed by two
brothers, Ryan (eight) and Connor
(three). Chris and his family moved
from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to
Cincinnati, Ohio, hist year. Jean
Kindred Wilmerding, Brook line,
Massachusetts, and her husband,
Chris, announce the birth of a
daughter, Lucy Thayer Wilmerding,
on January 15, 2003. Lucy was wel
comed by a brother, Jack (two).
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'90 Elizabeth Jennings Lockwood
3834 North Greenview
Unit 3 South
Chicago, Illinois 60613
lockwood_hetsy@yahix>.com
Co-AGENT: Scott R. Sporte
Jessica Becker Beamer '92,
Farmington, Michigan, reports that
she and Dirk A. Beamer are in the
process of adopting twin four-yearolds, Langston and Lawrence, whom
they've been fostering. In addition,
they have a nineteen-month-old
daughter, Anika Jane. Dirk keeps
busy practicing corporate and other
litigation at Wright, Penning and
Beamer, and Jessica "manages the
household chaos." Christopher E.
Falkenberg. New York City, and his
wife, Kai, announce the birth of a
daughter, Talia Miriam Falkenberg,
on January 22, 2003. Peter K. Kyle
Jr., Seattle, Washington, informs us
that he is a dance teacher at the
University of Washington in Seattle.
He is also cixlirector of the dance
company Simpson/Kyle and is work
ing on a year-long interdisciplinary
project entitled "Myra's War," which
received funding from the UW
Walter Chapin Simpson Center for
the Humanities. Lisa Sedwick
Pierce, Dayton, Ohio, tells us that

she has been elected to a partner
position at Chemsky, Heyman, and
Kress P.L.L. in Dayton. She writes,
"Balancing a full-time (plus) job with
my family—husband, David, and
children, Sara (three) and Benjamin
(six)—is hectic, but fun." Laurie
Hessen Pomeranz. San Francisco,
California, and her husband, Jeff,
announce the birth of a son, Jack
Bradford Pomeranz, on June 18,
2002. Frederick S. Richardson
married Jennifer Tisdale (Tulane
University) in February 2001 in
Austin, Texas. Fred is a program
director of management consulting
for the National Parks Conservation
Association in Austin, where he and
Jennifer are living. John D. Ryder
Jr., Alexandria, Virginia, and his
wife, Johanna, announce the birth of
a daughter, Alexandra Johanna
Ryder, on January 1, 2003. Eric B.
Seaver, Santa Rosa, California,
reports that after leaving his private
practice in March 2002, he took a
job in family practice at Kaiser
Permanente. Also, he was able to
spend five months at home full-time
with his children, Julia (one) and
Annika (four). J. Wade Sheppard
III, Rockville, Maryland, relates that
he is working for the United States
Department of Agriculture in a trade
policy position that focuses primarily
on China. Scott A. Smith and his
wife, Beth, announce the birth of a
son, Caden Emmanuel Smith, on
December 30, 2002. The Smiths,
whose family also includes Elijah
(three), McKenna (five), and
Gabriella (eight), live in Newark,
Ohio. David H. Starr anil Yiji Shen
Starr '91 announce the birth of a
son, Elliot Yidong Starr, on June 26,
2002. The Starrs, whose family also
includes Emily (eight), live in
Wayland, Maryland.
'91 Angelique Tober Wentzel
317 Glen Park Avenue
San Rafael, California 94901
atober@aol.com
CO-AGENT: Phillip E. Wilson Jr.
Richard H. Barron married
Maureen Davies (Princeton
University) on September 14, 2002,
in the Princeton University chapel.
Both Rich;ml and Maureen coach at
the university, Richard as head
women's basketball coach and Mo as
head women's softhall coach.
Thomas S. Dilsheimer and his
wife, Wendy, announce the birth of a
son, Daniel Dilsheimer, on January
29, 2003. The Dilsheimers, whose
family also includes Samantha Jane
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(three), live in Wynnewood,
Pennsylvania. Jane Gerace
Granzier and her husband,
Christopher, announce the birth of a
son, Luke Granzier, in June 2002.
The Granziers, whose family also
includes Jack (two), live in
Lakewood, Ohio. David A.
Huertas Santa Fe, New Mexico,
reports that he married Kelly Wayne
(University of Georgia) in the
Loretto Chapel in Santa Fe on
March 3, 2000. Christian L. Smith,
who also lives in Santa Fe, partici
pated in the ceremony. David and
Kelly are now the proud parents of a
daughter, Rianna Isabel Huertas,
born July 13, 2001. David is the
owner and chef of El Meson
Restaurant and Chispa Tapas Bar in
Sante Fe, while Kelly serves as
David's restaurant consultant and the
primary homemaker and caregiver for
the Huertas family. Michelle Van
Etten-Lee, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
and her husband, Morrie, announce
the birth of a son, Aidan Joseph Lee,
on August 24, 2002. Lisa Timmel
Markus. New York City, tells us that
after accepting a part-time adjunct
position teaching undergraduate
drama at New York University's
Tisch School of Arts, she managed to
land a full-time job as literary man
ager for Playwrights Horizons, an offBroadway theater company that
produces new American plays. She
writes, "Two jobs, two kids (Nora
(two) and Nicholas (five)j, too much
in 2002!" Mary LaFlamme
Sarkisian reports that she and her
husband, Shawn, are living with
their daughter, Grace Anne (two),
and a two-hundred-pound English
mastiff. Holmes, in Boston,
Massachusetts. Yiji Shen Starr and
David H. Starr '90 announce the
birth of a son, Elliot Yidong Starr, on
June 26, 2002. Yiji says that "yidong"
means "to rely on knowledge" in
Chinese. The Starrs, whose family
also includes Emily (nine), live in
Wayland, Maryland. Thomas M.
Stickney, Bay Village, Ohio, writes
that he and his wife, Melissa Anne
Wiley Stickney, are very excited
about their new house in Bay Village.
He says, "We've got many trees in
our backyard and a waterfall and lake
less than half a mile away. We're
planning lots of adventures outside
this spring and summer with our
eager, ever-curious son, Owen (two).
We've got a guest room; friends are
welcome!" Stephen M. Wrinn,
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Lexington, Kentucky, informs us that
he was named director of the
University Press of Kentucky in
January 2002. Steve is "absolutely
thrilled" to be named only the third
director since the Press was founded
in 1943.
'92 Kathryn Evans Smith
1023 Winding Way
Park Hills, Kentucky 41011
ksmith@whepatent.com
Co-AGENT: Alise A. Shuart
Jessica Becker Beamer.
Farmington, Michigan, tells us that
she and her husband. Dirk A.
Beamer '90, are in the process of
adopting twin four-year-olds,
Langston and Lawrence, whom
they've been fostering. In addition,
they have a nineteen-month-old
daughter, Anika Jane. Dirk practices
corporate litigation and Jessica "man
ages the household chaos." She
writes, "Setting aside my pediatric
speech language pathology practice,
I'm at home working on appropriate
communication skills between rambunctious preschoolers and a tod
dler." Catherine A. Keating,
Brooklyn, New York, and her hus
band, Francis Timoney, announce
the birth of a son, Jack Timoney, on
September 28, 2002. Catherine
writes, "There's a new man in my
life! We couldn't be happier."
'93 Paul J. Haaland
3 Hugo Court
Silver Spring, Maryland 20906
haaland@tripnet.org
David P. Allan and Catherine
Kenworthy Allan. Boston,
Massachusetts, report that Catherine
is in her second year of a pediatric
cardiology fellowship at Children's
Hospital in Boston. Dave works in
the engineering group at Egenera, a
technology start-up in Marlboro,
Massachusetts. Emily T. Black.
Chicago, Illinois, informs us that she
is working in sales at Hyatt Regency
in Chicago. Melissa Gantt Hurst.
Cincinnati, Ohio, and her husband,
Charlie, announce the birth of a son,
Charles Philip Hurst, on December
29, 2002. Lindsay Heard Maloney.
Cape Elizabeth, Maine, and her hus
band, Stewart, announce the birth of
a daughter, Skylar Clark Maloney,
on November 26, 2002. Michael J.
Marshall, Watkinsville, Georgia,
relates that he is teaching photogra
phy in the art department at the
University of Georgia. Brooke W.
Stanley, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
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tells us that she is pursuing a Ph.D.
in finance at Louisiana State
University. Blake A. Taylor and
Kristina Vitz Taylor, Cincinnati,
Ohio, inform us that Krista is
increasingly active as a La Leche
League leader and that Blake's band,
46 Long, released their debut CD,
"Savor Every Second," in January
2003. Johanna J. Young, San
Francisco, California, reports that
she crossed the finish line of the
Ironman Triathlon in Lake Placid,
New York, after working her way up
to that distance over several years.
Jody's first inspiration was the Quarry
Chapel run-loop.
'94 Paul M. Penick III
3937 17th Street
San Francisco, California 94114
neil_penick@yahoo.com
Co-AGENTS: Scott R. Baker,
William R. Enloe, Sarah E. Hall,
Chad J. Withers
Daniel J. Baker, Apex, North
Carolina, reports that he married
Anne Sasseron December 12, 1995,
and they now have three children:
Emily Anne (one), William Joseph
(three), and Caroline Elizabeth
(four). Daniel works as a pastor at
the Community Life Church in
Apex. Meredith Patterson
Clawson, Marblehead,
Massachusetts, and her husband,
Eric, announce the birth of a son,
John Alexander Clawson, on May 7,
2002. Sidney G. Ranck III,
Chicago, Illinois, writes, "I worked as
a chef in the D.C. metro area during
and after my graduate studies at St.
John's College in Annapolis,
Maryland. Two years ago, I moved to
Chicago, and I work in wine consult
ing and sales. It sounds snooty, but it
has its perks. I've bumped into
Adam K. Kline '94 and Keith A.
Blecher '97 out here and would like
to hear from other Kenyon grads in
the Windy City." Kristen Pohndorf
Staub, Basking Ridge, New Jersey,
and her husband, Robert, announce
the birth of a son, R. David Staub
III, on June 21, 2002. Kris is a stayat-home mom after teaching middleschool English at Link Community
School in Newark. Amy Bush
Stevens and Karl P. B. Stevens
'95, Evanston, Illinois, announce the
birth of a daughter, Ella Bush
Stevens, on October 17, 2002. Amy
is coordinating a longitudinal study
on welfare reform at Northwestern
University and Karl is finishing his
seminary education at SeaburyWestern Theological Seminary.

'95 Edward B. Bierhaus
3048 Fulton Circle
Boulder, Colorado 80301
bierhaus@ucsu.colorado.edu
Co-AGENT: Margaret Darrow
Williams
Michael S. Epstein relates that he
has been appointed the business
recovery manager for Anthem Blue
Cross Blue Shield. In this role,
Michael is responsible for the devel
opment of strategies and response
plans across the enterprise. Michael
and his wife, Mary M. Mason, live
in Cincinnati, Ohio. Conan H. W.
Kisor married Annie Tully
(University of Illinois) on December
28, 2002, at Queen of All Saints
Basilica in Chicago, Illinois. Conan
writes, "Despite hanging out with
'local disreputables' such as Gita A.
Punwani '94. Roseanne J.
Celerio, Eben G. R. Gillette, and
Daniel D. Roush. 1 am able to hold
down a job as publications director
for a local healthcare system." Annie
is a program manager for the
Chicago Humanities Festival. The
new couple lives in Chicago's
Lincoln Square neighborhood.
Anthony D. Koliha married Olga
Loutsenko on December 23, 2002, in
Moscow, Russia. Anthony works as a
program coordinator for the Eurasia
Program at the Social Science
Research Center in New York City,
while Olga is working temporarily as
a project manager for a British events
management company in Moscow.
Anthony and Olga are in the process
of relocating from Moscow to NewYork City. E. Sloan Smith,
Brooklyn, New York, tells us that
after stints in New Mexico and
Washington, D.C., she and her hus
band, Roger Bruneau, moved back to
New York, where she works as a
designer at Semaphore Partners, an
interactive advertising agency. Karl
P.B. Stevens and Amy Bush
Stevens '94, Evanston, Illinois,
announce the birth of a daughter,
Ella Bush Stevens, on October 17,
2002. Karl is finishing his seminaryeducation at Seabury-Western
Theological Seminary, while Amy is
coordinating a longitudinal study on
welfare reform at Northwestern
University. Natasha Carrasco
Stillman, Wellington, New Zealand,
informs us that she and her husband,
Steven, moved to their current place
of residence in August 2002. She
writes, "I am thoroughly enjoying
just being in this country and I'm
having a blast traveling around.
Come visit us!" Katherine H.

Terrell. Ithaca, New York, relates
that she is making progress on a dis
sertation about medieval Scottish lit
erature. Also, she will he spending
some time this semester with her
husband, Thomas A. Knauer '94, in
Iowa. Oliver D. Turque, New York
City, tells us that he recently com
pleted a two-semester Howard
Hughes grant in an x-ray crystallog
raphy lab at Stony Brixik. Also, he is
the author of a new manuscript that
shows a possible example of evolu
tion, where ubiquitin developed from
a protein called MPTS. Eliot G.
Wilczek, Somerville, Massachusetts,
reports that he finally got his master's
in history and in library and infonnation science, Kith from Simmons
College in 2002. In July 2002 he
took a job as university records man
ager at Tufts University. His wife,
Keely Price Wilczek '94, continues
to work at the Waltham Public
Library as a reference librarian and
computer specialist.
'96 Thomas J. Magliery
333 Mill Road
North Haven, Connecticut 06473
maglierys@usa.net
CO-AGENT: Jamie Griffith Macy

Christine Fielding Tkaczyk. East
Hampton, Connecticut, tells us that
she is enrolled in a master's program
at Southern Connecticut State
University's Schixil of
Communication, Information, and
Library Science. Joel J. Wimbiscus
married Molly M. Warren '99 on
September 16, 2000, in Nashville,
Tennessee. Sarah N. Buntzman '99
and Carolyn Hande Miller '99 par
ticipated in the ceremony. Joel is a
student at the University of
Memphis School ot Law and Molly is
a student at University of TennesseeMemphis College of Medicine. They
live at 1913 Snowdeif Avenue,
Memphis, Tennessee 38107.

A SPECIAL AGENT
After completing an overseas posting in Africa,
Tanya Sears Larson '94 was starting her third day of
training at the U.S. Department of State's twentyfour-hour operations center in Washington, D.C.,
when terrorists attacked the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon on September 11. Government build
ings across the capital were being evacuated, but
Larson stayed behind with a crew that kept the cen
ter up and running.
"It wets just very busy. It was very hectic. The
phone never stopped ringing," remembers Larson,
who is a special agent with the Bureau of Diplomatic
Security within the State Department. "We could see
the smoke from the Pentagon from here. It was really
strange because you had F14s and helicopters on
patrol."
Although less well-known than the U.S. Secret
Service, which protects the president and other heads
of state, Diplomatic Security has a broad range of
global responsibilities, with protection of people,
information, and property as its top priorities.
Overseas, DS develops and implements security pro
grams to protect workers in every U.S. diplomatic
mission around the world. In the United States, the
bureau protects the Secretary of State, the U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations, and foreign digni
taries below the head-of-state level who visit the
country. The bureau also assists foreign embassies
and consulates in the United States with security for
their missions and personnel, not to mention investi
gating passport and visa fraud.
Larson, who studied political science at Kenyon,
joined the bureau in 1998. After six months of train
ing in everything from weapons use to investigative
techniques, Larson received her first overseas
assignment — the U.S. embassy in Nairobi, Kenya,
shortly after a series of bombings there and else
where in Africa.

"We hoped the same place wouldn't get bombed
twice," she says. "Everyone either chose or volun
teered to be there after the bombing, so it was a very
good atmosphere. By the time 1 left, the embassy had
been rebuilt and all the programs were up and run
ning. It was very rewarding."
The variety is one of the things that Larson loves
about her work at DS. She is currently analyzing
intelligence information from the Middle East. Other
agents are helping to protect President Hamid Karzai
in Afghanistan. In the past, the bureau helped ensure
the safety of everyone from members of the British
royal family to the Dalai Lama. This often requires
collaboration with other U.S. agencies like the FBI
and the Secret Service, not to mention foreign secu
rity forces.
The interaction that agents have with the people
they protect can vary. "It really depends on the indi
vidual whether they want to be social with you,"
Larson explains. "President Carter is amazing. He
takes time to talk to you, sign books, even pose for
photos when the work is finished. Other people are
there to work and you're just there to help them."
Larson's husband, Troy, is also a DS special agent.
They were stationed together in Nairobi and now
work together at the State Department in
Washington, but the nature of their work means they
spend a lot of time apart. Larson, for example, picked
out and closed the sale on their home in Falls Church,
Virginia, because Troy was away on assignment.
"We're both lucky in the sense that we under
stand what the other is going through," she says.
"We're able to talk about things better because we
both have the same background. But it doesn't mean
it's easy."
She adds, "E-mail is a godsend."
— Gordon Young
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'97 Elizabeth A. Pannill
1641 Hawthorne Street
Houston, Texas 77006
lizziep@alleytheatre.org
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Co-AGENT: Edwin C. O'Mailey

Peter G. Glassman, Chicago,
Illinois, tells us that he received his
master's degree in business adminis
tration from the University of
Chicago with high honors in
December 2002. He has worked as
the senior domestic economist at
Bank One since late 1997. Megan
McDonald. New York City, writes, "1
received my master's degree in
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anthropology and education from
Columbia University in December
2002.1 am now part of a small
research team documenting the
'ethos' of an innovative NYC pro
gram that offers an alternative to
incarceration for severely mentally ill
felony offenders." Dwight K.
Schultheis, Waltham,
Massachusetts, writes, "Back in
school! I'm at Babson College in a
two-year entrepreneurship M.B.A.
program. Anyone headed to
Beantown, please look me up."
William G. Shields Jr., St. Thomas,
Virgin Islands, writes, "I work as a
crime reporter on St. Thomas for the
Virgin Islands Daily News. I have
worked as a reporter for the past five
years here, in Mexico, and in my
native Virginia. Need to get out of
the cold? Want to see the islands?
Feel like seeing the Detroit of the
Caribbean? Give me a call." Julia D.
Smith, New Haven, Connecticut,
reports that she works at Yale
University examining risk and
resilience factors in children with
mothers with substance abuse and/or
mental illness. She is also researching
cognitive processes involved in alco
hol abuse. Ross A. Stanger,
Bridgeton, New Jersey, writes, "I am
doing well and enjoying teaching
history and political science in
Vineland, New Jersey, near where I
grew up. I visited with Michael P.
Shelton. Anthony M. "Mickey"
Mominee II. and Brendan A.
Wilson-Barthes '99 tor New Year's
2003. Hello to all, especially those
who ran while at Kenyon."
'98 Jonathan I. Nicholson
P.O. Box 294
Sewanee, Tennessee 37375
jnichols@sewanee.edu
Kristen L. Filipic, Somerville,
Massachusetts, reports that she grad
uated from law school in June 2002
and is now a first-year litigation asso
ciate at Foley Hoag in Boston.
R. Joy Hammond, Stone Mountain,
Georgia, reports that she is teaching
fourth graders at an elementary
school in Stone Mountain. Brandon
J. Ice, San Francisco, California,
tells us that he is working with
telecommunications systems at
United Behavioral Health, a sub
sidiary of United Health Group. He
is also very involved in the yoga
community of the Bay Area and
recently participated in a week-long
retreat in the rainforest near the
town of Haiku in Maui, Hawaii.
M. Katharina Meiser, Ithaca, New
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York, reports that she will he com
pleting her masters in historic
preservation planning at Cornell
University in spring 2003. She also
reports that Saengduan "Sandy"
Isaranucheep is living in Bangkok
and teaching English. Jill M.
Pitarresi, Staten Island, New York,
writes, "After Kenyon I spent two
years teaching English in Wuhan,
China. Since my return I've been
teaching special education in the
New York City public school system.
I'm pursuing a masters degree in
teaching English as a second lan
guage and will be finished in July
2003." Patrick J. Stoklas. Chicago,
Illinois, reports that he is a secondyear law student at Loyola University
and that his wife, Sarah Foran
Stoklas '97, is working for her
father's law firm. Pat says, "It is great
to see all the familiar Kenyon faces
in Chicago." Allison St. Vincent
Von Kennel, Dallas, Texas, tells us
that she was promoted to account
supervisor for Tracey Locke
Partnership and that her husband,
Andrew Von Kennel, is pursing his
master's in business administration at
Southern MethixJist University in

Dallas.
'99 Rebecca M. Hoyt-Luce
793 High Street
Bedford, Ohio 44146
hoytr99@hotmail.com
Co-AGENTS: Cecil C. Jackson, 111
Carolyn E. Hande, Lafayette,
Indiana, married Russell Miller on
May 25, 2002, in Nashville,
Tennessee. Kimberly J. Irion '00
and Molly Warren Wimbiscus '99
participated in the ceremony.
Carolyn is managing an Eddie Bauer
store in Lafayette, while Russell is
completing a judicial clerkship for
the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals. In
August 2003, the Millers plan to
relocate to Nashville, where Carolyn
will work in higher education admin
istration at either Vandcrbilt
University or Belmont University,
and Russell will work at a law firm.
Christopher A. Junkin,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, tells us
that after graduating he spent the fall
mountaineering and kayaking in
Patagonia and the spring studying
architecture in Copenhagen,
Denmark. Since then he has lived
and worked in San Francisco,
California, at an architecture office,
and snowboarded and worked as a
Zamboni driver at Lake Tahoe.
Christopher is now studying archi
tecture at the University of
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Pennsylvania School of Fine Arts.
Andrew Shannon, Baltimore,
Maryland, reports that he spent a
summer in Paraguay working with
Amigos de las Americas, a nonprofit
organization that provides leadership
training and volunteer-service oppor
tunities in the United States and
Latin America. He also served with
Americorps for one year in western
Maryland. Andrew is a student at
Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine and expects to graduate in
2004. Hayden P. Smith,
Washington, D.C., tells us that she is
doing economic research on topics in
welfare, health care, and education
on Capitol Hill for the Joint
Economic Committee. Jennifer C.
Stevens. Boulder, Colorado, tells us
that she is working in Boulder as a
medical assistant at the People's
Clinic, speaking Spanish all day and
skiing as much as possible. Allison
A. Sullivan, Windsor, New
Hampshire, writes, "I'm living in
New Hampshire and working at a
residential treatment center for boys
with emotional and behavioral prob
lems. I've been here for a year and a
half. I'm enjoying the work I do, but
hope to pursue graduate schcxil in
schtxil psychology in the future."
Shelby A. Van Voris reports that
she has moved to Richmond,
Virginia, to pursue a one-year
appointment with the Army. She is
managing all archaeological excava
tions and collections at Fort Lee. She
says, "The job is amazing. I couldn't
find a better fit if I tried." Molly M.
Warren married Joel J. Wimbiscus
'96 on September 16, 2000, in
Nashville, Tennessee. Sarah N.
Buntzman anil Carolyn Hande
Miller participated in the wedding
ceremony. Molly is a student at the
University of Tennessee-Memphis
College of Medicine, and Joel is a
student at the University of
Memphis School of Law. They live at
1913 Snowden Avenue, Memphis,
Tennessee 38107 Kathryn Wyler,
Naples, Florida, is in her second year
of a graduate program in marriage
and family therapy at St. Mary's
College in Moraga, California.
Steven M. Zelinger, Broomall,
Pennsylvania, tells us that he is liv
ing in the Philadelphia area and
waiting to hear about an acceptance
to law school for next fall.
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'00 Elizabeth Roche
91A White Street
Saratoga Springs, New York 12866
eroche@skidmore.edu
Co-AGENTS: Peter D. MacDowell,
Joanna L. Radnor, Sara Gage Rinala
Maraleen D. Shields, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, writes, "I will be grad
uating from the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law. Upon
graduating, I am relocating to
Philadelphia to prepare for the bar
exam and begin my legal practice at
Saul Ewing LLP with fellow Kenyon
alums Christine Moyles Kovan '88
and Stanley J. Kull '78." Aaron T.
Trnby, Fulton, Michigan, writes,
"My current job is merely a financial
cover until 1 'get my foot in the door'
for my true vocation. I am focusing
my efforts on becoming an Episcopal
priest. It is a semi-arduous journey
because I must be approved on many
levels and complete a three-year
seminary program for my divinity
degree."
'01 Samara L. Estroff
W. Alton Jones Campus
Environmental Education Center
401 Victory Highway
West Greenwich, Rhode Island
02817
estroffs@hotmail.com
Co-AGENT: Tyler G. Griffin
Beth A. Harrod, Alexandria,
Virginia, reports that she has been
working in adolescent inpatient psy
chiatry for a year and half at
Children's Hospital in Washington,
D.C., and is thinking about going to
graduate school to get her master's
degree in psychology. Malea J.
Hoepf, Washington, D.C., tells us
that she is working for the
Population Council's international
HIV/AIDS research project.
Andrew W. Kahrl, Bloomington,
Indiana, writes, "In December 2002,
1 completed my first semester in the
Ph.D. program in history at Indiana
University in Bliximington. I am
studying twentieth-century U.S. his
tory and African-American cultural
history, with an emphasis on music
and film. In addition, I am serving as
a course assistant for a nineteenthcentury U.S. history course." Robert
J. Murphy, Cleveland, Ohio, writes,
"I'm enjoying the second year of law
school at Case Western Reserve
University. I had the opportunity to
catch up with Douglas John

Dillingham when he came through
Cleveland. John T. Kerins and 1
gave him the nickel tour of the east
side. I also had the opportunity to
meet Judge Kathleen McDonald
O'Malley '79 of the Northern
District of Ohio, where 1 was work
ing as an extern for one of the other
judges." Molly Sharp. Bozeman,
Montana, writes, "I've landed in
Bozeman and am working as an assis
tant at D.A. Davidson and Company.
Living out here lets me run into the
mountains on my lunch hours and
ski on the weekends—perfect. My
latest passion is my motorcycle,
which I'm rebuilding with the help
of my 'significant other.' This year 1
am planning my third assault on the
twenty-two-mile Bridger Ridge Run
and will ride my bike to Sturgis,
South Dakota." Sara R. Shea.
Simsbury, Connecticut, writes, "After
graduating from Kenyon, 1 took a job
doing advertising sales and journal
ism for a Connecticut arts magazine.
I am now assistant publisher with
'Artistic FX Magazine, the voice of arts
and entertainment for Connecticut."
Stephanie Sorge, Amherst,
Massachusetts, writes, "I am cur
rently in my second year as a campus
organizer with the Massachusetts
Public Interest Research Group, an
advocacy group that works on envi
ronmental, consumer, public health,
and democracy issues. I'm based in
the Amherst area, but I'm also in
Boston quite a bit for state and
national training, events, meetings,
lobby days, and such, and enjoy
occasional run-ins with Kenyon
alumni across the state, most recently
in the parking lot of our Amherst
office!" John A. Wheeler-Rappe
reports that he is attending the Iowa
Writer's Workshop in Iowa City and
working toward a master of fine arts
degree in poetry.
it

'02 Annis K. Kukulan
50 York Drive
Piedmont, California 94611
kukulana@kenyon.edu
Co-AGENT: Christopher M. Van
Nostrand
Adam A. Sapp. Claremont,
California, represented Kenyon at
the inauguration of Laura Skandera
Trombley as the fifth president of
Pitzer College on Saturday, February
15, 2003.

IN MEMORIAM
Richard W. Allen '35 on April 10,
1999. He was eighty-seven and a res
ident of Concord, New Hampshire.
A philosophy major at Kenyon,
Dick was a member of Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity. During World War
II, Dick was a member of the
Office of Scientific Research and
Development, performing research
on toxic and nontoxic aerosols and
underwater sound.
Following the war, Dck worked
in real estate for a time. In 1966, he
married Laverne Mayo and with her
ran the 1808 House during the sum
mer tourist season in New
Hampshire. During the winter, he
began teaching business and eco
nomics at Curry College in Milton,
Massachusetts. He went on to
become an administrator in the
development office of Curry and then
was named director of admissions at
Dean Junior College in Franklin,
Massachusetts. He retired in 1978.
In addition to his wife, Laverne,
Dick had a daughter from his first
marriage, Alice Adcll Allen
Carpenter. It is not known if either
survives.
Leroy Wittemire Jr. 1940 on
January 12, 2003. He was eighty-four
and a resident of Mansfield, Ohio.
Leroy attended Kenyon for two
years and then transferred to the
University of Pennsylvania, where he
earned a bachelor's degree in eco
nomics. He served as a captain in the
United States Army for five years.
During World War II, he was sta
tioned in Fiji, Bougainville, and

Manila.
Following the war, Leroy worked
for the Mansfield Tire and Rubber
Company in the accounts payable
department until his retirement.
He is survived by his wife,
Marian Ruth Mayers Wittemire; a
son, Leroy Wittemire III; a sister,
Eleanor Renwick; a nephew, J. Roger
Renwick; and several grandnieces
and nephews. Memorial contribu
tions may be made to National
Parkinson's Foundation, Inc.,
Development Department, 1501
N.W. 9th Avenue, Miami, Florida
33136-1494.
Nicholas S. Riviere Jr. 1942 on
February 10, 2003. He was eightythree and a resident of Allison Park,
Pennsylvania.
Nick attended Kenyon from 1938
to 1941, leaving to assist the family
in running its insurance brokerage.

He was a member of Psi Upsilon
fraternity.
After a long career in the insur
ance industry, Nick retired as vice
president of Sedgwick-James and
Johnson and Higgins. He was a for
mer board member of Winchester
Thurston School, the American
Cancer Society, and Harmarville
Rehabilitation Center.
Nick is survived by four daugh
ters, Suzanne R. Dawson, Carolyn R.
Worrall, Nancy R. Griffith, and
Christine R. Fisher; nine grandchil
dren; and seven great-grandchildren.
Memorial contributions may be made
to Alzheimers Association, 100 West
Station Square Drive, Landmarks
Building, Suite 500, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15219.
John W. Timmermeister 1942 on
March 5, 2003. He was eighty-four
and a resident of Russets Point and
Lima, Ohio.
At Kenyon, John was a member
of Delta Tau Delta fraternity.
During World War II, John served as
a second lieutenant in the Army Air
Corps, Air Transport Command, in
China, Burma, and India. He was
also a Royal Air Force flight instruc
tor at the British School in Miami,
Oklahoma.
John was a member and past pres
ident of the Sportsman Pilot
Association as well as a member of
the board of directors of the
Lima Aviation Corps from 1948 until
1962. He w;is a forty-year member of
the board of directors of the Allen
County Regional Airport Authority
and was a licensed pilot for sixtythree years.
Other board memberships
included the boards of Metropolitan
Bank, the Lima Community
Foundation, Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
the Wapakoncta Daily News, and St.
Mary's Woolen Mills. He served
twenty-seven years on the Lima
Memorial Hospital board of directors,
serving as president, and was elected
an emeritus director.
In 1972, he retired as
secretary/treasurer of City Loan and
Savings and had served on its
board. He worked as a financial
consultant in retirement.
John is survived by his wife,
Virginia Zajic Timmermeister; a
daughter, Kay Lois Timmermeister; a
son, William C. Timmermeister; four
grandchildren, Brian J.
Timmermeister, Karin T. Brown,
Dane Edwin Shields, and Kathleen
S. Jameson; and nine great-grand
children. Memorial contributions

may be made to the Lima Memorial
Hospital Foundation, 1001
Bellefontaine Avenue, Lima, Ohio
45804-2899; Market Street
Presbyterian Church, 1100 West
Market Street, Lima, Ohio 45805;
American Cancer Society, P.O. Box
102454, Atlanta, Georgia 303682454; or Tricare Hospice, 205 Palmer
Avenue, Bellefontaine, Ohio 43311.
H. Thomas Tausig 1943 on
November 21, 2002, after a severe
fall. He was eighty-two and a resident
of Palm Beach Gardens, Florida.
Tom transferred to Kenyon from
Cornell University and was a student
for two years before leaving to enlist
in the military. He was a member of
Psi Upsilon fraternity.
Classified as 4-F and turned down
by the U.S. Air Force in 1941, Tom
put in a bid for appointment with the
American Field Service and was
accepted. He was with the first group
of Americans who were sent to
Africa, where he was attached to the
British Eighth Army as an ambulance
driver. Returning to the states in
1942, he was admitted to the U.S.
Army Air Force, where he became a
decorated B-17 lead pilot.
Following the war, Tom pursued
a career in advertising, radio, and
television.
He is survived by his wife of fiftyseven years, Joan Porter Tausig; and a
daughter, Joan Rossiter Tausig.
Stuart R. McLeod 1946 on January
24, 2003. He was seventy-eight and a
resident of Marshall, Virginia.
Stuart left Kenyon to serve in the
U.S. Army during World War II. He
was stationed in Alaska with the
Army Signal Corps.
He completed his bachelor's
degree at the University of Michigan
and taught in the Detroit public
schools. He earned an M.F.S. degree
at the University of Maryland and
taught English at Polytechnic
Institute of Bnx>klyn and other
places of higher education in New
York until his retirement.
Stuart is survived by his wife,
Bittl; a daughter, Katherine McLeod;
a son, Gregor McLeod; and three
grandchildren.
John E. Gulick 1947 on February 6,
2003. He was seventy-six and a resi
dent of Harwich, Massachusetts.
John attended Kenyon for just
over a year and then transferred to
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where he earned a
degree in chemical engineering.
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ROBERT E. HUDEC '56 H'79
ON MARCH 12, 2003
Robert E. Hudec '56 H'79 died on March 12, 2003, of coro
nary heart disease. He was sixty-eight and a resident of
Newton Highlands, Massachusetts.
The son of a Slovak immigrant family in Cleveland,
Ohio, Bob was the first of his family to attend college,
coming to Kenyon on a scholarship and his savings
from cleaning houses and working in a factory. He
graduated from Kenyon summa cum Iaude and went on
to earn both bachelor's and master's degrees from Jesus
College at Cambridge University on a Marshall
Scholarship. He earned a law degree from Yale
University, where he was editor-in-chief of the Yale Law
Journal. He was presented with an honorary Doctor of
Laws degree from Kenyon in 1979.
Bob served as a law clerk to Justice Potter Stewart of
the U.S. Supreme Court and then as assistant general
counsel to the Office of the Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations. He was a member of the Yale Law
School faculty before joining the University of Minnesota
Law School faculty in 1972. He retired as Melvin C. Steen
and Corporate Donors Professor in 2000 and then joined
the faculty of the Fletcher School at Tufts University as a
research professor of international law.
The author of six books. Bob was one of the founders
of international trade law as a discipline and a subject
of scholarly research and teaching. He developed an
approach that took into account economic and political
realities as well as diplomatic considerations. He was
an expert on the World Trade Organization and the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. He was
admired for the breadth of vision, originality, and rigor
he brought to his work.
Bob is survived by his wife of forty-seven years,
Marianne Miller Hudec, a Denison University graduate
whom he met on a blind date; a daughter, Katharine
Wright Hudec; a son, Michael R. Hudec; five grandchil
dren; and two sisters, Marlene Schmiermund and
Elaine Urban.

At Kenyon, he was a member of Psi
Upsilon fraternity.
John worked in chemical sales for
various companies until his retire
ment to Cape Cod in 1994.
He is survived by his wife,
Gretchen Frey Gulick; two daugh
ters, Elizabeth F. Dougherty and Amy
Gulick; a son, Jonathan F. Gulick; a
brother, George W. Gulick; three
grandchildren; and many nieces and
nephews. Memorial contributions
may be made to St. Christopher's
Church, 625 Main Street, Chatham,
Massachusetts 02633.
Raymond L. Woodall Jr. '49 on
January 27, 2003, of hypothermia.
He was seventy-four and a resident of
Narberth, Pennsylvania.
An economics major at Kenyon,
Ray went on to earn a master's
degree in business administration
from the Wharton School of
Business at the University of
Pennsylvania. He was a member of
Psi Upsilon fraternity. As an alum
nus, he served as president of the
Philadelphia Alumni Association in
1961 and 1968.
During the Korean War, Ray
served in the Air Force at Boiling
Air Force Base in Washington, D.C.
A certified public accountant,
Ray worked for several firms in
Philadelphia before establishing a
management consulting business out
of his home. He was a director of the
Pennsylvania Jaycees and the Data
Processing Management Association.
A descendant of Colonel Samuel
Mathews, governor of Virginia in
1660, Ray had a long-time interest in
history. He was known as an ener
getic member of the civic-minded
borough of Narberth and was presi
dent of the Narberth Historical
Society. He enjoyed researching the
historical papers and architecture of
the borough.
Ray is survived by his sister, Ann
Louise Woodall Thompson, a niece,
and a nephew. Memorial contribu
tions may be made to PXE
International, 4301 Connecticut
Avenue, N.W., Suite 404,
Washington, D.C. 20008-2369. PXE
International is an organization that
raises research funds for PXE, a dis
ease that causes damaging calcium
deposits in organs.
William Frenaye '50 on January
21, 2003, of lung cancer. He was sev
enty-nine and a resident of Auburn,
California.
During World War II, Bill served
in the U.S. Air Force as a second
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lieutenant, piloting for the Troop
Carrier Command out of Hawaii and
Okinawa. An English major at
Kenyon, he was a founder of the
Archon fraternity.
After working as a high-school
teacher at Newark Academy in New
Jersey, Bill joined the administrative
staff at Kenyon in 1955 as assistant
to the secretary of the College,
Robert B. Brown '11. He went on to
work in educational administration
at Smith College in Massachusetts
and Pitzer College and Sonoma State
University in California. He retired
in 1987 from a job with the Council
on Aging in California, in which he
worked with seniors in the areas of
jobs and housing.
Bill is survived by his wife,
Blanche Bachman Frenaye; his first
wife, Patricia Congdon Frenaye; a
daughter, Polly Frenaye-Hutcheson; a
son, Thomas W. Frenaye; grandsons
Calder and Beau Frenaye-Hutcheson;
and a brother John Frenaye.
Earl V. Thompson Jr. '50 on July
17, 2002. He was seventy-three and a
resident of Hamilton, Ohio.
At Kenyon, Earl was a physics
major and a member of Delta Phi fraternity.
Earl was a member of the fourth
generation of the Deuscher family
involved at the H.P. Deuscher
Company Foundry, serving in all
executive offices of the corporation
until its sale to outside interests in
1988. He was trustee director of
Butler County AAA, American
Cancer Society, and Historic
Hamilton.
After retiring from the foundry,
he began assisting his son-in-law,
Jerry Pigman, a traffic safety engineer
at the University of Kentucky and an
independent accident reconstructionist, in the review and analysis of
testimony of legal actions arising
from traffic accidents in many states.
A model railroad enthusiast since
childhood, Earl was nationally recog
nized for the intricate railroad mod
els he constructed.
Survivors include his wife,
Marian Grevey Thompson; a daugh
ter, Cynthia Thompson Pigman; a
son, Earl Van Horn Thompson III;
two granddaughters, Elizabeth
Pigman Schlaudecker and Anna
Louise Pigman; and two grandsons,
Earl Van Horn Thompson IV and
George Granville Graham
Thompson. Memorial contributions
may be made to First United
Methodist Church, 225 Ludlow
Street, Hamilton, Ohio 45011.

James L. Keegan '53 on
November 17, 2002. He was sev
enty-two and a resident of
Portsmouth, formerly of
Middletown, Rhode Island.
In addition to his bachelor's
degree from Kenyon, Jim earned an
M.A. from Middlebury College in
1968.
Jim taught at the American
School in Leysin, Switzerland, the
Pingree Schixil, and Phillips
Academy. He was an English teacher
at St. George's School in
Middletown for twenty-five years
until his retirement in 1996.
He is survived by two daugthers,
Rachel C. Keegan and Jennifer L.
Keegan; two grandchildren; and a
brother, Howard Keegan. His late
brother, Frank Keegan, attended
Kenyon in 1941.
James C. Minarik '55 on
December 26, 2002. He was sixtynine and a resident of San Dimas,
California.
At Kenyon, James was an eco
nomics major. He played fix)tball
and participated in dramatics. He
served in the U.S. Army during the
Korean War.
James worked as a warehouse
manager for Steelcase Corporation
for forty-five years.
Survivors include three daugh
ters, Kathy Pinnell, Jeannette
Kimes, and Dale LeClair; a son,
James Minarek; and three grand
children, Andrea and Alex
Cisneros and Katelynn Kimes.
Memorial contributions may be
made to Masonic Children's Home,
1650 East Old Badillo Street,
Covina, California 91724.

CHARLES W. "TOMMY" THOMPSON '59
Charles W. "Tommy" Thompson '59 died on
January 24, 2003, after suffering from an
Alzheimer's-like illness for several years.
Former Deem of Students Thomas J. Edwards
remembers Tommy well. "Joyfully unforgettable,
Tommy entered Kenyon in the fall of 1956 as a
transfer student from the University of Florida,
where he had played varsity football," he writes.
"He instantly acquired identity because Kenyon
had precious few students from the South and
even fewer football players of Tommy's level. His
hulk, a delight to Kenyon's coaches, attested that
he play a 'down linesman'—except, instead of the
requisite scowl, he had a friendly manner, a rare
sense of humor, and an ear-to-ear smile that
graced his homey face.
"The late and revered Professor of English
Denham Sutcliffe often said, 'Every person who
comes to this Hill, whether president or fresh
man, will leave some kind of mark on the
College.' Tommy left a full slate of marks,
enough for us all."
Judith R. Sacks, affiliated scholar in American
studies and her husband, Howard L. Sacks, pro
fessor of sociology and special assistant to the
president, had a long personal and professional
relationship with Tommy. They write: "On a
spring afternoon in 1971, in Chapel Hill, North
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William B. Londino '72 on
September 5, 2002, following a brief
illness. He was fifty-two and a resi
dent of New York Ci>.
Bill was the president of Londino
Stone Company in New York.
Survivors include his wife,
Margaret Carson Londino; three
aunts, Christine Bernabei, Rose
Bernahei, and Rita Londino; an
uncle, Arnold Bernahei; and four
cousins, Christine M., Richard, and
Stephen Bernahei and Marisa Decea.
J. Rogers Chambers '78 on
December 28, 2002, of a heart
attack. He was forty-six and a resi
dent of St. Paul, Minnesota.
At Kenyon, Rogers was a mem
ber of Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity.
An English major, he spent his
junior year abroad in the Kenyon-

r

Carolina, we first heard the music of Tommy
Thompson. The downtown streets were blocked
off to cars for the 'Apple Chill Fair.' What drew
our interest was a sight and a sound that would
change our musical and social lives: on a rickety
platform set up smack in the middle of Franklin
Street, the main thoroughfare, a rugged-looking
banjo player and his companions were playing
tunes and songs from the southern Appalachian
mountains. This was Tommy Thompson with
the Fuzzy Mountain String Band, and this was
old-time stringband music. Tommy was a doc
toral student in philosophy at the University of
North Carolina and a serious writer of theatrical
material.
"In Chapel Hill we had the opportunity to
hear Tommy and his musical partners many
times. After the Fuzzies broke apart, following
the tragic death of Tommy's first wife, Bobbie,
the guitar player in the band. Tommy joined up
with friends and fellow students to create the
Red Clay Ramblers. In this musically vibrant
community, the Red Clays became cult
favorites.
"Upon our arrival at Kenyon in 1975, we
immediately sought out the 'folk scene' and
were delighted to discover the Gambier Folklore
Society and its annual fall festival. By happy
coincidence, the 1975 Gambier Folk Festival
program included Tommy Thompson and the
Red Clay Ramblers as featured performers.
'"Ibmmy's career did include several stints
as a performer in and writer of stage musicals.
In 1985 he was Off Broadway in New York City
as an on-stage musician for Sam Shepard's play
A Lie of the Mind, starring Harvey Keitel and
Geraldine Page. Tommy invited us to the show,
and we attended a Saturday evening perfor
mance of this fascinating, disturbing play.
"In 1996, when Tommy was already ill, he
expressed interest in returning to Kenyon for
one last visit. He asked our mutual friend,
renowned banjo player and composer Tony
Ellis, to take him to the Gambier Folk Festival.
The festival always had the feeling of a home
coming, and in this spirit we opened the
Saturday evening concert by acknowledging
the presence of our honored Kenyon alumnus.
"Tommy Thompson leaves a musical legacy
of extraordinary banjo-playing and inspired
composition. Those who knew him as a friend
will always treasure his radiant good humor, his
intellectual curiosity, and his optimistic
approach to life, even during hardship. We are
fortunate to have known this angel from the
'Southern Part of Heaven.'"
Tommy is survived by a daughter, Jesse L.
Thompson Eustice, and a son, Tom A.
Thompson.
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Exeter Program in England. He com
pleted an M.B.A. at the University of
St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota,
in 1990.
At the time of his death, Rogers
was employed as a vice president of
insurance and membership sales
with AAA.
Survivors include his wife, Shawn;
a daughter, Erin; a son, Bryn; a sister,
Suzanne Wooton; his mother- and
father-in-law, Patrick and Judy Farrell;
two brothers-in-law, Larry and Mike
Farrell; two nephews, Nicholas
Wooton and Cavan Farrell; and a
niece, Cashel Farrell. Memorial contrihutions may be made to Special
Days Camp (for children with cancer
and leukemia), P.O. Box 1154, Bay
City, Michigan 48706-0154, or the
American Heart Association, 7272
Greenville Avenue, Dallas, Texas
75231.
Peter T. McGarry '85 on January 4,
2003, of melanoma. He was
forty and a resident of Winnetka,
Illinois.
At the time of his death, Peter
was a freelance writer. His career also
included two years in Kenyon's Office
of Admissions, time with the advertis
ing firm of Ogilvy and Mather, and a
stint as a communications specialist
with Andersen Consulting.
Director of Special Funds Alice
Cornwell Straus '75 has prepared this
remembrance.
"I often thought of Peter as a
devoutly Kenyon man. He had been
recruited for the College by John
Kushan, who had earlier admitted
Peter's brothers, John M. '80 and
Kevin V. '83. As a resident advisor in
Mather and a tour guide for the
admissions office, Peter had ample
opportunity to influence his fellow
students and future friends, and to
help shape the institution that was
forming him.
"Immediately after graduating,
Peter joined the College's admissions
office as an assistant director, travel
ing for two years to recruit potential
students and, not coincidentally, to
stay in touch with his many Kenyon
friends.
"Peter's remarkable ability to
remain in touch with, and to touch,
so many of the people he met reached
its full potential in his 'Melanomail,'
electronic missives to a group of more
than two hundred and fifty friends
who were kept current on Peter's hattie with cancer via e-mail messages
that made you cry with both laughter
and sorrow.
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"One such message came on
Monday, September 23, 2002, entitled
'Thinking of Me.' Peters message
began, 'Dear Friends, Well, since we
last corresponded, I have had five brain
surgeries, a seizure, two rounds of
chemotherapy, and one round of whole
brain radiation therapy. Soooo...what's
YOUR excuse for not staying in better
touch.7"'
"Peter faced his illness with
courage, dignity, and, of course, humor,
which made it easier for all of us," said
Scott Fowkes, a New Trier friend. "He
was always more interested in hearing
about you than talking about his con
dition, and he was somewhat embar
rassed by all the attention he was
getting. He saw the silver lining and
focused on the positive, often telling
me that his illness was a great opportu
nity to see and spend time with his
friends and family, to meet new people,
and to reconnect with old friends.
"Peter continued to be game for
new therapies, which occasionally
offered him some respite, but his can
cer was relentless. Through the
'Melanomail,' Peter thanked us for our
'continued thoughts, prayers, and sup
port. So many of you have said "We
think about you all the time," and all 1
can say is: Same here. In fact, I'm
pretty much the only person I ever
think about. So it's nice we're on the
same page.' Peter's integrity, humor,
and courage ensure that we will con
tinue to think of him."
As his obituary noted, "left to cele
brate his life" are Peter's parents, Anne
of Winnetka, Illinois, and Kevin of
Lexington, Kentucky; his sisters,
Elizabeth and Anne McGarry; his
brothers John and Kevin McGarry; his
nieces, Jaime, Anne, and Eloise, and
nephew Thomas; many aunts, uncles,
and cousins (including Mara and her
newborn son, Peter); as well as many
devoted friends from throughout his
life. Memorial contributions may be
made to Kenyon College, Gambier,
Ohio 43022; Make-A-Wish
Foundation of Northern Illinois, 640
North LaSalle, Suite 280, Chicago,
Illinois 60610; or Palliative Care
Center and Hospice of the North
Shore, 2821 Central Street, Evanston,
i Illinois 60201.
Deaths for which no additional infor
mation is known:
Richard H. Wilson II '48
Roger Hecht 1955 in 1990.
Charles O. Lawson '58 on July 3,
2002.
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Requiem for
Wertheimer
Fieldhouse
The spring of 2003 brought
the demolition of
Wertheimer Fieldhouse.
The structure, originally a
Navy drill hall belonging to
the federal government,
was erected at Kenyon in
1948 after arriving in thou
sands of pieces from Camp
Peary, Virginia. Wertheimer
was demolished to make
way for the new Center for
Fitness, Recreation, and
Athletics. A groundbreak
ing ceremony for the new
facility was held at the con
struction site on April 25.
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WHEELS? NOT WHEELS! WILLS!
WE'RE TALKING ABOUT WILLS. YOUR WILL.

A

will is the legal expression of your

Percentage Bequest: "1 give [desired

wishes as to the disposition of

percentage] of my estate to Kenyan College. .

your property after death. Personal

rights in establishing and protecting how this

decision is made were established in English
jurisprudence as early as 1540 with Henery VIIl's
approval of Parliament's Statute of Wills.
Since its founding in 1824, Kenyon College

RESPONSE FORM

Residuary Bequest: This instructs your executor
to give Kenyon all (or a portion) of your estate
after all debts, taxes, expenses, and all other

(please fill out and mail to the address at left)
Kenyon is in my will.

bequests have been paid. "I give the rest of the

Please send information on placing

propers I own at my death to Kenyon College. .

Kenyon in my will.

has been the beneficiary of hundreds of bequests

Restricted Bequest: "J give [dollar amount or

In addition to a will commitment,

from its alumni and loyal friends. Most of the

property or percentage or residuary] to Kenyon

or instead of one, I would like to

gifts the College has received over its history

College. . . . This gift shall be held as a permanent

consider taking a current asset,

have been made during donors' lifetimes.

endowment to be known as the [person's name]

giving it to Kenyon, and deriving

Ultimate gifts, however, have the potential of

Fund, only the income of which may be used

a lifetime income from it. Please

being the most significant, especially in building

to support the [purpose for which the gift is to

send information about Kenyon's

the Colleges endowment. Surprisingly, and

be used]. If the Trustees of Kenyon College

Life Income Gift Program:

unlike many of our peer institutions, Kenyon's

determine that it is not feasible or economical

Kenyon Charitable Gift Annuity,

largest gifts have not been made in the form of

to use the income of the fund for the purpose

Kenyon Charitable Remainder Trust,

bequests despite ho\y,easy such arrangements

stated above, the income of the fund may be

Kenyon Pooled Income Fund.

are to make and how significant their benefits

used for such purposes as the Trustees direct.

are in estate planning.
With the goal of increasing the Colleges

Please contact your attorney to make or
revise your will. If you have already placed

endowment, Kenyon and the members of the

Kenyon in your will, please let us know so that

George Wharton Marriott Society are asking

we can thank you now for the generosity of

alumni, parents, and friends to consider placing

your intentions. Please direct news or questions

the College in their wills.

about your will to:

There are a variety of ways of crafting your
bequest to Kenyon:
Specific Bequests: "1 give [dollar amount or
property (such as a particular stock or set of
stocks)] to Kenyon College, an Ohio corporation
not for profit, at Gambier, Ohio, to be used to

Name

Class or affiliation

Director of Planned Giving
Office of Development
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022-9623
1-800-KENYONC (536-9662)
geigerr@kenyon.edu

further the objectives and purposes of the College."
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WHO BUT A KENYON PRESIDENT
WOULD RIDE A HUNDRED MILES
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LATIN DICTIONARY?
by Dan Laskin

Once, according to a story, Philander Chase was
presiding at a baptism where the parents had
proposed a name that he found unacceptable.
"Tut-tut! Away with these heathenish names!"
scoffed the bishop. "I baptize thee Peter."
The baby was a girl.
Incredible? Outrageous? Or just a typically
extraordinary gesture by a typically formidable
Kenyon president?

s

L

s
Mcllvaine

Douglass

Bronson

duits, and aqueduct to bring New York residents
the best-tasting metropolitan water anywhere.
After leaving Kenyon, Douglass designed the
supporting wall of Brooklyn Heights, which pre
sumably prevents that community's shoreline
bluff (with its spectacular views of Manhattan)
from falling into the East River.
Sherlock Anson Bronson, the fourth presi
dent (1845-50), grew up on the Ohio frontier

Stone

Peirce

Chalmers

joined the austere order of Passionist fathers, took
the name Father Fidelis, and spent years in mis
sionary work throughout North America, South
America, and Europe. He saw his daughters again
in 1921, just before he died.
William Foster Peirce, who was twenty-eight
when he became Kenyon's twelfth president in
1896, served for forty-one years, longer than any
other president. Nicknamed "Fat" because he was
so thin, Peirce owned the first automobile in

College's presidents have been accomplished

about fifteen miles from the huddle of cabins
that would become Cleveland. He encountered

and impressive people, many have been truly
remarkable characters.

wolves and bears, feared the British and their
Indian allies during the War of 1812, and wore

Here, in the spirit of welcoming a new presi
dent with a nod to forebears, are some lesser-

buckskin "pantaloons" that were extremely diffi
cult to peel off when wet. His thirst for knowl
edge was so insatiable that he once sold a cow

refrain from making "incipient bypaths on the
greensward," and they were tickled by his annual

for eight dollars, mounted the farm horse, and
rode for more than a hundred miles in the fruit

welcoming speech to the freshmen, in which he
said that Philander Chase had "knocked up a log

ond president (1832-40), spent two years as
chaplain and professor of ethics at the U.S.

less search for a Latin dictionary. Bronson, who
graduated from Kenyon in 1833, was the first

cabin in the virgin forest." When students lit a

Military Academy at West Point, where his stu
dents included Jefferson Davis and Robert E.

alumnus to become the College's president.

his successor—a man from a women's collegi
Peirce quenched the outcry by asking, simply,

Formidable and then some. While all of the

known facts and unusual anecdotes about a few
Kenyon presidents.
Charles Pettit Mcllvaine. the College's sec

Lee. Bishop Mcllvaine was so highly respected

James Kent Stone, the scion of a promi
nent New England family, took time off from

internationally (for his opposition to the
Catholic-leaning Oxford Movement within the

Harvard, twice, to travel in Europe, where his
mountaineering ability earned him the distinc

Episcopal Church) that, shortly after the out
break of the Civil War, President Lincoln asked

tion of becoming the first American member of

him to go to England to argue against British
recognition of the Confederacy. He had coffee
at Buckingham Palace, lunched with faculty
members at Oxford, conversed with cabinet
members, and influenced debate in the House
of Commons.
David Bates Douglass, president number
three (1840-44), the military engineer who cre
ated Middle Path, had earlier helped to design
the famous water-supply system of New York
City, which links reservoir, dam, masonry con
64
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the English Alpine Club. He was chosen as
Kenyon's eighth president in 1867, at the age of
just twenty-six. Although he developed a cama
raderie with the students, his affinity for the
theology of the Oxford Movement led to con
troversy, and he was forced to resign after a year.
Following the death of his wife in 1869, he con
verted to Catholicism, became a Paulist priest,
and gave up his two daughters for adoption. His
outraged family referred to his conversion as a
"perversion," and his brother-in-law threatened
to have him declared insane. In 1877 Stone

Knox County and learned to fly in the College's
aeronautical school. His formal rhetoric was one
of many traits that impressed and amused stu
dents. Every spring he would admonish them to

bonfire on Middle Path to protest the choice of

"Don't you think it would be wise to wait until
you have at least met him?"
The man in question was Gordon Keith
Chalmers, who would serve as Kenyon's president
from 1937 to 1956, leading the College to
national prominence for academic excellence and
making it a renowned center for literary studies.
The Greenslade Special Collections and Archives
have a wealth of information about Kenyon's frresidents. Perry Lentz '64 of the English department has
written excellent essays on Charles Mcllvaine and
Utrin Andrews, and Christopher Rarth '93—a great
authority on the College's history and its archives —
has written profiles of all the presidents as well as a
book, Kenyon Reborn, about the /rresidency of
William Foster Peirce.
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2003 Commencement

Perform brilliantly

Video highlights
from tho May
17th broadcast
of Kenyon's 179th
Comma ncement
are now available. Horn...
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Kenyon's new site on the World Wide
Web makes its debut this month. The
site, still located at www.kenyon.edu,
has been redesigned to make it more
attractive and easier to navigate. It
also has more information—and more
up-to-date information—about the
College, including news stories, special
features for alumni and parents, and
profiles of Kenyon students, faculty
members, and alumni.

